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Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time : Received:24.7.64 Time :1415

Brandts

(corrupt group) and International Fishery Company.

Secretary of State

wku Ut 2
Cypher

Restricted,, South Georgia. Grytviken Whaling Station, 
advise that Grytviken has been sublet jointly as before to three 
Japanese companies Taiyo Gyogyo Kabushiki, Kyokuyo Hogei Kaboshiki,

These companies intend operating ten catchers including foi'ty 
boats at Grytviken for 1964/65 season. Brandts ask Government for 
licences ten catchers, the sealing licence, and licence to fish to 
the three companies jointly as last year. Grateful telegraph reply.

1



1) ECODE.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received:Time :Despatched: 28.7.64 1200

Your
l

Officer Administering the Government

G.T.C. ; WHT/LH

SG 34. Repeated. South Georgia, Whaling and. sealing, 
unnumbered telegram of July 24th refers, 

■r*—

Licences agreed, and will be issued on arrival South Georgia.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Officer .Administering the Government,. Stanley.

To Administrative Officer, South Georgia.

19 64. Time :Despatched: 28th July,

19 Time :Received:

Brandts adviseGrytviken Whaling Station.

G.T.C. : WHT/LH

Officer Administering the Government

These companies intend operating ten catchers including 
forty boats at Grytviken for 1964/65 season. Brandts have 
asked Government for licences ten catchers, the sealing licence, 
and licence to fish to the three companies jointly as last year. 
Am saying we will issue on arrival yours.

No. 199.
that Grytviken has been sublet jointly as before to three 
Japanese companies Taiyo Gyogyo Kabushiki, Kyokuyo Hogei 
Kabushiki, another company name not yet clear and International 
Fishery Company.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Administrative.Officer, South Georgia.

Officer Administering the Government, Stanley.To

19 64.Despatched. : 29th July,

Time :19 64.Received: 30th July,

Yourtel 199*

Administrative Officer

G.T.C. : LH

Time : 1740

3
2_U «K/
£

No. 251. Yourtel 199* Fishing licence. Please
refer to Governor telegram to Secretary of State SG 8 
June 29th 1963 paragraph (c) and Sjx 11 July 8th 1963 
paragraph 2. Are any charges being made this season?



(o
Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.No. 35.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 29.7.64 Time: 0900Time: 1650 30.7.64Received:

HI CONFIDENCE

52. Leith Harbour whaling station

V
I

I

securer

Secer

cJr II

G.T.C./T.B.

I

I, / Salvesens not yet aware whether Nippon Suisan Kaisha require 
They will advise later if this required.

31 refers to similar applications by 
to In your replies please indicate

I 
i

/

/1

S»G- * N 0 o

&

2o

4.
fishing licences also

TP
■̂ /

it.r

Salvesens understand licence for reefer and two whale 
catchers will be issued free and have sent cheque for £350 to cover 
fees for remaining seven catchers. Salvesens also saying Nippon 
Suisan Kaisha under the impression no licence required for one buoy 
boat which they intend operating but Salvesens themselves think 
fee will be required for licence this and have therefore included this 
boat within number of mine catchers referred to above.

5. Our telegram S.G-. No. 1
Brandts for G-rytviken whaling station, 
whether both applications considered together and ultimate decision 
fairly both firnu In view recent difficulties over sealing licence 
we are anxious to avoid in future any possible allegation one firm 
preferential treatment over othere.

Salvesens have applied on behalf of Nippon Suisan Kaisha for 
licence for a reefer vessel and nine whale catchers, operating from 
Leith Harbour in 1964/65 season.

3* Grateful telegraphic advice as to reply to be given in
cluding whether buoy boat licence will be free and if so what amount 
of refund due Salvesens from resent payments £350.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Officer Administering the Government, Stanley.

To

Despatched: 1931st July, Time :0900

Received: 19 Time :

Leith Harbour whaling station.No. 203.

Officer Administering the Government

Grateful telegraphic advice as to reply to be given 
including whether buoy boat licence will be free and if so 
what amount of refund due Salvesens from recent payments £350.

Salvesens have applied on behalf of Nippon Suisan Kaisha 
for licence for a reefer vessel and nine whale catchers, 
operating from Leith Harbour in 1$6a/65 season.

Salvesens understand licence for reefer and two whale 
catchers will be issued free and have sent cheque for .£350 
to cover fees for remaining seven catchers. Salvesens also 
saying Nippon Suisan Kaisha under the impression no licence 
required for one buoy boat which they intend operating but 
Salvesens themselves think fee will be required for licence 
for this and have therefore included this boat within number 
of nine catchers referred to above.

A cb.lini s t rat iye ....Off leer A 

G.T.C. : LH

Salvesens not yet aware whether Nippon Suisan Kaisha require 
fishing licences also. They will advise later if this required.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.No. 1J1.

From .Adminis tratiye...0f fi cer. .South.. .Georgia •

OfficerA^inistering the Government, Stanley.To

Despatched: Time: 173019 64.31st July,

Received: 19 Time :64.31st July,

No. 253. Fishing licence.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Administrative Officer

ClA V.""
ID

P/L : LH

a fee of £100 per annum shall be payable on the 
1st October of each year the licence is in force

the Governor may suspend or amend this licence on 
the grounds of public emergency without compensation

the licensee shall render to the Governor reports 
and returns in such form as he may require 
regarding fish taken under this licence and of 
the products manufactered therefrom

in the event of any doubt or ambiguity in the 
interpretation of this licence the decision of the
Governor shall be final.'

Do you approve wording and if so do you wish me to issue 
licence as per draft.

the licensee shall have the right to take fish 
of all species within the territoral water of 
South Georgia and to process and export such 
fish and their by products during the period 
of one year from the 1st October 1964

the licensee shall during the period of the licence 
take all steps as may be deemed necessary to carry 
out research work in connection with fishing round 
South Georgia ’with a view to the exportation of 
fish and the products therefrom

in the event of any breach of or failure to comply 
with any of the requirements of this licence it 
may be terminated by the Governor without further 
notice

this licence is not transferable without the consent 
of the Governor

Your telegram No. 202.
Herewith copy of draft licence on file South Georgia. 
’’This licence is issued subject to the conditions herein
after set out



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

2

From A dmi ni.s.tra t i.ve.. .Q.ff i.ce.r.,. ...S. o.uth.. .Georgia e

To... . Of fic.e r. .. Administering.  ...t.he....G.o. vernment, S tanley,

Time : i(%0Despatched:

Time :19Received:

’.'dialing licence correct reefer

A clinini stnative 0 ffi ce r

P/L : LH

1st August, 62;..

No.

No. 252+. '-haling licence. Salvesens
and two catchers free other seven licence fee £50 each 
total £350. Buoy boat not repeat not free.



10
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

3.8.64Stanley

To

SG-A/cetat AD1OT0FP ZBH

Yourtel 253 fishing licence stop Wording approved and licence

may issue as per draft

Secretary

vtht/ih

No. 209.

Wt. P2809 5/61

Number



u
Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: Time .Received:16004.8.64

Leith Harbour,Your telegram SG 32.In Confidence.SG 35.

Total £350.
Your paragraph 5*

Officer Administering the Government

G.T.C. : V.HT/LH

Salvesens correct, 
licence fee £50 each.

Reefer and two catchers free other seven 
Buoy boat not repeat not free.

Both Brandt and Salvesen applications considered 
together and decision fair both firms. Brandts asked for and granted 
ten catchers and Salvesen can have one extra catcher to make total ten if 
required.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 36.

Fr<?m....Mn)inistratiye..Of.fi.c.e.r^...S.Quth....G.e.o.r.gia.

To ..Colonial. .Secretary,... Stanley...

Despatched:

Received:

Whaling licence.

whaling licences may be prepared.

Administrative Officer

ncl

P/L : LH

Time iq^qq

Grateful you ask Salvesens 
and Brandts to cable names of catchers and reefers so that

Also whether or not they 
intend to operate direct W/T contact with Japan.

No. 264.

Time10th August?
^64.

W,..
10th August,



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Adioini strat i v.e.. .Officer,... S out h.. .Geo rgia

To C ol onial... S ecretaxy.,..G tan-ley.  ....

Time :19Despatched: 10th August, 1145

Time :19Received: 090010th August,

Ho. 265. Grateful you ask Brandts

Administrative 0 ff1cer

p/L : LH

Most essential 
vie know as soon as possible as apart from cold storage other 
arrangements will also have to be made in connection with 
various other supplies.

to confirm earliest 
whether or not over wintering crew will be stationed at 
Grytviken for winter 19&5 (March to October).

64e
64 e



! )ecode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time:Received:Time:Despatched: 11.8.64 1000

SG 38.

Officer Administering the Government

P/L : WHT/LH

; 4 >.i

Grateful you ask Salvesen and Brandt cable 
Do they intend operate w/T direct

Japan?
crew will remain Grytviken winter 1965* 
for us gauge supply requirements in time.

Whaling.
names catchers and reefers.

Request Brandts confirm earliest whether over wintering
This information essential

(^lll 0^1 b



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.l'TO

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Received: 14.8.6’,. 7’/me • 0900Despatched: Time:13.8.64 1635

Ynaling. Salvesen and.

Secretary of State

p/L : LH 
(intld.) I-ILB

4%

SG- 57 » Your telegram SG- 38# 
Brandt requested inform you direct.



11=
Decode.

TELEGRAM.

Edinburgh..

To Acting. ..Governor, Stanley*..

Time :16OO19 Gh-.Despatched:

Time :19 64.Received:

iccJrdv

Salvesen

P,/L : LH

(intli. ) TO

Repeat this SG for information 
ref. SG’s query

14th August,

■To. $7o

15th August,

NSK fleet season 1964/65 as follows freezer Kashimamaru 
gross tonnage 7163.20, All catchers Konanmaru number gross 
tonnage 2 398.65 7 471.16 10 742.05 11 742.06 12 746.41 
15 746.46 17 751.60 18 750.75 20 750.81 23 753.40 i.e. total 
ten/vessels but only applied for nine licences. Checking with 
NSK re this and ’V/T operation and will report.

From .. .Salv.es.en,.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

15.8.64Stanley

To

SGA/oetat ADMINOFF ZBH

12

Secretary

m

Wt. P2809 5/61

Number

No. 217© Yourtel 264 NSK fleet season 1964/65 as follows freezer Kashimamaru •_—---
gross tonnage 7163® 20 stop All catchers Konanmaru number gross tonnage 2 398*65
7 471.16 10 742.05 11 742.06 12 746.41 15 746.46 17 751.60 18 750.75 20 750.81
23 753.40 i.e. total 10 vessels but only applied for 9 licences. Checking with 
NSK re this and w/p operation and will report



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From .Salvesen,.. .Edinburgh.

ToAotj^

Despatched:

19 64 Time :Received: 17th August,

\ko NSK confirm that

CoSalvesen *

P/L : LH 
(intld.) HLB

rime : 1155

F xkC |S
F'-

19 61,.

'i.Ref our telegram 14th August.
they wish to operate ‘ '/T direct with Japan as in last Xseason and would be grateful if could be arranged
accordingly.

17th August,



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

18.8.64Stanley

To

SGA/cetat ADimiOFF ZBH

NSK confirm that they wish to operate W/C direct with JapanNo. 220.
as in last season

Secretary

IH

Wt, P2809 5/61

Number

lk> JWtS



ZO
Decode.

TELEGRAM.No. 47.

From . .Brandtsons.,...  London...

To Goyemor,... Stanley. ...

Time : 105829 64.Despatched : 20th August,

Time :19Received: 20th August,

7
operating

Brandtsons

(O>

Ui iP/L : LH 

(Intld.) TUB

I' S-iAa/')

-Request- G^leniai-Offtse advise Japanese
Grytviken following twelve vessels refrigerator Koyamaru eta 
17th September catchers Toshimaru 12 Sekimaru 16/17/18
Fumimaru 17/18 Kyomaru 20/22 et 28th September Toshimaru 17/18 
and tanker Kinjyomaru et 10th October* Intend operating -j/T 
direct Japan as last season expect about 8 crew over wintering. 7*



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Words Handed in at DateOffice of Origin

21.8.64Stanley

To

SGA/cetat ADMINOFF ZHI

Brandtsons advise Japanese operating G-xytviken f oilowing twelve223.

refrigerator Koyamax’U eta 17th September catchers Tosnimaru 12vessels

Secretary

LH

Wt. P2809 5/61

Number

No.

Japan as

Sekimaru 16/17/18 Fumimaru 17/18 Kyomaru 20/22 et 28th September Toshimaru 
X .17/18 and tanker Kinjyomaru et 10th October stop Intend operating W/T direct

Ylast season expect about 8 crew over wintering

^11



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 36.

Salvesen,. EdinburghFrom

Acting Governor, StanleyTo

Time : 172619 64Despatched:

Time : O84519 6427th August,Received:

lb Reference our telegram 14th August*

Salvesen*

P/L : IM

26th August,

NSK also wish 
operate Konanmaru No. 8 GRT 471-34 although they confirm 
no more than 10 catchers will operate at one time* Have 
consequently applied Colonial Office for total 11 catcher 
licences •



r Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNORFrom

Received: 27.8.6k-. TimeTime:Despatched: 27.8.6L. 0205 1200

In confidence
// Your telegram S.G-. No. 35 •S.G-. No. 39.

Secretary of State.

GTC : IM

Salvesen’s indicating tenth whale catcher licence required and have 
remitted additional £50. Will confirm extra licence granted.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

28.8.64Stanley

To

SGA/cetat ADimiOFF ZBH

one time

Secretaiy

OT?/LH

Wt. P2809 5/61

Number

2

No. 232. Colonial Office have granted HSK eleventh licence for Konanmaru Ho. 8
GI5? 471.31 on understanding that not more than ten catchers will operate any



25
Decode.

TELEGRAM.No. 96.

From

Colonial.. Secretary,.. .Stanley ....To

19 64.Despatched: 28th August,

19Received: 28th August,

Administrative Officer

P/L : LH D/9/63(Intid.) HLB

SO 
air?'

No* 281. Grateful confirmation that direct 
communication with Japan by both Japanese companies 
will be granted subject to a licence fee of <£300 per 
month as last season*

. Administrative...Officer,...South. Georgia.

Time :



2(o
Decode.

TELEGRAM.No. 95.

.Administrative. Off i.cer,...South..Georgia.From

Colonial Secretary, Stanley.. To

19Despatched: 64*28th August,

Time :19 61,.Received: 28th August,

No. 280.

Adminis trative Of f icer

Grateful confirmation that the Officer 
.Administering the Government will approve the use of 
asdic by both Japanese companies for the season 1964/65*

P/L : LH 
(Intia.) I-ILB

rime- isog



r
Decode.

TELEGRAM.No. 78.

From Salves .en,. .Edinburgh-

To Acting.. Governor., Stanley...

64.Despatched: 28th August,

Time :19 ar.Received: 28th August,

IL

Salvesen

P/L : LH 
(Intid.) HLB

Time : 1799

/IT
Ref our telegrams 14th August and 26th August.

Koyomaru J66.92 grt novz substitutes for Konanmaru 
No. 2.



Savingrgm

©ate

Your reference.

6
I enclose, for your

SECER

(E5155) Wt 29507-8448 5m 12/62 V.B. Gp 791

Colonial Office Reference 4"*” ^4"'^ ^5

SubjectOriginator and date 

O jX'Sc’. A.

of the........

information, 
censideretieny a copy of the paper noted below, 
observations,

despatch*
With reference to ~ sav^gram No. .SF. "t*. 

telegram 

nt y-

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
T© the Cfcfficer Administering the Government off 

 S/r-No. /

0 c.o. 1



/

9

culu you please arrange for the enclosed cheque 
for £350 from Chr, Salvesdn < Co.T.id*, to be paid into 
the Anlklnnd 131;:;us Account»

The Cashier,
Pay Den < rtine at 5

Crown Agents for Oversea
Covorntients and aidiaini^tr^tions

The suii of -,JSG 5s in rosf-iot of licences applied 
for on b-'-hr.lf cf . :i.:■ ■ . on r.. ?= icirhr. ■ 11., to operate 
.A• .. 1 c c • •.01 ’.C‘-‘i A•’' ■ - • ■■:.: t!. t•• -. i.3' ■ ? • 11 :■ .r •: .. b.A11 on.
S': ••!'. fk'. I-.A. .

■' '?.ss l/A lire;
A’.oi/'.'.o oni Yndi.nn C;c,nan fept.

C a 1 a n: •: <1 ; if i Ace, 
Grc: 1 Anith AtX'Oct

London, A.Y'.I*



COPY

24th July, 1964.

Dear Sir,

Leith Harbour, South Georgia

Would you, therefore,

We are,

Pro.

(Sgd.) Gordon E. Marlston

Our Ref: GEH/MS.
Operations Dept.

Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

Yours faithfully, 
CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.

whalecatchers, 
will be free, 
remaining seven catchers.

CHR. SALVESEN & CO.LTD.
V.P.O. BOX 217 

29 Bernard Street
LEITH

Incidentally, N.S.K. seem to be under the impression that no 
licence is required for the one buoy boat (included in the nine catchers 
above) which they intend to operate. As we have never heard of buoy boats,

Will you please ensure that the Administrative Officer at South 
Georgia is informed of the fact that the licence fees have been paid here, 
as, last year, after we had paid the appropriate fees to you, these fees 
were also charged in our account at South Georgia, and a refund had to be 
made later by the A.O.

We have been asked by Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd. to apply on their 
behalf for the necessary licences for next season.
take the necessary steps to issue licences for a reefer vessel and nine

As the licences for the reefer and two of the whalecatchers
we enclose our cheque for £350 to cover the fees for the

N.S.K. have not, as yet, informed us of whether or not they wish us 
to apply for a fishing licence, but we shall revert later if any further action 
is required.

above) which they intend to operate. As we have never heard of buoy boats, 
as such, being granted licences free of any fee, we have, as noted, included 
this vessel in the total applied for above. However if any change has been 
made in the regulations, no doubt you will let us have the appropriate rebate.

&



Savingram C.O. 1

No.©ate 

X 5 .. XI ., I enclose, for your

SECER

Originator and date

-7-

(E5155) Wt 29507—8448 5m 12/62 V.8. Gp 791

rX

From She Secretary of State for the CoBonies.
To the

Subject

Wiser Administering the Government of 

AUb.WOA...........

Colonial Office Reference B-r

d&S'&etdi 
my ------ ■-----------

With reference to ------- savmgrwn No.ymir —-----------
telegram

S Cr 3

of the.......
information,
consideration, a copy of the paper noted below.

-observations,

Your reference 



AUgUSt 8 196^

Gentlemen,

WILLIAM BRANDT’S SONS Cx 00. LTD.

FST 426/57/01 
DTN/SW

I am, Sir,
•lour obedient servant,

3> - t/J ri^ J

25

I am directed to refer to your letters of the 
1st and 17Ui July about the proposed operations at 
Grytviken dhaling Station, South Georgia, in the 
1964/65 season by the three Japanese companies 
nessrs. Taiyo Gyogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, 
Kyokuyo Hogel F.obushiki Kaishn and International 
Fishery Co... Ltd., and to inform you that the 
Acting Governor of the Falkland Islands has now said 
that the licences are agreed and ?ill be issued on the 
arrive J. oi the parties'cuaccrned in .;outh Georgia.



17th July, 1964.
For the attention of R, G. Pettitt Esq,

Dear Sirs, Grytviken Whaling Station 17

Your ref. FST 80/57/02 
Our ref. DTN/SW

We remain, 
Yorff 

o.p. Wm« BBA

P.O.Box No. 95
36 Fenchurch Street
London EC3

ALSO MIDLANDS OFFICE:
Newater Houje, 11 Newhall Street, Birmingham 3
Telephone: (021) Central 2981

WM BRANDT'S SONS & C° LT0
ESTABLISHED IN LONDON 

1 805

Further to our letter of the 1st instant, we beg to 
advise you that the three Japanese Companies, Messrs. Taiyo 
Gyogyo Kabushikl Kaisha, Kyokuyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha and 
International Fishery Co. Ltd. intend operating 10 whale

Telephone: (01) Mansion House 6500 & 6599 

Telegraphic: Brandts'ons, London, EC3 

Telex: 28219 & 28483

Produce Department

Colonial Office, Great Smith Street, 
LONDON, S.W.l.

dear Sirs, 
truly,

& Go. Lid,

catchers including tow boats at Grytviken for the 1964/65 
^.season and in this connection we beg to refer to your letter 
iof the 20th August last and we shall be pleased to receive 
.‘Similar confirmation that the Governor of the Falkland Islands

J^;(j<has agreed to the sub-lease of the station and the granting 
\ ' of 10 catcher licences, the sealing licence and the licence 

to fish to the three Companies jointly as last year.

DIRECTORS:
W. E. BRANDT W. A. BRANDT
H. A. BRANDT J. M. BRANDT

P. A. BRANDT



1st July, 1964.
Produce Department

Dear Sirs,
Grytvlken Whaling Station6b

P.O.Box No. 95
36 Fenchurch Street
London EC3

Referring to your letter of the 50th April approving 
the granting of the sealing licence at South Georgia for the 

1964/65 to the International Fishery Co.

> /

ALSO MIDLANDS OFFICE:
Newaccr House, 11 Newhall Street, Birmincham 3
Telephone: (021) Central 2981

WM BRANDT’S SONS & C° LTD 
ESTABLISHED IN LONDON 

1 805

season 1904/05 to the International Fishery Co. Ltd., we beg 
to inform you that arrangements have now been concluded for 
the sub-letting of the Grytviken Station to the three Japanese 
companies jointly as before i.e. Taiyo Gyogyo Kabushlki Kaisha, 
Kyokuyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha and International Fishery Co. Ltd. 
and we shall be pleased to have your confirmation that, as 
formerly, you will have no objection to granting the said 
sealing licence to the three above mentioned companies jointly.

We remain, dear Sirs, 
Yours truly,

p,p. Wm.

Telephone: (01) Mansion House 6500 & 6599

Telegraphic: Brandtsons, London, EC3

Telex: 28219 & 28483

Your ref. FST 80/57/02 
Our ref. DTN/SW
Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street, 
LONDON, S.W.l.

DIRECTORS:
W. E. DRANDT W. A. BRANDT
H. A. BRANDT J. M. BRANDT

P. A. BRANDT



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE L

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 31.8*64

To

etat ADMINOST ZBH SGA/c

No* 236.

Officer Administering the G-overnuent

rVG VwV/HT/LH

Whaling stop Yourtel 281 confirmed direct communications at fee 
<£300 per month as last season permitted stop newpara
Yourtel 280 asdic permitted stop newpara
Salvesen have signalled quote Koyomaru 366*92 grt now substitutes for
Konanmaru No 2 unquote

Wt P2809 5/61

Number

/' J



Si
Decode.

62. TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: 1940 Received: 4.9.64 Time 09003-9.6Z;-

In Confidence.

Salvesen’s understand N.S.

vessel is KONAW MARU No. 8 of 471.34 gross tons.

Secer

G-.T.C.: LH
TB

S.C-e No.

11th N.S.K.

Limited wish to operate 11 (repeat No. 11) 
vessels in all although no more than 10 whale catchers will operate at any 
given time and have remitted further £50 for licence fee.

40 Colonial Office telegram S.G-. Ko. 39.

Grateful to know earliest if this is permissible; if so assume Brandt’s 
should be given similar opportunity for 11th vessel if they so wish.



I )ecode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received.Time:Despatched: 4.9.64 1OJO

SG 41. Your telegram SG 40. _ —-—

Officer Administering the Government

G.T.C. : WHT/LH

■JIi

In Confidence. Your telegram SG 40. Salvesen whaling. _ —-—
Permissible and agree should offer same to Brandt. It must be 

made quite clear to both that only ten may operate eleventh craft in 
reserve with no cheating.



5

Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From........C.Qlo.nia.l...S.eoreta.r3r,. ..Stanley. 

.AdiniAistratiye... Officer, South Georgia.To 

Time : 150019 64.Despatched:

19 Time :Received :

Following telegrams exchanged, with Secretary

To Secretary of State

It

)
Colonial Secretary

G.T.C. : LH

Permissible and. agree should offer same to Brandt, 
must be made quite clear to both that only ten may operate 
eleventh craft in reserve 7/ith no cheating".

No. 24-6. 
of State.

From Secretary of State "Salvesen's understand N.S.K. 
Limited wish to opers.te 11 (repeat No, 11) vessels in all 
although no more than 10 whale catchers will operate at any 
given time and have remitted further <£50 for licence fee.

11th N.S.K. vessel is Konan Mara No. 8 of 471.34 gross 
tons."

"Salvesen whaling.

7th September,

Grateful to know earliest if this is permissible; if so 
assume Brandt's should be given similar opportunity for 11th 
vessel if they so wish.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 40

.Administrative.. Officer, ..South...Georgia.From .

To Colonial.. Secretary, Stanley.

Time :Despatched: 19 648th September, 1700

Time :19 1600Received: 648th September,

My telegram No. 246.

^4
G.T.C./TB

I
A

I

No. 296. My telegram No. 246. Whaling Licences.
With both companies operating 10 catchers fee per company 
£400, two catchers and reefers being free. Salvesens latest 
payment £30 cover fee due your telegram No. 203 refers. Presume 
companies bring reserve vessel this should be dealt with as in 
previous season i.e. no fee charged nor licence issued but when 
vessel required for whaling licensed vessel coining out of service 
has her licence transferred to reserve vessel. Grateful your 
instructions.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Officer. Administering..the..Government, Stanley.

To .Administrative Officer., South Georgia.

Time : HOODespatched:

Time :19Received:

Your telegram IIo. 2£6.

Officer Administering the Government

G.T.C. : VIHT/LH

11th September, 19 6k.

No. 243. Your telegram No. 2%. If we can get the 
extra <€50 well and good" but if either protest agree we 
follow your practice previous season. Regret I did not 
consult you first.



Savingram

Date

'our

SECER

Originator and date Subject

I

(E5155) Wt 29507-8448 5m 12/62 V.B. Gp 791

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To the

12-
Clk/ ^7^7

3>bc.o. i

C . '0 .
• Vvr*. S V .2...,

i i ~

Juicer Administering the Government of 
.17.AUG.W  (*< ' No  

Colonial Office Reference V’"'j T"* (✓ | 1.1 ®

of the

information,
consideration a copy of the paper noted below.

-observation^*

■ Your reference 

-- w
•despahK -

. r my- --------------
With reference to ------ No.  your —- ----------

telegram 

, I enclose, for



/ August, 1964
FST 426/57/02

CHB. SALVSSEN & CO. LTD.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

I an also to inform you that a licence for an 
additional whale c.-.tchc-r '.rill be issued if required. 
The licence for trie buoy boat is not granted of 
charge.

I ar?, directed to refer to your letter of the 
24th July applying on behalf of Nippon Suisan Kaisha 
Ltd., for licences Cora reefer vessel and nine whale* 
catchers to operate fro.^ Leith Harbour, South. Georgia, 
in the 1964/65 Season, and to inform you that the 
Acting Governor of The Palkland Islands has now agreed 
to the issue of the .liceuices.



YOUR REF. 24th July*,7' 1964.

Dear Sirs,
Leith Harbour, South Georgia

above) which they intend to operate.

We are,

b

Colonial.Off ice, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.l.

N.S.K. have not, as yet, informed us of whether, or not they wish 
us to apply for a fishing licence, but we shall revert later if any further 
action is required.

GRIMSBY 
287/291 CLEETHORPE ROADG.P.O. BOX 217 

29 BERNARD STREETLEITH
TELEPHONE 

LEITH 43 1 1 (|4 LINES)

OUR REF.
GEtyMS.

Operations Dept.

• 2 8 JUL i964
I 

to apply on their 
Would you, therefore,

Yours faithfully,
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD. 

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET ■ C.1

TELEGRAMS • INLAND a FOREIGN. "SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX" • TELEX. LEITH 72222

We have been asked by Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd. 
behalf for the necessary licences for next season, 
take the necessary steps to issue licences for a reefer vessel and nine 
whalecatchers. As the licences for the reefer and two of the whalecatchers 
will be free, we enclose our cheque for £350 to cover the fees for the 
remaining seven catchers.

Will you please ensure that the Administrative Officer at South 
Georgia is infer. of the fact that the licence fees have been paid here, 
as, last year, after we had paid the appropriate fees to you, these fees 
were also charged in our account at South Georgia, and a refund had to be 
made later by the A.O.

CHR SALVE SEN & CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS: L M. HARPER GOW, M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

R. B. WEATHERSTONE P. F. S. KITTERMASTER

Incidentally, N.S.K. seem to be under the impression that no 
licence is required for the one buoy boat (included in the nine catchers 

As we have never heard of buoy boats, 
.as such, being granted licences free of any fee, we have, as noted, included 
this vessel in the total applied for above. However if any change has been 
made in the regulations, no doubt you will let us have the appropriate rebate.



Savmgram

Date

Colonial Office Reference

IIof the.... I enclose, for your

SECER

Subject

c . o. VJ H A l I d G

(E5155) Wf 29507—8448 5m 12/62 V.B. Gp 791

Originator and date

__

Your reference.

d

to

C.O. 1

From She Secretary ©f State for the Colonies. f

T© the^fficer Administering government . LA PS

^L.^.^4  \ No 88
I ' '5 I ^4. 

despatch '<<’<> <■ V
With reference to ------- sowing ram No.^.S^”. J*’...^. 

telegram

15 tq-
information, 
consideratie», a copy of the paper noted below.
observations;



T

Ji''..■!26/i>7/02
tugast, 19&4

("<isa £♦?$♦ ware)

■•.cun.

-I

Z understand that you have s..oken recently with Mr» /©limn, about 
•’.-; c passage for Falkland Islands G-overrjxnt personal to
Louth Georgia#

-ear &• kaolin t

I enclose copies Gi letters which ae hnve received from
' 1_ l.qs> ^uUsis /.aiiib??. Ltd«y and Chr» ;islvesea Ltd* (i'ro; - »ho;a .b* have 
loosed Leith harbour), fro..... which you will sea that IU«G. assuoo that 
the two .Ljili/j,.. Inspectors who will be in charge or i.;spection nt Leith 
. .ca-bour will oo io Mouth on on© or thoiv can vessels *
1:. :\J,o c-roe the •Ll.gHI''.' :•• '.■■■/, - and could aloo provide acco^rxMl^tion on 
obio 7co:x'-. for other Govoroxsiit paaeengers ir re^ir^d*

underat&sd that ps«aso^’3 arron^esenta 1'or i.cvoi-m.x?nt pei’iionnel have 
now been tawdg for the Interxiationnl vishory Co&p^y’s r!o.oyc i/aru” which 
io also i‘rw QuxS>an. -or Louth Georoio and tlmt no aocor^odotiosi
for b'cvoxmieiit personnel will be required in ?Gg<1-»4s e*L.aehiaa ^aru% 
. o-..c;\.y3 □ofoio v>c ini*on< both ^cIvcsbu' o and n«-*L« thi.t no £•ovei'ii.’teat 
£;Grsotwl t/ill bo tx*4».vGliii^: dbor^'d their vessels we should be grateful 
■.or o0iU‘irr^tioa tLiit is iix fact tho cose and that all passage njculru vents 
L.vve been raet vx-o^ other sources.

Y our © aince X’ely ,



NIPPON SUISAN KAISHA, LTD.

Dear Kiss Ware:

Yours faithfully,

J.

jo/ky

Encl.

3-2, MARUNOUCHI 2-CHOME 
CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 

JAPAN

TELEPHONE: 
231-3541 (20 Linoo)

TELEX: 
20-23771 

Anowor Back Code 
CNISSUI TOK>

L-.BLE address: 
CNISSUI TO’^)» 

codes usro: 
ACME 

BENTLEY

OUR REFERENCE
YOUR REFERENCE

37 4

•r I V ' A-? ■

3

For the attention of Miss E. M. ¥Ja£e
iz

We have the pleasure of forwarding to you the enclosed information 
pertaining to our Fleet Composition and Fleet Movement Schedule for 
the forthcoming 1964/65 whaling operations to be conducted at the 
Leith Harbour Land Station in South Georgia under the new 3-year 
sub-lease contract concluded with Messrs. Chr. Salvesen & Co. Ltd. 
of Leith, Scotland.

We presently have 9 foreign passengers, including the two Whaling
’ Inspectors, scheduled for passage from Durban to South Georgia aboard 
the "Kashima Maru” and some catcher boats, and we are not yet certain 
whether we would have room for more passengers; however, if you should 
have some government personnel requiring passage to South Georgia, we 
should like to be informed immediately of your requirements so as to 
iallow sufficient time for necessary arrangements.
It is suggested that contact be made with Messrs. Chr. ^alvesen & Co. 
Ltd. for up-to-date information on possible changes in our ships1 
movements.

We presume that the two Whaling Inspectors who will be in charge of 
inspection at Leith Harbour are planning on obtaining passage to 
South Georgia on one of our vessels and preparations are being made 
at our end to collect them at Durban, South Africa, as we did last 
season. We have in mind the "Kashima Maru” (see attached Schedule) 
which will be calling at Durban on 17th September and departing same 
on 19th September for South Georgia where it will arrive on 30th 
September, according to present plans.

TOKYO,.

Colonial Office
Great Smith Street
London S.VZ. 1, England

soegawafl i
Director
Manager, Whaling Dept. 7-7*I



6^

Decode.

TEL SENT.43No

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: Received: Time:23®9®64 24-9®641820

41SC- No Your telegram SG- No* 41®

Secretary of State

Brandt* s state their Japanese companies

EGRAM

G.T.C. : LH 
(Intld.) HLB

V/ halin g licences,, 
do not repeat not wish to take advantage additional licence



,FST. 426/57/02-r'

FALKLAND ISLANDS

Date.

SavingNo._____  SG.

Your telegram No. SG.41 of 4th September, 1964.

V/haling

SECER#

The enclosed copy of a letter dated the 
29th August 1964 and enclosures from Nippon Suisan Kaisha, 
Limited, giving revised details of their Fleet Movement 
and Fleet Composition for the 1964/65 season is forwarded 
for information.

Saving
From thq^pcretary of State for the Colonies.
To the Officer Administering the Government of

4 t SEP 1964 



NIPPON SUISAN KAISHA, LTD.

TOKYO,. 29th. August, 1964.

Miss E. M. Ware,

Dear Miss Ware,

Yours Faithfully,

NIPPON SUISAN KAISHA, LTD.

Attached Document:
Fleet Composition and Fleet Movement Schedule 1 COPY.

JO:TY

3-2, MARUNOUCHI 2-CHOME

CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 

JAPAN

telephone: 
231-3541 (20 Linen)

TELEX: 
20-23771 

Answer Back Code 
CNISSUI TOK>

J* Osoegaway
Director and Manager of 
Whaling Department.

OUR REFERENCE
YOUR REFERENCE

Colonial Office,
Great Smith Street,

London S.W. 1, England.

Re: Fleet Composition and Fleet 
Movement Schedule, 19621/65*

We submitted to you the above-mentioned Schedule 
on 6th August 1964 but , as the number of catcher boat 
operating at South Georgia has been changed, we have the 
pleasure of forwarding to you the enclosed schedule newly 
revised.

rLzA-dLix’/

CN^fUI V.YO>

CODES USED: 
ACME 

BENTLEY

Please continue your kind guidance and cooperation 
on us in order to smoothly carry out the 196/1/65 our whaling 
operation at South Georgia,



- 2 -
NIPPON SUISAN KAISHA, LTD.

5 II. FLEET MOVEMENT SCHEDULE .

In case of No. 12 Kbnan Maru

N

AR.Japan

18
28

18
29

Nos.11 & 12 Konan Mara’si
In case of No. 11 Konan Maru

Nos.10, 15, 17, 18,20 & 23 Konan Mara’s:
LV. South Georgia for Antarctic pelagic WG.

4 Sept.
M 
n

CATCHERS: Nos. 10, 11, 15, 18, 20 & 23 Konan Mara’s
LV. Japan 26 Aug. ’64
AR.Durban 16 Sept.
LV. “ 18 «
AR. South Georgia 28 H

Nos. 12 & 17 Konan Maru’s
LV. Japan
AR. Durban
LV. rt
AR. South Georgia

No. 8 Konan Maru
LV. Japan
AR. Miri
LV. *
AR. Durban
LV. "
AR. South Georgia

FREEZER 1 Kashima Warn 
LV. Japan 
AR. Durban 
LV. " 
AR£ South Georgia 
LV. rt "

10
12
29 "
1 Oct.
12 *
18 Mar. ’65
29 «
31 fl
16 Apr.
18 *
24 *

No. 7 Konan Maru
LV. Japan
AR. Miri
LV. *
AR. Durban
LV. *
AR. South Georgia
LV. “
AR. Durban
LV. *
AR. Miri
LV. *
AR. Japan

25 Aug. ’64
17 Sept.
19 "
30 "
21 Mar.’65

( Non stop to Japan )
AR. Japan 26 Apr.’65

— LV.SG 21 Mar.’65 
Ar.Durban JI Mar. 
LV. * 2 Apr.
AR. Japan 24 ”

—LV.SG 18 Mar.'65 
AR.Durban 28 Mar. 
LV. * 30 •

21 Apr.

22 Oct.
28 *
30 -
16 Nov.

N

II

27 Aug. ’64
17 Sept.
19
29 H



NIPPON SUISAN KAISHA, LTD. • 3 -

CARRIER :

TANKER :

FREEZER
CARRIER

21 Jan.'65
25 •
5 Feb.

10 Mar.

6 Oct. 
( 12 •

4 •

Matsushima Mara
LV. Antarctic Pelagic whaling grounds:
AR. South Georgia
LV. rt •»
AR. One port in Europe (Undecided)

Uhdeaided (For fuel delivery) 
AR. South Georgia 
LV. " *

27 Dec.
U Feb. ’65
17 Mar.
4 May

18 Mar. ’65
29 *
31 ”16 Apr.
18 •
24 -

7 Oct.
19 Nov.
30 "
12 Jan.

Kbyo Maru
LV. Japan

AR. Miri
LV. *
AR. Durban
LV. "
AR. South Georgia
LV. " "

LV. South Georgia
AR. Durban
LV. M
AR. Miri
LV. *
AR. Japan

3 Oct.
24 Dec.
24 Jan.'65
14 Feb.
21 *

Gy okuei Maru
LV. Antarctic Pelagic whaling grounds;
AR. South Georgia
LV. * »
AR. Japan

7 Mar.’65
16 ”
21 *

\ 10 Apr.

LV. ”
AR. Japan

: Maiko Maru
LV. Japan
AR. South Georgia 

>1

Ar. Durban
LV. rt
AR. Miri
LV. "
AR. Japan

Shlnyo Maru
LV. Japan
AR. South Georgia
LV. " *
AR. Japan

5 Oct.
16
18 «
5 Nov.
7 "

19 *
18 Mar. ’65
29 •
31 "

18 Apr.
20 «
1 May

Kazushima Maru 
LV. Japan 
AR. South Georgia 
LV. *
AR. Grimsby 
LV. *



FST /.26/57/02 UO

Date.

I

SEGER

q-l. V

FALKLAND ISLANDS
(DEP&WENCIES)

Enclosed is a copy of a letterfrom Chr. Salvesen & Co.Ltd-5 
dated the 7th September 1964? reporting that N.S.K. may wish to 
fish at the end or the Season with an extra few pelagic catchers»

/C.

It would be appreciated if you could advise what reply should 
be given to I’.S.K.

'■7

av 5 n g
From the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To the^ftficer Administering the Government of.

 ) y. September9 106,4

N o--------- .^^....„Savi ng



COPY

7th September 19^4

Deer Sir,

Yours faithfully,
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LIMITED.

CHR. SALVESEN & CO.LTD
Leith, »
Scotland.

LEITH HARBOUR
WHALECATCHERS

Colonial Office 
Great Smith Street, 
London S.W.l

From a recent letter which we have received from
N.S.K. it appears that they may wish to fish at the end of the 
season with an extra few pelagic catchers.

GEH/iah 
operaWons DEPT

We have suggested to them that the situation will be 
that, during the season, they will be able to operate up to 
a maximum of ten whalecatchers atany time, and that 
substitutes will be allowed, but that a licence fee will have 
to be paid for every catcher which operates irrespective 
of the length of time for which it operates.

Would you please confirm to us as soon as possible 
that the above correctly reflects the situation so that we 
may assure N.S.K. on thq^oint.



F
sJO[ng TELEGRAM.

From: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies.To:

Date: 15 th October 196U.
SAVING. SOUTH GEORGIA

Yow? Savingram Ho. SG 16 of the 18th September, 1964.q-o

Leith Harbour '.hale Catchers.

N.S.K. may be so advised.

GOVERNOR
WIIT/FA

F. I. ref: D/4/64
C. 0. ref: FST 426/57/02

Chr. Salvesen and Co. Ltd. are correct in saying that 
N.8.K. 7/ill be able to operate up to a maximum of 10 whale 
catchers at any time, and that substitutes will be allowed, 
but that a licence fee will have to be paid for every catcher 
which operates irrespective of the length of time for which it 
operates.



FST .426/57/02

Date

21, Your telegram SG-. No.8 of 29th June 19&3

Paragraph (c) - Licence to fish

SEGER
f

FALKLAND ISLANDS
(dependencies)

*

Vfe have now been informed, that N.S.K. do not intend 
to fish during the 1964/65 season.

( 
I

d*l<.

Saving
From the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To the eWicer Administering the Government of 

^sAcrmL_.
No._..Z.^.    .......Saving SG



F
O/Falkland Islands 28/2

TELEGRAMS

6th October, 1964.

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

for the Crown-Agents.

L

REH/JM Him

the following reference and the 
DATE OF THIS LETTER SHOULD BE 

QUOTED IN COMMUNICATIONS.

Leith Harbour 
Stromness Harbour 
Prince Olaf Harbour

£250
£750
£50

4. MILLBANK.
LONDON. S.W.1

CROWN AGENTS
for Oversea Governments and administrations

I*
a -

n

.^-ekck ^4^)

K ■ -fMk

Sowcst. London.'

London S W I"

The above sum was credited to the South Georgia 
account on the 2©th September 1964.

The Colonial Secretary, 
Port Stanley, 
Falkland Islands.

u- 

[ Inland : " Crown.
Iovcrsca: ’’crown.

TELEPHONE! Abbey 7730

TELEX NO 24209

ft.O- A

We are pleased to inform you that we have received 
from Messrs. Chr. Salvesen & Co. Ltd. the sum of £1,050 
being rental for the period from the 1st October 1964 to 
the 50th September 1965 in respect of the following 
stations

l/l/h'’



Decode.

No. 24. TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: Received: 19.11.64 Time :18.11.64 0745

\

SECER

P/L : LH 
(Intld.) HLB

SC- 45* Colonial Office telegram SC 31. Licences. Brandts 
advise Japanese Companies do not wish to avail themselves of fishery 
licence for present year.



r COPY

Ref: 61!| s>

1961;.

(Sgd) D.J. Coleman

Admi ni s tra t ive
SOUTH GEORGIA,

1.
2.
3.
1;.

King Edward Point 
SOUTH GEORGIA.

Sir,

Officer,

I have the honour to be,
Sir,Your obedient servant,

9th September,

The Honourable,
The Colonial Secretary, 
Port Stanley.
FALKLAND ISLANDS

I have the honour to forward the copies of licences 
issued to Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd and the International 
Fishery Company both of Tokyo, Japan for the 196U/65 
Season which are detailed hereunder

Whale Licences Nos 1/61; - 18/61;
Pishing Licences Nos 1/61; and 2/61;
Sealing Licences Nos 1,2,3 and l;/61;/65
Wireless Telegraphy Licences Nos 6,7,8 and 9/62;



&

1.

2.

3.

lu

6.

7.

8.

(Ggd)
for Governor

26th August* 1964.

The Licensee shall* during the period, of tho Licence* take all steps as may bo deemed necessary to carry out research work in connection with fishing round South Georgia with a view to the exportation of fish and the products therefrom*

The Licensee shall render to the Governor reports and returns in such form as he may require regarding fish token under this Licence and of the products manufactured therefrom.

A foe of £100 per annum shall be payable on the 1st October of each year the license is in force.

The Governor may suspend or amend this Licence on the grounds of Public Emergency without compensation.

In the event of any broach of or failure to comply with any of the requirements of this Licence, it may be terminated by the Governor without further notice.

Thid Licence io not transferable without the consent of the Governor.

In the event of any doubt or ambiguity in the 
interpretation of this Licence the decision of the Governor shall be final.

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY CO., OF TOKYO JAPAN, HEREIKAFTHR CALLED THE LICENSEE.

LICENCE NO 1/64
LICEHCE ISSUED BY SHE GOVERNOR OP THE FALKLANDISLANDS AHD THE DEPENDENCIES THEREOF TO

This Licence is issued subject to the conditions herinafter set out.

5.

The Licensee shall have the right to take fish of all species within the territorial waters of South Georgia and to process and export such fish and their by-products during the period of one year from 1st October* 196U.

ADMINISTRATIVE 
OFFICER

ISOUTH GEORGIA! 
I FALKLAND IS. DEPENDENCIES | 

y "MiMiimr ,rn—m — - -

a >



LICENCE NO 2/6U

S8SSt=C5S5l!aSSSSSSSS«SS53SXZ5X8SSttSE3Z3?3t3»t3S3=!X5£2=I3lWSSXSC5t3XSSS«»SXSSr;=3«K:SS3;S5»»

1.

2.

P.

h.

5.

6.

7.

3.

26th August, 196U.

LICENCE ISSUED BY THE GOVM?NCR CF THE FAIKLAHD 
ISLANDS AND HIE DEH-STDENCIEB THEREOF TO

This Idccnee is issued subject to the conditions hereinafter set out.

A fee of £100 per annum shall he payable on the 1st October of each year the licence is in force.

The License© shall, during the period of the Licence, take all stops as may be deemed necessary to carry out research work in connection with fishing round South Georgia with a view to the exportation of fish and the products thorefrarn.

The Licensee shall render to the Governor reports and returns in such form as he may require regarding fish taken under this Licence and of the products manufactured 
therefrom.

ADMINISTRATIVE
O F •• I C E R

SOUTH GEORGIA 
FALKLAND IS. DEPENDENCIES

In the event of any doubt ox* ambiguity in the interpretation of this Licence the decision of the Governor ahall he-fiiial.

This Licence is not transferable without the consent of the Governor.

The Governor may suspend 01* amend this Licence on the grounds of (Public Emergency without compensation.

In the event of any brooch of or failure to comply with any of the requirements of this .Licence, it my he terminated by tlx© Governor without further notice.

NIPPON SUISAN KAISKA LTD., OF TOKYO, JAPAN, H^EIHAETER CALLED THE LICENSEE.

The Licence© shall have th© right to take fish of all species within tho territorial waters of South Georgia and to process and export such fish and their by-products during the period of one year from 1st October, 19&U.

(Sgd)^..^.\™.

for Governor.



F. I. ref:

SOWING TELEGRAM.

From: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies.To:

Date :

SAVING.

GOVERNOR

2Uth November,

Licences*

enclosed herevi th are cuplicstes of '.haling and Fishing 
Licences is. ued to the International Fishery Company ancF*to ' 
the Nippon Siiioan Kalsha, Ltd,, both of Tokyo, Japan, for the 
Geason 1961|-/65a

d/.25./U7/HT r)/h/6k.
C. 0. ref:



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No o 153 •

From . Administrative.Officer, South. Georgia.

C plonial S.e ere t.ary, Stanley.To.

19Despatched . 16th December,
Received : 17th December,

No. 405.
claim refund.

Administrative Officer

P/L : LH 
(Intld.) HLB

Brandts have informed Manager Albion Star 
fishing licence cancelled and have instructed him to

Can confirm International Fishery Company 
did not fish this year grateful your instruction.

If. I

Time : 0900
: 1800



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

21.12.6AStanley

To

SGA/cetat ADAPTOR? ZBH

Yourtel 405 fishing licence stop The licence v?as for aNo. 336.

cannot be cancelled by the licensee stop Regret no refund

Secretary

v/ht/lh

right repeat right to fish granted by the Governor stop The fact IFC 
didnot use their right does not involve cancellation and the licence
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.

k>. 153.

From ..A^Mr4.strat.ive...0.ffi.c.er,...S.QUth..&e.orgia..

Colonial ..Secretary,....Stanley. To

Time : 1800Despatched : 16th December,
Time : 0900Received : 17th December,

No. 405.

Administrative Officer

^0

Si

?
f

£'£•+

. As 5^7

'vw( J, -
— Aa I *T .

P/L : LII
(Intld.) HLB

( A. MV^T! f) K
I _ . <

Can confirm International Fishery Company 
did not fish this year grateful your instruction.

Brandts have informed ’.'anager Albion Star 
fishing licence cancelled and have instructed him to 
claim refund.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 5.

From . C omanding.. Officer,.. H . M. S.... Protector.

Colonial.Secretary,.. Stanley.To

19 65.Despatched ; 2nd. January,

19 Time :Received :

CO

P/L : LH

C5
Si.

Five Japanese whale catchers were seen last night 
60 miles south of Cape Pembroke steering 260 at 15 knots.

)

Time: 1220



I Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time:Received:Time:Despatched: 28:6:6528:6:65 19002230

IMMEDIATE:

S.G. 12.

Whaling from land stations.

It seems

CYPHER *E* : SC

Grateful your immediate views on above, to learn in case question 
of restrictions in raised this week -

(2) What would consequences of British Govememnt being forced 
to consider either to set ceiling at about present level or to setting limit 
at lower level (from 1966/67 this could be as low as half repeat half 
present level).

(1) whether leases of land stations on South Georgia contain any 
limitation on amount permissible and if so what are limitations.

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food have advised at 
meeting of International Y/haling Commission being held in London this 
week that there is possibility Russians and Norwegians may endeavour to 
have restrictions placed upon activities of land stations because of 
similar restrictions on pelagic fleets. From information supplied by 
Ministry during period 1957/53 to 1964/65 decrease in whale catches

Ministry policy towards whaling from land stations, with 
particular reference to South Georgia, is that because (a) general equity 
grounds any restrictions on whaling by land stations should extend all 
southern hemisphere stations not just South Georgia, not possible justify 
reduction whaling by land stations in southern hemisphere, although 
consideration could perhaps be given imposition ceiling at about present level 
of catch. Ministry* s view is that any ceiling would need to be imposed 
in terms of actual units separately for South Georgia and other land stations 
because different seasonal - of their activities.

(Baleen whales) in southern hemisphere were - from pelagic whaling - 
Li,85O to 7,000; South Georgia land stations - 1,285 to 34O> all land stations 
(including South Georgia) - 2,912 to 900 ( in 1963/64)* It seems
(a) South Georgia land stations suffered more than southern hemisphere land 
stations in general from decline in abundance of whales in southern 
hemisphere, (b) catches by land stations, particularly South Georgia, have 
already declined level comparable much greater reduction pelagic catch.



r Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 29t6z&5 Time:Time: 1600 Received:

B1SEDIATE.

COKFIJWTIAL.

S.G. 13.
Your telegram S.G. 12.

Whaling.

Suggest

CYPHER ’E1 : SC

It seems inevitable that land stations will have to conform and 
our aim should be to obtain most favourable quota for South Georgia, 
that despite different seasons South Georgia quota be linked to other southern 
hemisphere land stations as acceptance of f igure for South Georgia alone may 
react to our disadvantage. Leases of land stations contain no limitation on catches. Total 19&4/&5 catch was 552 Fin 409 Sei 60 Sperm total 1021^and) • 
Although we expect both companies to operate in coming season we have not had 
positive confirmation of this. Ceiling at 1964/65 figure would probably be 
acceptable albeit reluctantly but lower ceiling in following season would 
probably force at least one company to withdraw.
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.No. 29.

..Albion...Star..care..Brandt  .sons., ..Lon.dQ»...EC3From

Colon!a1 Seeret ary, StanleyTo

Despatched . 19 Time : 13046930th June,
Received : 19 Time :651st July,

1SS

P/L : LS

16b Reference your telegram yesterday understand whaling conference
I ^l^lre commending South Georgia catch limited last years results

' I I‘totalling 340 BWS. We so far uncommitted Japanese coming season 
and whilst appreciate adviseability limitation in line pelagic catch 
consider recommendation quite inequitable as Japanese companies leasing 
Grytviken last season only operated two months despite our strong 
recommendation full six months. Total quota should therefore be 
adjusted proportionally or calculated at least as twice Leith Harbour 
which operated full allowable period. If this impossible arrange 
must insist Grytviken allocated fifty per cent total eventual 
allocation South Georgia as stations identical and our quote should 
not be prejudiced by previous Japanese domestic arrangements. Would 
appreciate your cabling Colonial Office your support our contention 
enable us de ci de future op era ti ons.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P44I6 8/64

DateHanded in atWordsNumber Office of Origin

1.7.65Stanley

To

SC-A/cetat ALBION STAR CARE BRANDTS ON S LONDON

Yourtel 50th matter under consideration with Colonial Office

Secretary

LS

(Conf. copy ’phoned 
Post Office 
16.10/lst)



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE Z
1:7:65 1700Despatched: Time: Received : Time:

CONFIDENTIAL.

s.g. 15.

Whaling.

Further my telegrams S.G. 1J and S.G. 14 while adhering to my

Albion Star have already raised question of next quota

CIPHER ’E* : SC

I

suggestion that South Georgia quota be“Tdriked to other Southern Hemisphere land 
stations^ if we are pressed would recommend minimum 390 repeat 39^ BWUs i. e. twice 
Leith catch last season. /-’ • 
and told under consideration with you.



I M' t'i )|)E.

L E G R A M SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 2:7:65 Time . 1600 Received: Time :

IMEDIATE:

COITFIDEGTIAL.

S.G. LU

Further ny telegram S. G. 1J.

Y/haling South Georgia,

CYPHER ’E’ : SC

A)'’'I c

1964/65 catch was taken by two companies. Leith operated for full 
six months but with reduced number of catchers for second half of period. 
Grytviken operated for only two months. This latter short season was due 
to domestic reasons and there is every hope that both companies will 
operate for full six months next season. Any quota based on last season1 s 
catch should therefore be adjusted upwards proportionately otherwise we may 
expect serious arguments between Salvesen and Brandts with consequential 
difficulties.



Decode.
Mo. 60.

Ie ith EdiriburghFrom

Na Ikl an d. Islands.To

19 65 Time : YJl^Despatched . 2nd July,

Time :19Received :

commission will

Salvesen

d ^0
P/L : LS

D'

TELEGRAM.
>7

f Q.yernpr,

Salvosen,

It is probable that international vhaling 
ask Governments to limit catch from all land stations in Southern 
Hemisphere to level reached in previous season. Total catch at 

South Georgia last season was units of which 195 were taken by 
Leith Harbour. Catch division“3n 1963/64 was similar. may we 
have your confirmation that if total catch for 1965/66 is limited 
to 1964/65 total Leith Harbour will again be permitted, to take 
195 units. As you know we have a three year agreement with 
Nippon Suisan Kaisha of which two years have still, to run. To 
secure performance of the agreement we shall have to assure I'SK 
that they will be allowed to take in future the same catch as in 
the past.

/ /I  



^0
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
1’1677 1’4416 8/64

Number Handed in atOffice of Origin Words Date

5.7.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat SALVESEN ESITH TELEX

discussion and
appreciated

Ctovemor

LS

Yourtel 2nd xvhaling allocation South Georgia stop Matter is under
Colonial Office informed stop Your interests fully



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

Ryan.Albion Sta r9_.I ondon...From

To...

Time :19Despatched . 2359
19 Time :Received : 19th July, 65

Ryan Albion Star

p/T • IS

18th July,

Understand 386 blue whale units will stand as total 
South Georgia Quota unless you strongly oppose♦ If quota/’ £ 
approved unopposed consider uneconorniceil two stations~we 
as a British company will operate only if total quota is 
adjudicated to us please cable urgently enable us take 
further steps as t'ime getting short e

. &pyerrpr , . ^ 



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Handed in at DateWords

20.7.65Stanley

To

etat BRANMSONS LONDON s&yo

Yourtel 18th July vzhaling stop Kegret unable reconcile your request for
total quota with yourtel 30th June stop Grateful clarification

Secretary



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received:Despatched: Time:20,7.65 1130

k I

Governor

cd, 7®

P/L : LS

, SG 18.
"5^ S oQ\  telegrams SG 13 and SG 14.

Whaling South Georgia. Grateful know reaction my
_ " ’’ . Ryan Albion Star has protested about

total allocation 386 units of which we have so far heard nothing.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.No. 41.

Brandt s ons A LondonFrom

Colonial. Secretary.,.. Stanley.To.

19 65 Time :Despatched: 21st July,
19 Time :65Received : 21st July.

Your telegram 20th.

Brandtsons

P/L : LS

G-rytviken Japanese companies position 
still unclarifiecT but if renewing lease they intend only 
operating two months consequently probably satisfied fifty per 
cent quota. Albion Stars own position not comparable as do not 
operate pelagically and must work full six months season as 
Norwegian operatives can only be contracted full period 
consequently uneconomical, unless permitted catch about 400 
BWUS similar 1961/62 season when last operated independently.
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a
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P-4416 8/64

Handed in at DateWordsNumber Office of Origin

23.7.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat BRAIWTSONS LONDON

Yourtel 21st I am informing Colonial Office your view

Secretary

LS



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received:Despatched: 25.7.65

Uhaling South Georgia. Brandts for Albion Star have
L

f.

Governor

P/L : LS

SG 19. 
signalled

/ I cannot see any good reason to suggest any allocation different
? to that outlined in my telegrams SG- 13 SG 14 and SG 13 •

"Understand 386 blue whale units will stand as total South Georgia 
quota, unless you strongly oppose. If quota approved unopposed consider 
uneconomical two stations we as a British company will operate only if 
total quota is adjudicated to us. Grytviken Japanese companies intend 
only operating two months consequently probably satisfied fifty per cent 
quota. Albion Stars own position not comparable as do not operate 
pelagically and must work full six months season as Norwegian operatives 
can only be contracted full period consequently uneconomical unless 
permitted catch about 400 BTOS similar 1961/62 season when last operated 
independently. ”

Time: 0930



/
TELEl

YOUR REF.

Governor,

Dear Haskard,

We /

IS . INI

1

GRIMSBY 
287/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET . C.1

OUR REF.

GHE/CLB
DATE

11th June 1965.

G. P. O. BOX 217 
29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE 

LEITH 4311 (14 LINES)

His Excellency The 
Gover nm.ent House, 
PORT STANLEY, 
Falkland Islands.

<ND & FOREIGN. ‘^ALVESEN, LEITH, TELEX" .. TELEX, LEITH 72222

CHR. SALVESEN CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS : L. M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

R. B. WEATHERSTONE P. F. S. KITTERMASTER

I think you may be interested to hear of the present 
position in Antarctic whaling. There was a Special 
Conference in London in May at which a ceiling of 4500 units 
was provisionally fixed for the coming season.was provisionally fixed for the coming season. This is a big 
reduction from the 8000 units which applied for last season. 
The agreement is made with reservations as the Russians want 
a revision of the Quota Agreement and the Japs want the 
International Observer Agreement, on which the Russians have 
stalled for many years, put into effect; but the probability 
is that the main conference, which is to be held at the end 
of this month, will confirm it. Last season1s catch decreased 
again in accordance with scientific predictions, but there was 
a big catch of sei whales in the areas near the Falkland Islands 
and South Georgia. We have always thought that the stocks of 
sei whales were relatively small and it is difficult to believe 
that catch of sei could continue at this level. Accordingly, 
even with the smaller number of factories fishing next season 
and the lower catch ceiling, it must be expected that the ca^ch ? 
per unit of effort will again go down. The Quota Agreement, 
which gave us 5% in pelagic whaling, runs out at the end of 
the coming season and will have to be renegotiated. We are 
pressing the British Government to ensure that U.K. retains a 
share in any new quota agreement, although the lower catch 
ceiling would in fact give us a quota too small to operate an 
expedition on. I enclose a copy of a recent memo to the 
Ministry of Fisheries on this question which you may find of 
interest.



11.6.652.

this (copy attached).

Best wishes.
Yours sincerely,

Enc.

We are also concerned to protect the position of land 
stations in any future whaling agreement and we have recently 
written to the Ministry giving our views on ‘

I hear from Lynch and Johansen that you came down to South 
Georgia last year and that they much appreciated your visit to 
Leith Harbour.

I am sorry that after all the representations we made last 
year Nippon Sul san Kaisha decided not to apply for a sealing 
licence. We were keen that they should do so as this would 
certainly have strengthened the economy of Leith Harbour, but 
they are always very cautious about entering new fields. I 
hope that they may interest themselves in this another year.

You may be interested to hear that I visited the company 
which sent down a sealing expedition to the Antarctic last year. 
The catch was very poor, only about 1200 seals, but they still 

p seem to be keen on the idea and believe that they will eventually 
, find areas where seals congregate in large numbers. Our own 

experience is that they are thinly spread over big areas, and 
so difficult to catch - although the Dundee whalers in 1&95 had 
some success off the north east coast of Graham Land.



copz
CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.

GHE/CLB 9th June 1965.

Fisheries and. Food,

Dear Tame,
Antarctic Land. Stations

But

Apart /

29 Bernard Street, 
LEITH.

The Fisheries Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Whitehall Place, 
LONDON S.W.l.

It might be claimed that South Georgia land stations should 
be limited in catch because they now provide the only unrestricted 
part of Antarctic whaling. But, in fact, the land station catches 
have in recent years gone down by more than the pelagic catches. 
In 1960/61 the intended pelagic catch ceiling was 15,000 units, 
in 1965/64 the actual catch was about 7000 units. This represents 
a drop of 53^* The corresponding catches for South Georgia were - 
60/61 829 units, 65/64 555 units, showing a drop of 60/. In fact, 
the relative taxation on the whale stocks from the land stations 
has been very much less than these figures suggest, since the 
catch in 61/62 and 65/64 was quite low and there was no catch at 
all in 62/65. Even the proposed reduction of the pelagic whaling 
celling to 4500, representing a reduction of 70% from the 60/61 
level, does not, on these records, justify restriction of the land 
sta tions.

We are worried that there may be an attempt this year by 
pelagic whaling countries, in particular Norway, to get special 
catch restrictions imposed on the South Georgia land stations. 
This would be outside the powers of the International Whaling 
Convention, since Article V paragraph 2 (c) states that it shall 
not ’’allocate specific quotas to any factory or ship or land 
station or to any group of factory ships or land stations”, 
the point could be brought up in discussions on the five-nation 
quota agreement. We already have of course a Quota Agreement 
valid until the end of the 65/66 season and there is no reason 
why this should be amended. But the question of land stations 
could be raised in a future quota agreement applying from 1966 
onwards.



9.6.65The Fisheries Secretary.2.

For

reason.

G. H. ELLIOT

I shall be replying to your letter of June 1st on pelagic whali ng sho r tly.
fours sincerely.,

Apart from this it must be emphasised that whaling land 
stations are in a. special position. Their catch is in any 
case naturally restricted by the operating radius of their 
catchers. A land station is much more vulnerable than a 
floating factory since, if it is denied the opportunity to 
harvest the resources in its neighbourhood, it cannot, like a 
floating factory, simply move elsewhere, but must close down, 
and would probably after two or three years idleness deteriorate 
so much that it could not be started again. Land stations are 
a permanent part of the economy of the territory in which they 
are situated, and to close them down would have much greater 
political and industrial effect than the lay-up of a floating 
factory. A further consideration is that in the very long run 
it is possible that land stations may be able to continue their 
operations on a modest scale when it is no longer economic for 
floating factories to do so.

These factors have always been recognised by the Inter
national Whaling Commission. The Commission has historically, 
and rightly, concentrated in its conservation measures on limit
ing the catch of the floating factory, with its vastly greater 
catching power and flexibility, leaving land stations, both 
Antarctic and others, outside all catch ceiling agreements. 
Apart from this land stations have often been given special 
concessions simply to help them to continue in operation, 
example the station in British Columbia is permitted to take 
shorter fin whales than the Convention’s minimum purely for this 

We see no grounds for the Commission to change its 
present policy of special treatment of land stations.

In summary, the present position is that, provided the Quota 
Agreement continues its course to the end of its period of opera
tion, as we assume it will, land station operation will not be 
affected. In discussions on a future quota agreement pelagic 
operators might claim that land stations should also be con
sidered. This would of course involve not only South Georgia, 
but also Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, all of which 
take whales from the same stocks. Apart from the practical 
problems of getting an agreement with these three countries, who 
would then be added to the present five, it is pretty certain 
that they would all take the same view - that land stations merit 
the same special treatment in the future which they have had in 
the past and should be left outside any arrangements for catch 
ceiling or quotas.



k The British share of Antarctic whaling.

The present quota agreement was signed, after lengthy 
negotiation, in June 1962 between the five countries then engaged in pelagic whaling. The U.K. quota was 9$, but 
before the agreement was put into effect we had sold 
SOUTHERN VENTURER, with 4$ of our quota, to Japan, leaving 
us 5;n for S.H.

During the 1965 whaling conference it became clear, 
both from the 62/65 catch figures and from the report of 
the Committee of three scientists, that the catch ceiling would have to be drastically reduced. This meant that 
fairly soon the U.K. share of the permitted catch would be 
too small to allow us to operate our expedition economically. 
There was the possibility that the U.K. Government might be 
induced to hold out for a special U.K. minimum quota which 
would keep us going, but in view of the strong conservationist 
pressures we thought it unlikely that H.M.G. would adopt this 
policy. The only alternative then was to preserve the value 
of our whaling interest by amalgamating our quota with that 
of the Japanese, to whom the extra units were of considerable 
value. This policy has probably been a good one. After we 
sold our quota there was a steep rise in the prices of whale 
oil and meat extract, and we might have earned rather more by 
operating within our 500 units in 1965/64 and 400 units in 
1964/65 than we were paid for the quota transfer; but, for 
1965/66, the last year of the quota agreement, it is very 
doubtful if we could have sent out our expedition on a ceiling 
of 225 units (5/ of 45OO), and H.M.G. would have been in an 
embarrassing negotiating position.

be unre^Bonabie> amalgamtion /

The U.K. position then is that with the return of S*H. 
irct jap.?.n it regains catching effectiveness corresponding 

of the Antarctic fleets, and would be prepared to use 
there was no catch ceiling agreement. In the interests 

%servation U.K. is ready to reduce her catch ceiling pari 
pass'd^.. other countries. But whereas for countries with 
large filets such reduction merely concentrates their interests 
on to ?ewer units, for U.K. this reduction, in bringing her 
quota ^iow the operating level for one factory, would mean 
the c°rflHete extinction of U.K. whaling interests, which would 

Accordingly provision must be made for

In 1966 the position again becomes open. The catch 
ceiling for 1966/6/ is likely to be 4000 units or less, and all 
the interested countries will be concerned to divide this 
catch into national quotas rather than revert to the nfree for 
all” which applied before 1962. Any quota proposal to be 
acceptable must reflect fairly closely the balance of power 
in the industry. Norway started the present quota agreement 
with an over-generous quota, since it included provision for 
two obsolete factories which in fact never operated under the 
agreement. A further expedition has since laid up for econ
omic reasons, and the remaining ships have recently taken 
little more than half their quotas. It must be expected 
therefore that the Japanese and Russians will demand that 
Noway’s share of the next quota agreement corresponds to 
her catching effectiveness. U.K. is not in this position. 
The U.K. expedition did not transfer to Japan as an alter
native to economic lay-up, but because the reducing catch 
filing would, it appeared, shortly make Independent opera
tor impossible. U.K. can accordingly claim with reason 
\at it" retains catching effectiveness corresponding to its 
%ta.



2.•' A

GHE/CLB15.5.65

Agreement. backed as it is by the potential operation of 
S.H.

In the long term the U.K. interest is that the Antarctic 
whale fisheries could be, if properly controlled, a consider
able and permanent source of wealth in which, as stressed 
above, U.K. might actively share in the future. In the 
shorter term U.K. quota interests have a. value to other 
countries which could be as high as £500 per unit. This 
benefits U.K. balance of payments, H.rx. Treasury (through 
taxation) and, of course, ourselves. It would be quite 
wrong at this stage to let our interests lapse on the grounds 
that Antarctic whaling would inevitably come to an end within 
a very short time.

Given that the catch ceiling was too low for S.H. to 
operate on her 5* quota we would have to make an arrangement 
for amalgamation with one of the other countries. Russia 
is out, and Norway could probably not make use of an extra 
quota. There remain the alternatives of an arrangement 
with Japan, as now, or of joining up with Holland to run one 
expedition on the combined British and Dutch quotas. The 
latter is a theoretic possibility, but the Dutch are almost 
impossible to cooperate with, and even 11$ of a future possible 
catch ceiling of 2000 units would hardly produce enough to 
operate on. The most likely arrangement is one with Japan 
by which the Japanese take over the U.K. quota, perhaps on a 
fixed payment per unit. It would be necessary for us to pur
sue negotiations for amalgamations at the same time as a new 
quota agreement was being discussed between governments. It 
might be difficult for the large whaling countries to accept 
a position in which Holland and U.K. received quotas but did 
not use them.

There are also strong arguments for continued U.K. 
Government participation which overlap into fields of foreign 
policy. The Japanese, as we know from many conversations 
with them, are very disturbed at the possibility of their 
■being left to confront-the Russians alone in the Antarctic. 
They already have to do this in other fisheries (e.g. North 
Pacific) and they are afraid that without the intervention 
of other countries they might be squeezed by the Russians 
to an intolerable position in Antarctic whaling. They are 
particularly keen that U.K. should continue to be there to 
hold a balance. U.K. has permanent political and economic 
interests in the area (Falkland Islands, South Georgia) and 
H.M.G. would presumably much prefer a position in which 
Japanese and Russian interests were reasonably balanced, 
with U.K. participation, to a Russian preponderance in the 
Antarctic," particularly since U.K. economic interests in 
South Georgia (the whaling stations) are now entirely main
tained by Japanese activity.

This is not simply a bargaining argument. This company 
has operated in the Antarctic since 1909 and was only forced 
out of active participation because of the declining whale 
stocks and the corresponding need for conservation. Although 
we recognise that the overriding requirements of conservation 
make it virtually impossible for a country with a small share 
of the total fleets to secure the special treatment in quota 
allocation necessary to allow an expedition to operate, ‘we 
regard our withdrawal from the industry as a temporary one, 
and have every hope and intention of re-entering it when 
stocks have been stabilised and allowed to recover.

amalgamation of quotas which are too small to, be operated 
by themselves. There seems no reason why this argument 
should not be accepted by the other signatories to the



Mansion House 6599

2nd July, 1965.

Dear Sir,

J. M. BRANDT
P. A. BRANDT

P.O.Box No. 95
36 Fenchurch Street
London EC3

ALSO MIDLANDS OFFICE:
Newater House. 11 Newhall Street, Birmingham 3 
Telephone- (021) Central 2981

WM BRANDT'S SONS & C° LTD 
ESTABLISHED IN LONDON

1 805

'UL 1965The Colonial Secretary, 
PORT STANLEY, 
Falkland Islands.

We beg to refer to our recent exchange of telegrams 
regarding the proposed limitation of the South Georgia 
catch and for the information of His Excellency The Governor 
we beg to enclose herewith copy of our today’s letter to 
Mr. J. Graham of the Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries.

DIRECTORS : 
W. E. BRANDT

H. A. BRANDT
W. A. BRANDT

F, D. O'BRIEN NEWMAN

Telephone:

Telegraphic: Brandtsons, London, EC3

Telex: 28219 & 28483

Produce Department 
DTN/SW

we remain, dear Sir, 
Yourstruly,

3.p. Win.

We will let you know as soon as some decision has been 
reached regarding the next season’s operations of Albion 
Star (South Georgia) Ltd. Meanwhile,



2nd July, 1965.

South Georgia Whaling Operations

P.O.Box No. 95 
36 Fenchurch Street
London EC3

DIRECTORS
W. E. BRANDT

J. M. BRANDT
P. A, BRANDT

D. O'BRIEN NEWMAN

ALSO MIDLANDS OFFICE:
Newater House, 11 Newhall Street, Birmingham 3 
Telephone: (021) Central 2981

WM BRANDT’S SONS & C° LT° 
ESTABLISHED IN LONDON

I 805

Produce Department 
DTN/SW

Messrs. Albion Star (South Georgia) Ltd.,

Dear Sir,

Fisheries & rood,

J. Graham Esq., 
Fisheries Division, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Whitehall Place, 
East Block, 
LONDON, S.W.l.

Telephone: Mansion House 6599 

Telegraphic: Brandtsons, London, EC3 
Telex: 28219 & 28483

H. A. BRANDT 
W. A. BRANDT

We beg to refer to our recent conversation regarding 
the proposed restriction on the whale catch from the two 
land stations at South Georgia, which we understand has been 
tentatively agreed at a total of 5^0 blue whale units based 
on last year’s catch results of 200 blue whale units at Leilh 
Harbour and 140 blue whale units at Grytviken.

Owing to the increased number of floating factories oper
ating since the war, the customary bunting grounds have become 
so overfished that the expeditions have moved more and more into 
the areas around South Georgia where the whale is still to be 
found in greater numbers than elsewhere. As a consequence the 
operations at South Georgia have themselves shown diminishing 
results and any added restrictions now to the land stations can 
only result in their entire early abandonment.

In the first place we must express on behalf of our prin
cipals, Messrs. Albion Star (South Georgia) Ltd., their anxiety 
about the arbitrary fixing of the blue whale unit figure as far 
as their station at Grytviken is concerned. As you no doubt 
appreciate, the operations of land stations have always been 
limited by their immobility, length of season and number of 
catchers allowed.
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2nd July, 1965.
J. Graham £sq.

the actual number

and

the9

For

363 Fin Whales = 181.5 BWU's
11»

It can thus be clearly seen

661 Fin Whales
W-7 Sei Whales

BWU ’ s
BWU1 s
BWU ’ s

0.3 BV/U’s
140.3 BWU’s

330-5
74.5

405.0
Owing to the low whale oil prices ruling at that time 

operation unfortunately proved an uneconomical venture resulting 
in the temporary suspension of Albion Star's own activities, 
the last two seasons during which the Grytviken station has been 
operated by the Japanese Companies for only two months the 
catches have been:-

279 Fin Whales = 139.5 BWU’s 5 Sei Whales «

co.. LTD.,BRANDT’S SONS &

LONDON.

for the season 1963/64

1964/65

that by taking the 1964/65 
season as the basis for a future quota the Grytviken station, 
is receiving a quite inequitable treatment.

We can assure you that Messrs. Albion Star (South Georgia) 
Ltd. have continually pressed the Japanese Companies to operate 
at Grytviken for the full six months period but merely for 
their own domestic reasons the Japanese Companies have seen fit

Although we do appreciate that with the general desire 
to conserve the whale stocks it may now be necessary in some 

operations,way to legislate for limitation of land stations5 
nevertheless we maintain that by using the 1964/65 catch at 
Grytviken as a basis for any specific restriction, the operations 
from this particular land station are very seriously prejudiced. 
The Consortium of Japanese Companies leasing Grytviken have for 
the last two years only operated there for two months i.e. 
November and December as after this period the crews have been 
absorbed into their pelagic operations.

We beg to draw your attention to the fact that in the 
season 1961/62, which was the last season in which the Albion 
Star Company operated the station themselves, 
of whales caught were for the six months season allowable:-
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2nd July, 1965.
Graham Esq.

]

J.

Mv
Director.

CO., LTD..|M. BRANDT'S SONS &
LONDON.

We should much appreciate it if you would be good enough 
to give this most important matter your early reconsideration. 
We cannot help feeling that a fair basis on which the South 
Georgia quota should be fixed, i.e. for Grytviken and Leith 
Harbour, should be at least at twice the Grytviken catch for 
the year 1961/62 and that the two stations at South Georgia 
should receive identical treatment. Failing this there can be 
little doubt that we shall see the end o;fzBritish whaling in this 
territory which has pioneered the industry and has been the home 
of whaling in the Antarctic for the past St/years.

/
remairj/ dear Sir,
/ Yours truly,
? £ndz on behalf of,

S SONS & CO. LTD.,

to operate for two months only. It is surely not the intention 
that any future operations of the British Albion Star Company 
should thus be unfairly penalised.
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RECEIVED.TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY

29.9 65 TimeTime. Received:Despatched: 29.7.65 021,-9

VS SG 16. Your telegram SG 18. Still under'.’dialing.

Will, advise developmentsurgent consideration v/ith ministry.

SECER

P/l, : LS

as soon as possible.



Ref: D/6/58/11,

4th August, 1965.

used for

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) W.H. THOMPSON
COLONIAL SECRETARY

Copy to A/0, S.G. for information.IM.

Station, 
admitted that this fact was only known to Nippon Suisan Kaisha after they 
left Japan for South Georgia, no effort was made to replace it.

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

condition 
Officer

Messrs. Chr. Salvesen and Co. Ltd., 
29 Bernard Street,
Leith,
SCOTLAND

“The Governor also agrees that for the experimental year no charge 
will be made in respect of additional administrative expenses 
resulting from the take-over by Japanese Companies, on the 
that the boat will be made available to the Administrative 
whenever it is required."

It is not Government’s intention to make arjy charge in respect of additional 
administrative expenses.

Au

Dear Sirs,

I shall be obliged if you will inform Nippon Suisan Kaisha that a service 
boat is expected of them for the 1965/66 season, and with a number of fishing 
vessels at their disposal there should be no difficulty in meeting this condition 
of their lease.

11

VJhen Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd. were granted a sub lease for the 
1963/64 season it nas agreed by the Governor, and I quote from Colonial 
Office letter to you reference LFSR 5V57/03 dated the 11th October, 1963

The boat in question being what is termed a "service boat" 
the purpose of communication between Leith Harbour and the Government 

During the winter of 1964 this boat was lost and while it 'was



Decode.
TELEGRAM.No. 31.

From Sal ves.en.,.Edinburgh

To Governor, Stanley.

Despatched: Time :19 654th August,

Received: 19 Time :

Salvesen

P/L : LS

I\

days.
and Minagfish.

5

After receiving your telegram of 5th July we wrote 
to the Colonial Office on 7th 15th and 29th July, in the 
latter two letters making the point now being made by NSK 
and emphasising the necessity of reaching a quick decision. 
In view of the gravity of the situation we trust that you 
will now make every endeavour to resolve this matter and 
put us in a position to reply to NSK within the next few

We have copied this telegram to the Colonial Office

With reference to our telegram of 2nd July we have 
received today from NSK the following message

”re South Georgia catch quotas for 1965/66 season. 
With the departure date of Kashimamaru fast approaching 
we find ourselves in serious predicament owing to absence 
of any official clarification on above subject. Although 
Falklands may possibly announce its position shortly, any 
delay in announcement will compel us to postpone departure 
of Kashimamaru unless in the meantime official assurance 
can be obtained that NSK may proceed with whaling operations 
as planned or that no change is being contemplated as 
regards the 1965/66 season. Grateful if you would 
urgently contact the Falkland authorities to obtain such 
assurance”.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P44I6 8/64

Number Handed in atOffice of Origin Words Date

Stanley 4*8,65
To

SGA/oetat SALVESEN LEITH TELEX

‘12 Yourtel 4th any situation is appreciated but we have no news of outcome
London negotiations stop Colonial Office has assured us matter under
urgent consideration and have promised advise developments as soon as
possible

Governor

LS



August, 1965

It T?as vezy good of you to send me the 
extremely interesting enclosures on the subject of Antarctic 
land stations and the British share in Antarctic whaling. 
Background information of this sort is always extremely useful 
and I shall always be glad to have the benefit of your advice 
on whaling matters.

Many thanks for your letter GHE/CLB of 
Due to our irregular mail service I fear that11th June.

this reply will not leave Stanley until 16th August.

I do not know whether there is any likelihood 
of you being able to pay South Georgia a visit but should you 
travel by way of the Falklands my wife and I would be 
particularly glad if you would stay with us while in Stanley.

However, as I think you are well aware, I am 
vezy anxious that reasonable decisions should be taken with 
regard to South Georgia and I hope1 that, whatever the outcome of 
present negotiations, it will be recognised that the Government 
here is anxious to achieve a fair solution to the problem of 
limitation of catches.

As I write, the position regarding the quota for 
South Georgia is still unresolved and with telegrams passing 
backwards and forwards between the whaling companies, the 
Colonial Office and ourselves, anything which I might 
reasonably say in a letter would already belong out of date 
before you received it.

G.H. Elliot Esq. ,
Chr. Salvesen & Co.Ltd., 
29 Bernard Street, 
Leith



1 >ECODE

SENT.TELEGRAM

GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATEFrom

Time :Received:Time :Despatched: 10.8.65 1000

PRIORITY.

Governor

G.T.C. : LS
■

SG 21. Whaling quota. Seriously perturbed absence any 
indication South Georgia whale quota. My recommendation made on 
1st July was for 390 BWUs to be divided equally between Leith and 
Grytviken. Departure of ships from Japan now imminent and I feel 
we shall be open to criticism if indication of quota not speedily 
given. You have hitherto corresponded with whaling companies on 
our behalf. Grateful if you would now confirm to companies my 
recommendation or else advise me what is causing delay.



"K
Decode.
No. 28.

From.. ..Sa.ly.es.en,. .Leith*

To Governor.,. Falkland. Islands.

Time : 0925Despatched . 19 6510th August,

19 Time :Received : 10th August, 65

11 due to Colonia,!

Salvesen

P/L : LS

TELEGRAM.
.... .. ................................................ ... m -i^

Re our telegram 4/8 understand delay is 
Office still considering whether or not to accept recommended 
catch celing but that decision will be telegraphed you 11th. 
If 65/66 total catch limited to 64/65 level we repeat our 
claim that our quota should correspond to NSK 64/65 catch 
i.e. 195 units. Adverse decision may prejudice our 
contract with NSK the position in any case seems to be 
that Albion Star have no repeat no intention of operating 
so that NSK will be left to take full quota. As 
expedition sails 18/8 and final preparations now being 
made time factor is of supreme importance. If NSK have 
to defer or even cancel departure of expedition owing to 
quota uncertainty this might imperil whole future of 
whaling at South Georgia.
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From ... Sa.lves.en.,. ..Leith.,..Scotland..

To Governor, Stanley...

Time : 145519 65Despatched ; 12th August,

19 65 Time :Received : 12th August,

the total 1964/65 catch at SG.

Now

In

Vi d
P/L : LS

Have now received assurance that if any quota is applied 
to SG operations in 1965/66 it will be limited to no less than

This might help to remove some 
uncertainty for NSK but it is still vital that decision be made 
promptly regarding whether or not to apply a quota and, if 
applicable, regarding actual total quota and NSKS share* 
only six days until proposed sailing date Kashimamaru and NSK 
must seriously be considering deferment or cancellation, 
your reply to us please send full rate and use our urgent 
telegraphic address Cesandco Leith Salvesen Com SG.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 30.

From Officer-in-Charge., ..South.Georgia.

Colonial Secretary.,.. S t anleyTo 

Time .180019 65Despatched. 12th August,

Time :19 65Received : 12th August,

Sealing and whaling.

Have

Officer-in-Charge

P/L : LS

Wo. 198. Sealing and whaling. Have been informed 
that Grytviken will not be operational this season. 
Would suggest cancellation of whaling inspector, 
also received provisional shippingschedule of arrivals 
Leith Harbour from Salvesens who add ’’but nothing definite 
until quota position resolved”.



r Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time:Despatched: Received:Time:12/8/65 13/8/65 1000

CCWIDEbTTIAL

Your telegram S.G. 21 and previous correspondence.
Mhaling, South Georgia.

idd

6. In the light of above trust you will see no further objection
restrict total 1965/66 catch from South Georgia land stations to equivalent 
catch total 1964/65 catch. Information here gives this figure as 342 repeat 340 
blue whale units but confirm.

5. Japanese representative at Commission undertook that his country
would not repeat not object to restrictions imposed by British authorities 
in accordance with the Commission1 s resolution on land stations. Since we 
understand that all whaling from South Georgia is now in practice conducted by 
Japanese - - - British Companies, this appears to reduce substantially - - - - 
risk difficulties from Companies concerned which you fear.

4® As you wil3. observe, above appears to be consistent with principle
sought in your telegram S. Go 13 and subsequent telegrams that any limitations 
in South Georgia should be part - - Note your arguments about method of 
calculating South Georgia quota but you will recognise that to replace actual 
catch of last season by some theoretical calculation more favourable - - - 
enable other countries to do the same. For H.M.G. to stand out against modest 
limitations recommended by Commission would not only be inconsistent with 
our general strong line on conservation but might well throw whole recent 
agreement back into the melting pot. In a free-for-all land stations - 
because of their limited range cf operations would probably fare worse than 
pelagic expeditions until whaling became uneconomic for both. Cooperation 
in these conservation measures despite transitional hardships seems to be in 
South Georgia1 s long term interest since whaling is virtually only source of 
revenue.

3® In these circumstances it would have been impossible (?) to resist 
some control over land, station catches as well but British representative was 
at least able to secure that they should, be pegged at last season1 s level.

8. Meanwhile, in response to urgent enquiry by Salvesens on behalf of
their Japanese associates, former have been informed by Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries that application (?) of South Georgia is still under consideration 
with you but that they can assume that South Georgia quota will be not repeat 
not less than catch 1964/65. This appears satisfy them

~b

My immediately following telegram contains text of resolution 
adopted at recent meeting of International Whaling Commission. Immediate 
issue is implementation of paragraph (c) regarding voluntary restriction of 
catch from land bases in forthcoming season.
2. Air. advised that background is as follows Unrestricted catching
in past few years has disastrously reduced stocks Baleen whales and what is 
at stake is nothing less than survival of Antarctic whaling as an economic 
proposition. U.K. has taken lead in pressing for realistic conservation 
measures which countries concerned have agreed to for first time at this year1 s 
meeting of Commission. Pelagic expeditions next season will be restricted to 
about 56% (?) of 1964/6 5 catch with further reductions in following two years.

7® Assume you have necessary powers to inpl ement quota system by
attaching conditions to leases or in some other way. - quota between companies 
concerned, if necessary, would be matter for subsequent recommendation by you.

SoG® 17



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Pl677 P4416 8/64

DateHanded in atWordsNumber Office of Origin

13.8.65Stanley

To

SCriX/cetat PRIORITY 01C ZBH

5'0 Whaling yourtel 198 stop Who told you G-rytviken notNo. 166o
operational stop This not our information stop Reply immediately

Secretary

LS

(’Phoned Post Office 
16.15/12th)



$2Decode.
TELEGRAM. 

■■inwrwni- --------i-fim iniirNo. 51.

0fficer-i.n-Gh8-.rg©.,. South...GeorgiaFrom

.Colonial. Secretary,...StanleyTo

Time :19 65Despatched : l^th August,
Time :19 65Received : l>th August,

PRIORITY.

No. 199.

OIU

P/L : IS

Whaling your 166 information contained in 
telegram translation sent to~~me by Manager Giytviken who 
received, it from Albion San def jord. It begins "soriy no
sublet or whaling this season” the remainder being 
concerned with disposal of personnel. Hope information 
is untrue.



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time:Received:Time: 13-8.6513.8.65Despatched:

My immediately preceding telegram following is text

o

South latitude as well as in other areas

SECER

LS: TBG.T.C.

SG No. 18.
Resolution begins*

(b) The commission shall determine total catch limit of 
Antarctic pelagic whaling for 1966 - 1967 and after taking into 
consideration catch of Antarctic whales from land stations 
situated South of 40° 
Southern hemisphere.

With regard to catch of Antarctic baleen whales from land station 
situated South of 40° South latitude as well as in other areas of 
Southern hemisphere it is recommended:

(d) The commission recommend to countries at present dis
cussing problems national quotas that for 1966 - 1967 and 1967- 
1968 seasons they take into consideration catch of Antarctic 
whales from land station situated South of 40 South latitude 
as well as in the other areas of Southern hemisphere.

(a) Taking into consideration the fact that problem catching 
Antarctic v/hales at land stations has increased its importance in 
the light of recent situation whale stocks in Antarctic it is 
desirable for commission to set up a special group representing 
megber of country concerned with land station situated South of 
40 South latitude as well as in the other areas of Southern 
hemisphere in order to elaborate suggestion to bring into order 
cat chi.ng of whales at such land stations so that this problem may 
be discussed in detail at 18th meeting of commission.

(c) The commission invite Governments concerned with land 
stations situated South of 40 South latitude as well as in other 
areas in Southern hemisphere to take domestic measures on a 
voluntary basis so that level of catch from such land stations 
for forthcoming season does not exceed that in 1964 - 1965 
Antarctic season or average (calculated in blue whales unit) 
of catch over last three seasons 1965 1964 and 1965 outside 
Antarctic as the case may be.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: V/3/65 Time: 0050 Deceived: Time: 13/8/651500

COI'TTDEI'ITPJ,

S.Cr. 19

Your t el egram S. G . 21. WHALING.

!F//

Much regret delay. Have just returned duty myself and now 
Miss Ware has gone side again. Will now have received official reply S.G. 17 
which is result of full discussion with Ministiy of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
Realise it does not go as far as you hoped, “but in all the circumstances 
trust you will agree it is best that can be done; indeed, it is difficult 
to see favourable practicable alternative.

Personal for Haskard from Bennett.
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GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P4416 8/64

DateHanded in atNumber WordsOffice of Origin

Stanley 14.8.65

To

etat CESAIVDCO LEITH SG-A/C

Governor

LS
I.

Yourtel 12th August total South Georgia quota 1965/66 is 340 BV/Q stop

Leith share vri.ll be 195



r
Decode.

TELEGRAM.

From ...Salv.esenEdinburgh.

Governor>. Stanley,....Falklan.d...IslandsTo

Time : 023519Des])atched ; 6515th August,
Time :19Received : 16th August, 65

Assume if only

Salvesen

P/L : LS

Thanks your telegram 14th August.
Leith Harbour operates in season 1965/66 that Station 
will be given full South Georgia quota but please 
confirm.

VlC’ 

s,



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Handed in at DateOffice of Origin Words

Stanley 16.8.65
To

SGA/cetat QIC ZBH

Secretary

LS

No. 168. VJhaling Giytviken stop Do your best to discover as soon as 
possible whether* over wintering/maintenance crew will be six withdrawn 
stop This will effect your cold storage stop In event withdrawal other 
services may be affected and if so you should report effect immediately 
together with any recommendations for necessary action King Edward Point



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

DateHanded in atNumber Office of Origin Words

Stanley 16. 8. 65

To

SG KSA/cetat SALVESEN LEITH TELEX

Yourtel 15th August noted stop Will communicate further in due course

Secretazy

LS
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TELEGRAM SENT.
- ]

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time:Received:Time:Despatched: 16/8/65 1500

TONFIDENTUL

S.G. 22

Acknowledged.Whaling.Your telegram S.G. 17*

Please see my next following telegram.

CYPHER /E: EB

^0



1) ECODE.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received:Time:Despatched: 16.8.65 1530

Whaling•

G-overnor

%

G.T.C. : LS

co

SG- 23. Whaling. Please see my immediately preceding telegram. 
Agree 340 repeat 340 BWU as total quota South G-eorgia 1965/66. 
Conditions can be attached to licences by me. Have informed 
Salve sen that Leith quota will be 195 repeat 195 BWU which was 
1964/65 catch. Unconfirmed report through South G-eorgia indicates 
Grytviken will not operate this season but grateful you obtain 
confirmation from Brandtsons both re whaling and sealing. 
Salvesen has asked for balance of total 1965/66 quota to be added 
to Leith. Would welcome your advice in view overall whaling 
policy and anticipated quota reduction 1966/67*



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Handed in at DateOffice of Origin Words

17o8.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat QIC ZBH

Secretary

Time LS

ITOo 169• Whaling stop As result deliberations International 
commission it has been agreed that total South Georgia catch quota 
Tor 1965/1966 season shall be 340 repeat 340 B?/U stop Of this 195 
repeat 195 BWU allocated to Leith Harbour stop Until firm information 
on Grytviken received no decision will be made on any allocation of 
balance stop Ensure that licence for Leith contains clause under 
section 9 (4) repeat 9 (4) Whale fishery Ordinance reading quote 
notwithstanding anything in this licence the total catch foi* the 
season shall not exceed a total of 195 Blue Whale stop The
term catch being interpreted to mean the total of all baleen whales 
killed unquote



F Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 39.
From . Off icer-in-Charge.,... South. .Georgia

Colonial Se.cre.taiy, StanleyTo..

Time : 120079Despatched . 17th August, 65

Time :19Received : 17th August, 65

vs Your 168 whaling Grytviken. Five men

XNo other

Of f i ce r- in- Charge
P/L : LS

%

No. 200.
will be remaining until spring and will then be relieved 
by incoming crew. Electricity to cold store will during 
summer be provided by hydro electric station so no need 
to worry about immediate effect on meat storage. 
Refrigeration situation of winter 1966 unclear emphasizing 
need to press ahead with our own before then, 
service effected.

(U z



TELEGRAM.

From Salvesen,.. Leith.

Col onial ..Secretary ,. ..Stanley..To

19Despatched . 18th August, 65
19 Time :Received : 6519th August,

Thanks your telegram 16th August.

Salvesen

P/L : LS

Time : 1655

NSK have now 
asked same question therefore hope for quick reply. 
Have received confirmation Kashimamaru sailed on 
schedule 18th August.

Decode.
No. 11.
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TELEGRAM.

Off icer-to-Charge.,....South . Ge.orgia.From

Colonial. Secretary.,...Stanley... .To...

Time : 1700Despatched. 19 6519th August,

Received : 19 Time :6519th August,

So Whaling my telegram 198. Salvesens now

Offi cer-in-Charge

P/L : LS

No. 201.
inform "quota position resolved and Kashimamaru and 
catchers sailed from Japan on schedule 18/8". Ship 
will thus sail Turban 9/9 arriving South Georgia 23/9*



Ref:

20th August, 1%5•

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. THOMPSON)

(COLONIAL SECRETARY)

LS /< a

If you could ask the Colonial Office to signal us with 
your answer I would be more than obliged.

Al though at the time of writing we have not heard officially 
that you will not be operating Grytviken this season we are 
naturally disappointed to have heard that you are not doing so.

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

V/m. Brandt’s Sond & Co. Ltd., 
P.O. Box No. 95, 
36 Fenchurch Street, 
LONDON, B>.C.g.

As you know we are extremely grateful for all the help 
Grytviken has given to King Edward Point, not the leas<i* of which 
has been the provision of cold storage for meat and other 
perishable foods. If Grytviken is to close down completely 
for the winter 1966 we must do something in a hurry to obtain 
our own cold storage and I am wondering if you can tell us 
whether you will continue to have an overwintering crew at 
Grytviken during winter 1966?

d/4/64
D/5/53/XI



r
Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.No. 17.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: Received: 24.8.65 Time : 090023.8.65 1750

Qo SG 20. Your telegram 25 SG whaling.

SECER

G.T.C. : LS

2. We have sent Brandts supplementary letter seeking
information about intentions at Grytviken as requested by you.

Letter in the following terms has been sent today to both Salvesens 
and Brandts by Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (as department 
responsible for H.M. Government relations International Whaling 
Commission) begins. I am writing to inform you Government has now 
decided, after consultation with administration Falkland Islands, to 
limit total catch of baleen whales at South Georgia for 1965 1966 
season to 340 blue whale units. The apportionment of this quota 
between two land stations is a matter for Colonial administration 
ends.



r Decode.
TELEGRAM.No. 19.

Sa.lves.en, ..Leith From

To Colonial Secretary^ Stanley 

Time : 1017Despatched . 19 6524th August,
19 65 Time :Received: 24th August,

T), 31)

Salvesen

P/L : LS

Ref our telegram 15/8 and your reply 16/8 have you 
yet reached a decision. ----



If
Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.No. 40.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched Time: 220624.8.65

% SG 21

^8

SEGER

4^
b p

P/L : IS

My telegram SO- 20 whaling.
S.alvesens say 240 blue whale units is 5 units more than last 

season total,.Sbuth Georgia catch. Grateful your comments. 
Paragraph 6 my telegram SG 17 refers.

Received: 25.8.65 Time: 0900



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Handed in at DateNumber Office of Origin Words

30.8.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat SALVESEN LEITH TELEX

V,haling South Georgia stop Pending official notification of whaling
from Grytviken no decision has been made

Secretary

LS

7'



12th August, 1965FST 5V57/O13

(i)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

3.

(J. S. BENNETTr^

A A

di)
dii)

Our reference:
Your reference:

The economic and fiscal significance of the industry to the 
territory.
The social consequences of the presence of the whaling 
community.

What sort of whales are caught from South Georgia, where, when, 
how, and why?
What is done with them after they are caught?
Brief notes on the various commercial companies involved, 
their organisation, standing, and relations with one another 
and with your Government, with any relevant comments on 
important personalities.
The legal and administrative basis for such control over the 
whaling industry as is exercised by your Government, and the 
way this works in practice.

great help.

— Ask ■, -

The recent flurry of telegrams about the proposed quota of whaling 
from land stations in South Georgia has revealed, among other things, how 
inadequate is the Colonial Office’s background knowledge about the whaling 
industry there. The territory is remote and the subject recondite. It has 
perhaps been assumed locally that the C.O. knows a good deal more of the 
background than, with recent changes in personnel, is at present the case.

/tA b\/\ t

Sir Cosmo Haskard, K.C.M.G.,
Government House, 
Port Stanley, 
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

yr
COLONIAL OFFICE

GREAT SMITH STREET, LONDON S.W.1 
Telephone: ABBey 1266, ext.

A glossary of the technical jargon which tends to be employed 
in correspondence.

I realise that a few brief facts and statistics are given in the 
1962/63 annual report for the Colony and Dependencies, but a self-contained 
background document would be a

s

2.» I wonder whether, to lighten our darkness, you could be kind enough 
to get someone to prepare and send us a brief child’s guide memorandum cover
ing such points as the following, among others which will doubtless occur to 
those better acquainted with the subject:-



VC-

SENT.TELEGRAMNo. 49.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Received:Time:Despatched: 2.9.6521501-9.65

PRIORITY.

No. 22 Leith Harbour whaling station.In Confidence.
In re cent corre sp ondence Salve s e n ’s have;-

Salvesen’s but grateful to know if position unchanged;

Grateful for early reply to these enquiries.

SECER

ftJt '0^

Copies of relevant correspondence, which includes details 
reefer and whale catchers, follow in next mail.V *

<3 -

Decode.

^Vj

(b) Sought confirmation that in the event N.S.K. wishes to 
undertake trial fishing operation in coming season, free licences 
will be issued for such trials; information contained in last 
paragraph your savingram No. 205 (Colony) of 1964 passed to 
Salvesen’s but grateful to know if position unchanged; and

(A.) Sought confirmation on behalf N.S.K. that free licences 
will be granted for freezer ship to be berthed Leith Harbour during 
1965-66 season and that no charge for administrative expenses will 
be made;

(c) Applied for licences for ten (repeat ten) whale catchers 
to operate from Leith Harbour during 1965-66 and have forwarded 
cheque £400 (repeat £400) to cover 8 (repeat 8) whale catcher 
licences on the assumption reefer vessel and two (repeat two) 
whale catcher licences will be granted free. Grateful con
firmation licences will be granted, if so that amount received 
is correct and N.S.K. assumption is correct.

Time;

G.T.C. : LS



F lOOc^

September, 1?&5DA/64

C.M. G.

Thank you for your letter FST 54/57/013 of 
12th August in which you asked for a brief memorandum covering 
a variety of points in connection with the whaling industry in 
South Georgia.

A self-contained document would be almost as 
useful to us as to you.

I am very happy to have this done but with the 
mail going out from here on 6th September immediately after the 
weekend, I am afraid that it will not be ready to be sent to you 
until the next following mail from here.

J. S - Benne 11 E s q.,
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Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time:Despatched: Time: Received:0845

PRIORITY.

Leith Harbour Whaling Station. Your telegram\OO
(a)

(b)

(c)

Governor

LSG.T.C. :

k1

)

Free licence will be issued for one freezer ship and 
no administrative charges will be levied but NSK 
must supply service boat when required by Administrative 
Officer.

No. SG 24.
3G 22 refers.

Licence for fishing in South Georgia waters vail be 
issued at nominal fee of one pound, but am assuming 
that if NSK wish to fish in Falklands area they will 
apply for further licence.

Licences will be granted for ten catchers. Confirm 
two catchers and reefer vessel free and £400 correct 
amount.



|O<^
Decode.

TELEGRAM.

Colonial Secretary, StandeyFrom

Administrative Officer, South GeorgiaTo

Despatched: 6th September,

Time :19Received:

No; 1/d. Following sent to Secretary of State

“Leith Harbour V/haling Station.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Colonial Secretary

1

Licence for fishing in South Georgia waters will 
be issued, at nominal fee of one pound., but am 
assuming that if NSK wish to fish in Falklands 
area they will apply for further licence.

Licences will be granted, for ten catchers.
Confirm two catchers and. reefer vessel free 
and £4-00 correct amount."

Free licence will be issued for one freezer ship 
and. no administrative charges will be levied, 
but NSK must supply service boat when required 
by Administrative Officer.

: 1600

&.T.C. : LS

79



Decode.
/o^TELEGRAM.

No. 10.

London.From

Colonial. Secretary^....Stanley-To...

Time :19Despatched . ^56th September,

Time :19Received : 657th September

Brandtsons

P/L : IS

4

ko^

Brandts ons,

G-rytviken Japanese Companies not operating this season 
and Government decision only just advised to limit South 
G-eorgia 1965/6 season catch to 340 BWUS prohibits Albion 
Star operating independently as explained our telegram 21st 
July consequently they regretfully obliged abandon arrange
ments operate this year anticipating that early review 
position will enable them reopen 1966/7* Remitting 
Colonial Office their account £200 for current sealing 
licence.



1 Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No, 16 Office.r-.i.n-C.harge South. GeorgiaFrom

Stanley.Colonial SecretaryTo

Time :1965Despatched . 8th September, 1700

Time ;19 65Received : 8th September,

Grateful confirmation that useNo, 207, Whaling.
of asdic this season will be approved and that direct
communication Japan will be permitted on same terms as
formerly.

OIC

toy
P/L : FA



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

10.9.65.Stanley

To

SG a/cetat 0IC ZBH

No. 133 Yourtel 207 Confirm no change stop Conditions and(0<o

terms as for last season

Secretary

FA

Time



/o S
Decode.

SENT.
No, 85.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 10.9.65 Time: Received :1550

My telegram No. 20 paragraph 2.SG No. 23. Whaling.

Secer
GTC : FA

TELEGRAM
P’

11.9 • 657/7/76 : 0900 t

2. Brandts have been informed in acknowledgement that 
position in the future season will depend on outcome of study 
which international whaling commission is giving to problem 
of land stations generally.

Letter now received from Brandts on behalf Albion Star 
(South Georgia) Ltd. stating latter will unfortunately be 
unable to carry out any operations^t Grytviken during coming 
season, but hope review of position will enable them to resume 
in the following season. Understand Brandts have telegraphed 
your Colonial Secretary to thesame effect.

3. Grateful for early reply to my telegram SG No. 21 
about calculation 1965/66 South Georgia quota. Should you 
decide in the light of paragraph 1 above to allot whole quota 
to Salvesen, it looks as though they would be unlikely to raise 
objection if precise figure turned out to be slightly less than 340 blue whale units.



•>
Decode.

TELEGRAM.
33.No

From .. J’T... P-. Coleman,. Jvishimamaru...,

Qoloni a.l...Se.ci?e t.ary.,. ..Stanley..ZBH. lia.dio..To

Time :19 65Despatched . 15th September,

19 65 Time :Received : 15tli September,

Coleman

I

P/l, : LS 
(Tntld.) DRM

As Leith only station operating this season assume 
they will be granted full island quota BW please 
confirm. For your information NSK Leith operating 
up to mid December then leaving South Georgia to join 
pelagic fleet.

V ox



TELEGRAM.
No. 43.

S al ve s en. Leith,... S. cot 1 an dFrom

Gove r no r ,.. Port... St.an 1 .ey.To

Time :Despatched : 19 6515th September,
19 Time :Received : 6515th September,

Salvesen

P/l : LS

\i '
Decode.

Grateful if you could confirm soonest that Nippon Suisan 
Kaisha will be permitted take up to full South Georgia limit 

It must surely be established by now that 
NSK at

of 340 unitse 
Grytviken not repeat not operating coming season, 
present apparently plan to operate for first half season 
only. If reasonable notice had been given that full 340 
units were available they might have decided to operate 
full season and it is still possible they may extend 
operations if quick decision made. It must be in interest 
of Government to encourage maximum catch at South Georgia 
this season within 54C unit limit. Low catch will seriously 
weaken British position in future international negotiation 
for South Georgia quota.



ilO
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P4416 8/64

DateNumber Handed in atOffice of Origin Words

Stanley 16.9.65

To

etat COLE I LAM WIOTLAMAHU (AT SEA) SGA/c

V/hal.ing quota stop No decision yet nade and must not be assumed

Secretaxy

LS



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 40.
Off i cerr in-Charge,.. South.. Georgia.From

■<

To Colonial ..Secretary,....Stanley-

65 . Time :Despatched . 1917th September,

Time :19Received:
6517th September,

'.'haling.

OIC

tjc in
P/L : IS

confirmed.
4 (a) of the SG companys lease appears to cover.

No. 213. Vhaling. Three catchers due here Monday.
Grateful to know urgently if para (c) your telegram 178 

Para 4 (b) of regulations and schedule para



IllGOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Handed in at DateOffice of Origin Words

Stanley 17-9.65
To

etat OIC WI

lourtel 21J whaling stop Yes stop Agree Regulations and

Secretary

LS

SCrA/c

No. 187.
lease cover



113
Decode

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY. OF STATE

Time : 1000 Received: Time :Despatched: 18.9.65

PRIORITY

|0? Whaling South Georgia. BrandtYour telegram SG 23.

Governor

SG 29. 
noted.

Admittedly Salvesen will not complain about smaller extra 
allocation this year but as they have already been given first 
quota based on share of 340 any reduction to 395 BWU would affect 
Brandts next season. Obviously Brandt should be offered maximum 
possible allocation in 1966/67•

G.T.C. : LS

Further your telegram SG 21. Agree my calculation was slightly 
in excess yours but as~all negotiations with companies based on 
figure 340 BWU consider we should not now alter this.



U'4'
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
1’1677 P-1416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

13.9.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat CESABDCO LEITH

109

operating companies following season stop Basic allocation remains

at 195 BWU

Secretary

LS

Time

You J are allocated full quota 340 BWU for 1965/66 season provided
you agree by telegram that this does not prejudice allocation between

CL



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P44I6 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 18.9-65

To

etat QIC ZBII

ll'f

Secretary

LS

Time

SC-A/c

No. 188. I have telegraphed Salvesen as follows quote You are 
allocated full quota 540 BWU for 1965/66 season provided you agree 
by telegram that this does not prejudice allocation between 
operating companies following season stop Basic allocation remains 
at 195 BV/U unquote stop Do not inform I7SK representative who must 
deal with Salvesen in this matter stop You will appreciate allocation 
not final until Salvesen agrees as above stop I will keep you 
informed



IllpDecode.
TELEGRAM.

Salyesen>...Lei.tli> ..Scotland.From

To C.ol on ial.. Secretary.,.. - S tanley

Time :Despatched . 21st September,

Time :Received: 22ncl S ep t emb er,

Salvesen

P/L : LS 
(XNtld.) HLB

No. 22.

79 65

Thank you for your,cable of 18th September. T/e 
agree to the proviso attached to your allocation to us 
of the full quota for 1965/66 season.

79 65



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P4416 8/64

Handed in at DateNumber WordsOffice of Origin

27.9.65Stanley

To

SGA/cetat ADICTOFF ZBH

lb 2a L'ytel 188 whaling stop Salvesens have agreed thatNo. 191.

additional quota to 340 BVRJ is for this season only without
prejudice

Secretary

LS



■Q/k./Gk

7

III

By the next mail I hope to send you the final 
version and at that stage I should be glad if you would destroy 
the present enclosure.

J.S. Bennett Esq., C.M.G. 
Colonial Office.

2 7 September, 1965

This short memorandum requires further checking 
at this end but rather than delay sending anything until the 
next outward mail, I enclose the copy for what it is worth.

M \ C O Further to my letter d/4/64 of 2nd September
in reply to your letter FST 54/57/013 of 12th August, I now 
enclose one copy of an interim brief "child’s guide" memorandum 
on whaling from South Georgia.



Decode. 11°)
TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Received: 30/9/65Time: 0546 Time: 1Zt00

S.G. 29.RESTRICTED.

fl 3Your telegram S.G*29. Whaling*u

CYPHER "E”: EB.

3<, Grateful to "be kept generally informed of legal and administrative
measures taken to ensure observance of quota*

2* In addition to notifying Salvesens, have you made or do you 
contemplate any local announcement about introduction of quota system in 
pursuance of International Whaling Commission’s recommendations?

Salve sens now say that you have allocated to them ’’full quote 
J40 blue whale units for 1965/66 season”* Please confirm. In case figure of 
JL-0 should be challenged at any time by Intematinal Whaling Commission it would 
also be helpful to know what actual figure 1964/65 catch was and what is 
significance of small discrepancy, if any.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT18.Ko

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

5.10.Time :Time: Received:Despatched. 09555.10.65

Albion Star’s intentionSG 30.
to keep minimum crew at Grytviken during the ’.inter 1966; exact

numbers not yet fixed.

SECER
(jv'

: TB
tO

v^k

IG.T.C.
LS 
(intld.)

u 
cJ/-i

Brandt’.', have notifed us of



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE
Time :Received:Time:Despatched: 6/I0/6 5 loco

RESTRICTED

S.G. JI

Your telegram S.G-. 29. Whaling.

Salvesens1 statement confirmed.

CYPHER "E": EB

340 B.W.U. was figure quoted by Ministry of Agriculture, Food 
Our calculation here

3. Local official announcement of introduction of quota system
being made 8th October but public already aware in general terms.
4. For legal and administrative measures please see guide sent
last bag letter follows.

^4$

122

2.
and Fisheries in your telegram S.G-. 12 of 28th June.
was 33&, which was so close to 340 as to be virtually identical.



Vl'l
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
DateWordsOffice of Origin Handed in at

7.10o65Stanley

To

SCtA/cetat ADIOTOFF ZBH

No. 203.

Grytviken winter

Secretaiy

LS

Wt, P2809 5/61

Number

/□.bion Star have said they will retain minimum crew



FS?.1+26/57/02

Saving

Lei th Harbour V/liajLin^ Station

S2CER

//

Salvesens have been informed that the cheque for £1+00, 
forwarded under cover of their letter of the 19th August, 
has been accepted pending confirmation from you that the 
licences requested by them are approved and that it is the 
correct amount due; this sum has meanwhile been paid to 
the Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations 
for the credit of Falkland Islands Dependencies (South Georgia 
funds•

Copies of' the correspondence referred to in the last 
paragraph of our telegram under reference are enclosed for 
information.

I should be grateful if you would take action 
requested in the last paragraph of Salvesen's letter of 
the 19th August.

1

ICO

Lt fotfo I
I IiI

(Vo. 2©^^

Lcrf </iACC t •

SG.

Saving
From the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
To^J^ Officer Administering the Government of...

Date... ,;n.7SEPj96|

FALKLAND ISLANDS

h ~9 OCT 1955^ x

Colonial Office telegram No.SG.22 of the 
1st September 19&5*

No...._.. //.



TELEX. LEITH 72222

YOUR REF.

Dear Sirs,

Season 1965/66

We refer to your letter of 8th June, 1964, and would be pleased

Cksfo

i

Yours faithfully, 
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.

DATE

16th August, 1965-
OUR REF

GEH/1'IS
Operations Doot.

Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

G.P.O. BOX 2 17
29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE

LEITH 43 1 1 (14 LINES)

Finally we hope that you will be able ‘to make some comment on 
Falkland Islands’ Tax in the near future, as the situation appears to be 
rather confused and N.S.K. are no doubt anxiously awaiting some conclusion 
in the matter.

j We also refer to your letter of 19th January 1965 and would be 
pleased to have your confirmation that, if N.S.K. do wish to undertake 
any trial fishing operations in the coming season, a free licence will 
be issued for such trials.

CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTJp
DIRECTORS: L. M. HARPER GOW. M.O.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 'i

R. D. WEATHERSTONE P. F. 5. KITTERMASTER 8

/«/„, i??
1 1 lo have your confirmation that a licence will be granted free to N.S.K.

for a freezing ship to be berthed at Leith Harbour during Season 1965/66 
and also that no charge will be made in respect of administrative expenses 
for the coming season.

. (?)

a ■
' ' GRIMSBY - 

287/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD

. I

ctTELEGRAMS ■ INLAND & FOREIGN. SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX"

GL^GOW
45 WEST NILE STREET



TELEGRAMS

b

OUR REF. DATE

18th August, 1965.

Dear Sirs,

We have to inform you that KASHD4A MARU, together with
her accompanying catcher boats, sailed on schedule at noon today

for South Georgia via Durban.

I

Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

H ELLIOT
F. S. KITTERMA5TCA

.1 i |

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET ■ C.l

GRIMSBY
207/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD

G P. O. BOX 217

29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE

LEITH 43 1 1 (14 LINES)

GEH/faS
Operations Dent.

INLAfVM o rv«Li«n,

CHR. .SALVESEN &. CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS: L M. HARPER GOW. M.D.C G. H. ELLIOT L C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

R. B. WEATHER5T0.NE

Yours faithfully,
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD. ------



TELEGRAMS ■ INLAND a FOREIGN. "SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX" TELEX. LEITH 72222

YOUR REF. OUR REF. DATE

19th August, 196$.

Dear Sirs,

Ends.

To ensure that there is no misunderstanding, we hope that you will 
inform the Administrative Officer of the names of the whalecatchers which 
will operate and all the other details which he requires, and that you will 
also confirm to him that the licence fees have been paid at this end.

Yours faithfully, 
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.

GEH/14S
Operations Dent.

Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

GRIMSBY
287/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD

GOW
STREET • C.l

G. P. O. BOX 2 17

29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE

LEITH 43 1 1 (14 LINES)

Leith Harbour - Season 1965/66 
Whalecatcher Licences

gA 
45 WEST WK

CHR. SALVESEN
DIRECTORS: L. M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT 

R. 0. WEATHERSTONE P.

A Jo

tw ‘S.

on behalf of Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd., forWe wish to apply, 
licences for the ten whalecatchers listed on the attached sheet to operate 
at Leith Harbour during Season 1965/66.

. GGNU With reference to our letter of 16th August, we assume that a free 
licence will be issued for the reefer KASHIMA MARU, and, of course, two 
free whalecatcher licences go with the lease, so that we only require to pay 
for eight whalecatcher licences at £50 each. We accordingly enclose our 
cheque for £400 and would be pleased if you would, as soon as possible, 
confirm that the licences have been granted and acknowledge receipt of our 
cheque.

a co. LTD.
E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL)

S. KITTERMASTER



Whalecatehers operating for N.S.K.

■ H.P.Gross Tonnage
1,300417.43NO. 3

1,800434.295'n it

3,280742.0510ti nn

3,280742.0611I!II II

746.41 3,2301211n 11

746.46 3,230ti 1511 11

751.60 3,28017n11 11

3,230750.7518I!IIIf

3,280750.81nn11

3,230753.4011nn

1965.
GEH/4S
19th August,

LEITH HAR30HR
Season 1965/66

Name

II

20 '
I

23 -



TELEX. LEITH 72222

YOUR REF.

Dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

i)
V

We look forward to receiving confirmation that the necessary 
licences have been granted.

We refer to our letter of 19th August with enclosure, and / 
have to inform you that the Whalecatchers are all named "KONAN MARU"( 
and not "KASHINA MARU".

The Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street, 
LONDON, S.W.1.

DATE

51 st August, 1965.

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET ■ C.l

OUR REF.
geh/kbh.

Operations Dent.

GRIMSBY 
287/201 CLEETHORPE ROAD

(a

Leith Harbour - Season 1965/66 
Whalecatcher Licences.

G.P.O. BOX 217
29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE 

LEITH 43 11 (14 LINES)

I / i\.G “ b\. /

TELEGRAMS ■ INLAND & FOREIGN. 1 SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX"

CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS: L M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E. G. H ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

’ R. B. WEATHERSTONE P. F. S. KITTERMASTER



HIft

OATE

H' '

wafers,

GLASGOW
WEST NILE STREET • C.l

OUR REF.

G3H/r-iS
Operations Doot,

YOUR REF.

?ST.425/57/02.

G. P. O. BOX 217
29 BERNARD STREET

LEI T H
TELEPHONE

LEITH 43 1 1 (|4 LINES)

C O I

Cf.
TELEX. LEITH 72222

3

Yours faithfully,
Pro. CHR. SAL \TH!SEN & CO. LTD.

v3<!)

.. GRIMSBY 
la^yjsei cleethorpe road

We thank you for your letter of 10th September informing us 
;h.?.t 1LS.K. will be granted 10 whalecatcher’licences and a reefer licence 

respect of their forthcoming Leith harbour operations, and for your 
confirmation that, as usual, the licences for the 2 whalecatchers will, 
b.-- freehand that a free licence will again be issued for the reefer.

Dear Sirs,

TELEGRAMS ■ INLAND & FOREIGN "SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX"

i .17 Sb?
1

SALVESEN 3:
.DIRECTORS: L. M. HARPER GOV/. M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. < 

r’. D. WEA1HERSTONE P. r. KITTERMASTER

16th September, 1965.

Colonial Office,
at Smith Street, 

nondon, S.W.1.

We are pleased, to note that the policy of levying no administrative 
charges will be continued. we shall inform N.S.K. that they must lay on a 
service boat when required by the Administrative Officer and we shall also 
inform them that, if they wish to apply for a licence to fish in South Georgia 

this will be issued at a nominal fee of £1.

YOUNGE (TECHNICAL)



Savingram

Date No.

Colonial Office Reference

SG .34

., I enclose, for your

SECER

Originator and date Subject

Coe^udoCHR. Salvesen Leith Harbour

17/9/65

(6745) Wt. 26019 8580 3M 7/64 S P AD Gp.652

p

Season 1965/
/66

\Q 6
c.o. 1

' Yovir reference

» September... 1965-

EST. 42sfe^p§0CT1565

With reference to savingram No. 
your —------------

of the 7th 
information, 
consideration;- a copy of the paper noted below.

S?feigC^23?K

From the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To thejOfficer Administering the Government of/^4/vA/?A/^

2.3. SEE ........ rWf/ No. 9....
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De *17' Sirs,

h e i. r1-L_ '-a r mr - >ea::o'n 1965/66
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2 0 SEPI965
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INLAND fl FOREIGN.

6-:x: \6/’;: F/-:n7’V
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GRIMSBY
207/291 CLEETHORFE ROAD

W

F
DATE

17th September, 1965.

in ti ;h thdy TTI Lu nil
£ c T*I U i .

GPO BOX 217

29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
I ELEPHONE

LEITH 43 11 (l.l LINES)

d >nial Offi se, 
‘eat >mi i >tr it, 

London, 3..I.1.

a

There is no doubt that the unfortunate loss of the SOUTHERN PAUL 
has rej ill ?d in inconvenience for everyone, but we are quite sure that the 
prol Lem jan be jived to jv ry IM’ reasonable satisfaction by N.S.K. 
using .a whalecatcher in the via; * • •

’ -ft .

K

' ;t..... t

’h j /oloi Lal j jre ary ha 5 already written in this connection 
poi ;inj it at,now ;ha . .1 ’AU[ has been lost, N.S.K. should
arrange to replace it.

It would be unfair to exnect N.S.K. to bring a special vessel 
all the way from fan-in anc] i_p would, of course, be a most uneconomic 
arrange jnt. 3 ci *cu me j } N.S.K. intend to use oMof their
w al jca1 jhers as ervi je boat as t nd when it is required. Obviously 

is a 1 ss sra i al ‘ficienc^ when a jatcher has to be with
drawn to be a red io a rervice boat, and, consequently, we would hope 
taat the Admini-' -ative Officer would try to ensure that requests for 
a boat would be kept to the minimum required for him to carry out his 
duties effectively.

OUR REF

GEH/i'IS
Opera

.S.K. han sn in c n ,a it with us regarding the question of 
orevision of a service boat for trie use of the Administrative Officer in 
the coming season.

zha.
b -XI O4.

■L'-’ :■ V ■/ Lb.

L.t'CL '-rtf ■>

• ' 6 Il ' b.,!/A;
• • ; .. ' I b
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GLASGOW 

-.5 WEST NILE STREET

’ ■ ■II
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C HR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.
UIRIIIOH-, I M HARI-i U GOW. MU.E. <-■ H ELLIOT EC YOUNGC (llCHNlCAl) 
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CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD. •To- Joionia! Office. DATE<

Pro.

" .A. ‘

17.9.

' • ••
■ ■ *. ■

<;•

I--

i

i

r

B

I

r • ■

1

?■■■■

• ' ■

■' I ■ ■

:....■ A ..A - ■
■ ...

■■ '

' t /■ ■ ■

Yoa rCai th Cully, 
'JR. SAiybiSiCN & CO. LTD

You wilt no doubt bo icquainLing the Administrative Officer 
with t > con ^nts of this et ? ? id we iru t that his reaction will be 
favourable.

G. . -. ...;. ..■■.• •... • ..

In view of the de u-je of co-operation which has obviously been 
developed between N.S.K. (a d, 2 ‘ jourse, our own personnel) and the 
Administrative Officer, we are quite sure that there will be no cause 
for dis-ratisf’uction Ln this respect in the coming season.
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29th September, 1965.
Your ref. D/4/64

D/5/55/11

Dear Sir,
Grytviken Whaling Station

t WM.

sec/

P.O. Box No. 95
36 Fenchurch Street,

London, E.C.3

T’arly review of the 
’avourable consid- 

e them to recommence

LTDWM

We rj w /// r

ALSO OFFICES IN
Wales & The West:

10 Dumfries Place, 
Cardiff.

The Midlands:
11 Newhall Street, 

Birmingham, 3.
Telephones:

(021) Central 2981

Colonial Secretary 
STANLEY,
Falkland Islands.

dear Sir,

f/Wr B

We also confirm our direct cable of the Sth, instant 
advising you that Messrs. Albion Star (South Georgia) Ltd., 
owing to the prevailing circumstances, have been obliged to 
abandon their arrangements to operate Grytviken during the 
1965/66 season.

10S

Produce Department 
CWC/SW

BRANDT’S SONS & C° 
ESTABLISHED IN LONDON 

1805 

DIRECTORS
W E. BRANDT 
H A. BRANDT 
'•‘^^BRAN DT

sw/9

We have for acknowledgment your letter of the 20th 
ultimo regarding an over-wintering crew at GrytvikerTand 
confirm having advised you through the Colonial Office 
that our principals, Messrs. Albion Star (South Georgia) 
Ltd., expect to maintain a minimum number of men down at 
the whaling station for the winter, although so far no 
definite number of men has been fixed.

It is much to be regretted that the limitation of the 
South Georgia catch for this season to 540 blue whale units, 
which has been agreed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
& Food despite the strong protests of our friends, has resulted 
in the cessation of their whaling and sealing operations this ' 
season for the reasons already cabled you. Mr. A. R. L. Ryan J 
has also discussed this matter with Captain Coleman in London 
at some length and we sincerely hope that an err‘ 
restrictions at South Georgia will give more/f; 
eration to the Albion Star Co. and will enable 
operations on an economic basis. J

J M. BRANDT 
P A BRANDT 

F D. O BRIEN NEWMAN

~ LORD ALDINGTON
H D. CAYLEY

Telephone'. Mansion House 6599
Telegraphict Brandtsons, London, E.C.3
Telex'. 28219 & 28483
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Wm. BRANDT’S SONS & Co. Ltd.Sender’s name and address:

36, FENCHURCH STREET 
  

C) 
■J) O

!

The ‘APSLEY’ Air Letter

——■Second fold here—

O

. c

•..Colonial Secretary,.
.>..STANjLE.YJl.

y.A.6..

jIX' S5 ■

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY 
ENCLOSURE; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

A John Dickinson Product

Form approved by Postmaster General No.—71995/\Z

LONDON, E.C.3
 ■ENGLAND-

par AVION

I LETTER
AEROGRAMME

o
 .Palkland....Ialand..s.K.
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12 October, 1%5Ref.No. D.4/64

RESTRICTED

On Sth October I replied in telegram S.G.31 as follows
1{' ”Your telegram S.G. 29. VJhaling,

Salvesens1 statement confirmed.

/whaling

RESTRICTED

Would you please refer to your telegram S.G. 29 of 
30 th September on the subject of whaling.

J.S. Bennett Esq., C.M.G., 
Colonial Office

An announcement, of which a copy is attached, was 
included on 8th October in the Stanley weekly newsletter which is 
broadcast to cover the Falklands and South Georgia and is listened 
to by most members of the public. In view of the fact that the 
only inhabitants of South Georgia other than employees of the

3. Local official announcement of introduction 
of quota system- being made 8th October but public 
already aware in general terms. . • •

The first time that I saw the figure of 340 was in your 
immediate telegram S.G. 12 of 28th June where it is stated that 
from information supplied by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food there had been a decrease in baleen whale catches from 
South Georgia land stations from 1,285 to 340. Our ov/n 
calculation of the latter figure was 336 B.W.U. s, which is so 
close to 340 that the difference does not seem to be of any great 
significance.

2. J40 B.W.U. was figure quoted by Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Fisheries in your telegram S.G. 12 
of 28th June. Our calculation here was 336,which was 
so close to 340 as to be virtually identical.

4. For legal and administrative measures please 
see guide sent last bag. Letter follows. ’’
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&

whaling companies are Government servants, there seems to be no 
need for further publicity.

Last season N.S.K. did the same and as they- are 
employing the same number of catchers this season I rather doubt 
■whether they will manage to achieve a South Georgia quota of 340 B.VZ.Us. 
You will remember that last year N.S.K. ended up with a total of 
195 BoW.Us.

There are of course two whaling inspectors stationed 
at Leith Harbour for .the season. These men, Smith and Blenkinsop, 
were flown out to Durban from England in September and travelled to 
South Georgia in one pf the Japanese ships. They will be returning 
to England by the same route about the end of the year, when N.S.K. 
expect to leave the South Georgia land, based station and conduct

. pelagic whaling operations outside our jurisdiction.

I hope that the interim copy of the ’’Child* s Guide" 
memorandum on whaling which was sent to you under cover of ny 
letter D^/4/64 of 27th September will give you sufficient information 
regarding the legal and administrative measures taken to ensure 
observation of the quota. You will appreciate that Coleman, the 
Administrative Officer at South Georgia, lacking a boat capable 
of transporting him to Leith Harbour, a distance of 16 miles, has 
to rely on Nippon Suisan Kaisha to provide him with a service boat 
under the terms of their licence.
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News

New whaling poliqy.

season.

season.

8th October, 1965

With the continuing decline in the world 
population of whales, particularly in the Antarctic, fears have 
been erxpressed for the whale harvest and future of the whaling 
industzy.

It is understood that the International Whaling 
Commission will give further consideration to the determination of 
catch limits both to pelagic and land based whaling for the 
1966/67 season.

At a recent meeting of the International 
Whaling Commission it was decided to invite the Governments 
concerned with land stations situated south of A0° South la.titude, 
as well as in other areas in the southern hemisphere, to take 
domestic measures on a voluntazy basis so that the level of the 
catch from land stations for the forthcoming season would not 
exceed that of the 196^/1965 Antarctic

Although land stations have not, hitherto, been 
subject to any restrictions the Falkland Islands and Dependencies 
Government, in consultation with the Colonial Office, has agreed 
that the catch from land whaling stations at South Georgia shall 
not be greater than that for the 1964/65



TELEGRAM.

From: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies.To:

Date: 14th October, 1965.

SAVING.

Leith Harbour Whaling Station,
Your Savingran SC- No, II of the 7th September refers.
Your last paragraph. i’he necessary action has been taken.
Licence fees and payments have already been confirmed.

\

GOVERNOR

F. I. ref:
C. 0. ref:

W64
JS2, 426/57/02

HfcvING

1'^0

SOuTu GEORGIA



F I Si
Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: Received: Time.14.10.65 15.10.651455

In Confidence.

so- 32. Your telegram SG- 31. ’’.-haling.

Copy letter from Salvesens follows by bag.

SY CEB

Salvesens ask that you should be informed NSK intend to 
cease their operations this season at end December.

..Zvlxvl
Cr.T.C. : LS 
(intld.) HLB

i Q A



/October, 1%5D/4/64
-S '320

4^

I now enclose four copies of 
I hope you may find of some use. i" 
interim copy which I sent you.

J.S* Bernett Esq., C.M.G. , 
Colonial Office

I 1^ Would you please refer to ny letter D/4/64 of
27th September with which I enclosed one copy of an interim brief 
’’Child* s Guide” memorandum on whaling from South Georgia?

0 a revised memorandum which 
Would you please destroy the



at Cetobor. 1965.

Fiio, Sei, and Spera whales are caught*

r^QnnQg^.Px%3ial cpmp:anio3. involved

A sub lease is negotiated on an annual contract basis and

Production figures for 1964/65 season show 46,175 barrels 
of oil and 5,776 tons of whale moat with an estimated value of ^1,281,085*

I

Whales are caught by hazpoon froia fast catcher ships winch 
attach radio beacons to the carcasses which ore made to float ’Ey the 
introduction of carprossed air. In due course these carcasses are 
callee tod and taken to whaling land stations for processing.

Whales arc processed for whale oil and subsidiary products 
including whale meat, meat extract and bone real.

Licences are granted for the season which extends from the 
1st October to the Jlst March. However, operations do not necessarily 
extend over the whole period for which licences ore given.

.Bric^jiotes ccwerpial cp^-mios inyolvgd

The lease of Leith IlarbcTur is held by the South Georgia 
Company (Leith) ■which is a subsidiary of Chr. Salvesen and Oanpary Limited 
of 29 Bernard Street, Leith. Managing Director G.H. Billot. The Compaav 
210 longer operates a whaling fleet of its own.

After arrival at a land station a carcass is dragged on to 
a flensing platform (called ’’The Plan”) where the blubber and mat is cut 
off and the bones cut down to a suitable processing sise. Blubber is 
put into digesters and turned into whale oil. Meat is usually refrigerated 
and token away by ship for further processing as hwiaxi food in J apan. 
Seo? i^eat is converted into meat extract. Scrag meat and bone is vainly 
processed for fertilisers* Almost the entire 'dioic is utilised.

During the 1964/65 season two wealing stations were in 
epero-tien, one at Leith Harbour and one at Gzytvilccn. Only Leith Harbour 
is operating auzing the 1965/66 season.

30,000,000 Dollars
134 (224,000 Gross Tons)

32

at the present time this is with Nippon Suisan Kaisha of 2-Chane, Marunouchi, 
Chiyoda-Ku, Tolyo. The N.S.K. T/haling Director is K. Abe. Details of 
Nippon Suisan Kaisha Limited arc thou$it to be as follows

Brief Guide to Pluming in South Georgia

South Georgia, where, vihen.
ho? and why? ’

Capitals
Humber of vessels owned:
Tiuabcr of .affiliated companies:
Number a£’ ei-ployecs: 10,430

The lease of Gxytyikan is held by Albion ;>tar (South Georgia) 
IdMted which is a subsidiary of Y/illiam Brandt’s Sons and Ca.^a^y Limited 
of 36 yenchurch Street, London. The Choizraan of Albion Ttar is A.Ii.L. I^an. 
Tho* representative of Brandt’s v/no appears to be most concerned with 
Ruling is De J. Norton. Albion Star sub-leases on an minuol basis but 
has boon unable to conclude a contract this year. It lias no whaling 
fleet cf its own. Last season (1964/65) the sub-lea ae vzis to the 
International Fishery Corpaiv of Tokyo. ’ dialing Director: Captain K. 1'uraji.

IThales are caught at ax^y distance from South Georgia 
according to the range of the land based catchers. These operate at 
o^-thing up to 25) miles from their bases.
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Lof^l. and adrniaiistrative control over theJ^hgldng indite?*

be easily reached by motor

prosent

;ize

The Colonial Office nornally acts as inteisncdiazy between tho 
Calory Government and the United Kingdcsn based whaling companies in the 
annual negeciaticns concerning licences and quotas. The Colony Government 
does not normally have direct dealings on policy mattei's with th© Japanese.

During the ^holing season, whaling inspectors arc appointed ty 
tho Government to examine the catch to ensure that whales are of proper 
length and of permitted species.

The Administrative Officer is not applied with a sca-going 
vessel and is dependent upon the appropriate whaling cacpariy help ty 
px*oviding a vessel of sufficient sine to allow him to visit the Leith 
Harbour whaling station (16 miles fzw. the Govoxnraent^stati^ at King 
Edward Point). Giytviken whaling station can “ *\ \
boat or an foot fran King ISdward Paint.

Administrative control is exercised through an admiid-strative 
establishment under an Actiiinistrative Officer (at present Captain D.J. 
Coleman) , stationed at King Edward Point one mile distent from Gxytviken 
in South Georgia.

Capital: 35,000,000 Dollars
Number of vessels omed: 764 (459,300 Gross Tans)
Humber of affiliated companies: 71
Number of employees: 12,604

Legal control is exercised, by the \7hale Fishery Ordinance (Cap. 76) 
which is applied to the Dependencies (Falkland Islands Application of Colony 
Laws Ordinance, Cap.l). Regulations have been made under the authority 
of Cap. 76. Regulations cover such matters as places for which licences 
may be issued, period of validity of licences, licence fees, conditions 
relative to licences, the Governor* a 'a-xveipa of refusal, provision and 
maintenance of spore catcher sloipfe^ afwhc&s in relation to readiness to 
utilise carcassesa limit on number of carcasses at factory, use of 
pressure boilers, rendering of retains, limitation of anchorages, s: 
livtLts fox* the purpose- of defining immature whales, and penalties.

The International Fishery Company is closely associated with 
■j&tyo Gyogyo Cannony Limited and liyokuyo Ilogei Caapaxiy Limited; both 
41100c companies participated in tho South Georgia venture in 1964/65 under 
the overall management of the Inteinational Fishery CoLpony. Details of 
th© International Fishery Cocpany are thou^it to be as follows

Thq econogaic anti f ieccd. sigtiif icanco of the industry
Except for tho sal© of stamps to collectors (vdiich is a useful 

source of revenue when new issues arc introduced) and '^10 ^neexne^tax 01 
C-ovcrranent stafb? and foreign maintenance staff staticnod on the island, 
nztactieally all the revenue depends upon there being a shore based whaling 
expedition. Some expenditure is solely the result of the r.eed to exercise 
control over whaling operations, o.g. whaling inspectors, their passages, 
accommodaticn^uid food, but in tho main o^enditore is not approaSaHy 
affected by the whaling operations.

The current (1965/66) rate of axutual ordinary expenditure is 
just over <£60,000. Aianml revenue with one station operating (as in 
1965/66) would be about .512,000. With no whaling in progress revenue 
would be unlikely to exceed 53,000 unless it happened 'to be a year in 
which a new stcuip issue v/as introduced.

Anart from s caling on a coiiparatively s^xill seal© t.' ere is at 
no other industzy or possible form of revenue raising activity.
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Tho consciences presence of the yfns^nt*_ c-;r..; 3^^

’’Blue Y/hale" includes Blue VThales, Sibbold’s Rorqual, and Sulphur Bottom*
"Blue TTrnlc Unit” or "&7U”

a ship fox* taking wholes*
a land based processing station*

5’Imature whale”
The expression includes

a flensing platform

boat supplied by a whaling company for the transport

"Tonstorg Hvalfangeri"

Glossary of technical Jnrg-jn ¥te<^__t.engs_to be en^>loycd. in ....—' — —

1 Blue Nhale or 2 Fin Thales or 2% liunpback 
Whales or 6 sei Whales*

"f.vpom whale" includes cachalot, Pot whale, Sperm whale, Sper-nacet whale* 

Norwegian whaling company no linger operating.

The whaling season is short and during the season J^xmosc 
yjixlcrs arc so busy that the social consequences of their presence appear 
/> be too saiall to measure* Relationships between the adidnistratim 

and the Japanese operators arc correct nnd cordial*

an electronic device for detecting whales by beams of ultra 
sonic waves, developed by the rar-time Allied Butaarine 
Detection Investigation Cort .it tee*

"Asdic”,

"Fin whale" includes Common Finback, Common Finner, Gcrv.on ’ orqual, 
Finback, Fin x^ialc, Herring whale, Kazor Bad:, True Fin whale*

, a

Service boat”, a ' w „ 
of the Administrative Of floor and '.'idling inspectors*

!JFoctozy",

"Land station", a processing factozy cn land, 
a factoxy ship spoored alongside*

any whole of less length tiian that prescribed by law.

"Fai v&ale", includes Bxyce’s Whale, Coalfish whale, Pollack v&ale, 
Rudolph’s Rorqual, Sei whale*

“Bonus whale” and "awn bonus vfnalc-*. Gunners and crows of whale 
catchers are engaged on such texms that their rassuneraticn 
depends to o. considerable extent upen a tonus, depending tpen 
such factors as the species, sise and ^elcld of whales tal^n* 
Tlo tonus is paid ts t?n gunners or crews of ’.fialo catchers 
in respect of short size whales or milk filled or lactating 
whales.

'Tian”,

"Catcher”,

’Teisca", Campania Argentina de Pesca, a coifipory which is no longer 
operating but which cpcxw.ted from Gxytvilcen before the advent 
of Albion Star.



Our Ref: FST.54/57/013

FALKLAND ISLANDS

]Z_ .. SavingNo._ S.G.

SEC ER •

0/

-fA
Internation Whaling Commission resolution 

about land stations.

Saving
From^e Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To the Officer Administering the Government of.,- 

2 0 OCT 1955
Date...... .......    —....—....2_J,

A copy of a reply which has now been sent to the 
Secretary of the Commission by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, after consultation with the Colonial 
Office, is enclosed for your information.

3. You will be consulted further in due course about 
developments in regard to United Kingdom participation in 
the Study Group referred to in paragraph (a) of the resolution.

2. I understand from your telegram No. S.G. 31 that the 
necessary measures are in hand to give effect in South Georgia 
to the undertaking about paragraph (c) of the resolution 
in the third paragraph of the enclosedletter, which 
you will observe does not mention a precise figure.

SH-
My telegram No. S.G.18 of 13th August and 

connected correspondence. '
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COPY

13th October, 1965.

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

(W.C. Tame)

The Secretary,
International Whaling Commission, 
10 "Whitehall, Place.
S.W.1.

Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food,l
10 Whitehall Place, 1
London, S.W.1.

With reference to paragraph (c) of the resolution, Her Majesty’s 
Government, after consultation with the Governor of the Falkland 
Islands, have taken steps which should ensure that the catch of 
baleen whales at the land stations at South Georgia for the 1965/66 
season does not exceed that in the 1964/65 Antarctic season.

I have the honour to refer to the Commission’s circular 
communication of 23rd July, 1965, to Contracting Governments conveying 
the terms of the resolution on land stations adopted by the Commission.

Her Majesty’s Government have also noted the recommendation in 
paragraph (d) to the countries discussing the problems of national 
quotas, that for the 1966/67 and 1967/68 season, they should take 
into consideration the catches of Antarctic whales from land stations 
situated south of 40 south latitude as well as in other areas in 
the Southern Hemisphere. Her Majesty’s Government place upon this 
part of the resolution the construction indicated by the Acting j 
Commissioner for the United Kingdom in his statement when the / , 
resolution was discussed by the Commission on 1st July, and accept I 
it on that understanding.

Her Majesty’s Government have carefully considered the resolution 
and I am writing to inform you that they wish the United Kingdom to 
be represented on the Special Group to be set up in accordance with 
paragraph (a) to elaborate suggestions to bring into order the 
catching of whales at land stations situated south of 40° south 
latitude and in other areas of the Southern Hemisphere, and would be 
ready to agree with the arrangements proposed in the circular 
communication for the meeting of such a Group. It is expected that 
the United Kingdom delegation would consist of the Commissioner and 
three or four advisers.
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WHALING SEASON
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a copy of the paper noted below.

Fron^^he Secretary of State for the Colonies.
To the Officer.Administering the Government of FALKLAND...ISLANDS18OCIBO5
Date

21st Sep tember,

SALVESEN
6th Octo her,

Colonial Office Reference p-^/.O.7'/.Q13



TELEGRAMS

YOUR REF. OUR REF. DATE

London, S.W.1.
For the attention of Miss Ware

Dear Sirs,

SOUTH GEORGIA 1965/66

I

;.l

■

Colonial Officd',' 
Great Smith Street^ 
T 1.1 A

gehAs
Operations Dept.

Yours faithfully, 
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.

GRIMSBY 
287/201 CLEETHORPE ROAD

a

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET ■ C.l

G. P. O. BOX 217 
29 BERNARD STREETLEITH

TELEPHONE 
LEITH 43 1 1 (14 LINES)

We assume that N.S.K. have confirmed this decision to the 
Governor of the Falkland Islands and to the Administrative Officer at 
South Georgia, butjin case they have not, it might be as well for you to 
confirm the above to the Governor.

CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS: L M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

R. B. WEATHERSTONE P. F. S.'KITTERMASTER

INLAND & FOREIGN. “SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX" • TELEX. LEITH 72X22

With further reference to our letter of 21st September, we have 
been in touch with N.S.K. concerning the possible extension of their 
operations. However, it now appears that they definitely intend to 
cease operations at the end of December. This is unfortunate, but it 
is not surprising as the quota decisions were made so late that it would 
have been very difficult for N.S.K. to rearrange their plans.

6th Oci^ber, 196$.



TELEGRAMS

DATEYOUR REF. OUR REF.

1965.21st September,

For the attention of Miss Ware
Dear ‘Sirs,

• SOUTH GEORGIA 1965/66

We refer to our telex message to you of 15th September

I

Since then we have received the following cable from th< 
Secretary at Port Stanley -

/

tbmbs/ms
Operations Dept.

Colonial Office, 
Great Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

GRIMSBY 
267/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD

GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET • C.l G. P. O. BOX 2 17 

29 BERNARD STREETLEITH
TELEPHONE 

LEITH 43 1 1 (14 LINES)

K.

'We duly informed N.S.K. and sent the following reply to the 
Colonial Secretary -

CHR. SALVE SEN & CO. LTD.
DIRECTORS: U M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E. G. H. ELLIOT E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL) 

R. 8. WEATHERSTONE P. F. S. KITTERMASTER

INLAND a FOREIGN. “SALVESEN. LEITH. TELEX' • *ELEX. LEITH 7Z22Z

Whether or not N.S.K. may extend their operations remains to be 
seen, but it is of course, at a very very late stage for them even^to try 
to do so. / 'x

’’You are allocated full quota 340 BWU for 1965/66 season 
provided you agree by telegram that this does not prejudice 
allocation between operating companies following season stop 
Basic allocation remains at 195 BWU.”

& ■

/<& V
/V

Colonial

“Thank you for your cable of 18th September stop We agree 
to the proviso attached to your allocation to us of the 
full quota for 1965/66 season.”

Yours faithfully, 
Pro. CHR. SALVESEN & CO. LTD.t p



Dear Mr Haskard,

5,

It was most 
Unfortunately

OUR REF.

GHE/CLB
DATE

27th October 1965.
YOUR REF.

D/4/64

His Excellency The Governor, 
Government House, 
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

' GLASGOW
45 WEST NILE STREET . C.1 G. P. O. BOX 217 

29 BERNARD STREET

LEITH
TELEPHONE 

LEITH 4311 (14 LINES)

CO. LTD.:
E. C. YOUNGE (TECHNICAL)

%

Many thanks for your letter of 12th August, 
kind of you to invite me to Government House, 
it is unlikely that I shall find an excuse to visit the 
Falkland Islands, though we are always hoping that we might 
be able to set up fishing or other enterprises there at some 
time in the future.

When I last wrote we hoped that South Georgia would be 
left outside the Antarctic catch restrictions. This was the 
advice we gave to the U.K. Government, on the grounds that the 
catch concerned was relatively small, and that there had al
ready been a considerable drop in the catch from South Georgia. 
When / v

As you will have understood from our telegrams, we have 
been concerned during this summer, firstly to get what we 
thought was our proper share of the total South Georgia catch 
allocation, secondly to obtain permission for our Japanese 
associates to take the full quota if they operated alone. 
We were afraid that if the decision on the division of South 
Georgia catch between companies was delayed this might prejudice 
our contract with N.S.K. and even stop them from sending out 
an expedition. Later, when it became clear that the other 
company did not intend to operate, we hoped that an early con
firmation that N.S.K. would be allowed to take the full quota 
might induce them to fish for the whole season. As things 
have turned out N.S.K. have decided not to vary their original 
intention to fish for the first three months only.

:1TH. TELEX" . TELEX. LEITH 72222

7 VvZ^R IM
287/291 CLEETHORPE ROAD 

4^^, k / M'Z/ 
Zp'/A.

^A/y/so •-?’

HR. SALVES
DIRECTORS .-

TELEGRAMS . INLANDJjk FOREIGN, "SALVESEN ~EI

_N &l
G. H ELLIOT 

P. F. S. KITTERMASTER

EI
L. M. HARPER GOW. M.B.E

R. B. WEATHERSTONE



27.10.652.

For the future, the whole question of Antarctic restriction 
is bound up with the division of pelagic catch in a new quota 
agreement. /

The recommendation to peg catch has immediate effect only 
on South Georgia, since Australia and New Zealand are now not 
operating and South Africa is in the middle of her season, thus 
claiming that she cannot apply restrictions till next season. 
It remains to be seen if the South Africans will comply next 
year. In the past they have been lax in implementing I.W.C. 
decisions though on this occasion they did seem more serious. 
Chile is also in the middle of her whaling season and may not 
take any notice of the recommendation since she is not a member 
of the Commission.

It may seem hard on South Georgia that the U.K. Government 
should accept restriction of catch to a level which is low in 
relation to the capacity of the stations. But if restriction 
is to mean anything it must be on the basis of what has been 
caught in the past, and the U.K. Government, which has been 
trying to make some reality out of conservation measures, could 
hardly have taken any other line. If the catch ceiling had 

I been based on the average of the past three seasons, as was 
I suggested at one stage, South Georgia would have been even 
I worse off.

When we came to the main I.W.C. conference this line proved to 
be untenable. The Russians strongly attacked the land station 
position on the grounds that the Japanese were evading reduction 
of Antarctic catch by transferring their floating-factory catch
ing effort to land stations at South Georgia and Chile. They 
even demanded at one stage that the whales caught by the Japanese 
from land stations should be taken into account in fixing the 
Japanese pelagic quota, although it was pointed out that this 
was the concern of the Governments controlling the land stations, 
i.e. U.K. and Chile. There was also a general feeling that 
Governments should go as far as possible to meet the views of 
the F.A.O. scientists, who are now recommending 50°0 blue whale 
units or less for the whole Antarctic, including land stations.

The U.K. negotiators did manage to generalise this question 
by insisting that control of land stations must involve not only 
South Georgia but also Chile, South Africa, Australia and New 
Zealand. The final outcome, as you will know, was that the 
Commission recommended to Governments controlling land stations 
to limit their catch to the previous year’s level (The Commission 
by its constitution cannot set specific catch figures for 
individual factories or stations). At the same time it was 
agreed that there should be a conference of pelagic and land 
station countries to discuss allocation for the future of a 
total catch brought down to the limit approved by the scientists.



27.10.655-

Yours sincerely,

If we get a fair quota for South Georgia in relation to the 
other land stations and to pelagic catch, and if we can add to 
it by the transfer of the U.K. pelagic quota, the total should 
provide a usable catch ceiling for South Georgia within which 
at least one station should be able to continue in future and 
preserve the U.K. interest in Antarctic whaling.

The present one finishes at the end of 65/66 season// 
The Russians have

agreement. '
This yearTs discussions ended in stalemate, 
refused to talk about a new quota agreement unless the other 
countries agree to talk first about adjusting quotas under the present agreement. The Russians claim that it is unfair that 
Japan should through transfer of expeditions from U.K. and Norway 
now have 52$ of the total while they remain with 20%. They have 
no case here, since the transfers to Japan have taken place in 
accordance with the quota agreement and when the Russians negoti
ated the agreement they said that provided they got 20% they were 
not concerned with how the rest was shared out. The other whal
ing countries have very properly refused to change the present 
agreement. It is not clear whether the Russians will denounce 
the quota agreement for the current season. It hardly matters 
if they do so since they very probably do not observe its pro
visions anyway.

When serious negotiations start for a new pelagic quota 
agreement matters will be complicated by the need to bring in 
land stations and to set aside part of the total quota for them. 
Thus on 4000 units 500 or more might be claimed for land stations 
leaving a very small total for division between the pelagic 
countries. The natural arrangement would be for Norway, which 
is now very weak in competitive power, to give up something to 
Russia and Japan. But even if she does this both countries will 
have to cut down their catch effort considerably. U.K. will be 
bargaining on the basis of the 5% which she holds in the current 
quota agreement. On a catch ceiling of 4000 units or less this 
quota is too little for a floating factory to operate on. In 
view of this it seems reasonable that in a new quota agreement 
U.K. should be allowed to get some benefit from her quota by 
selling it to other countries or by amalgamating it with the 
South Georgia quota. In the preliminary discussions the Russians 
have been very much against a provision in the new agreement for 
transfer of quotas between countries. Since the Japanese, who 
are the only potential buyers of the U.K. quota, say that they 
accept this view, it looks as if we may get no transferability 
of our quota. But there can be no reasonable objection to an 
amalgamation of U.K. pelagic and land station quotas. We think 
that the U.K. Government should, and believe it will, do its 
utmost to get this, although it will be opposed by the pelagic 
countries, since anything given to U.K. will be at their expense.



I November, 1965

Thank you very much indeed for your letter of 
27th October about whaling in South Georgia.

I found your letter extremely interesting and your 
exposition of the present situation and future prospects for 
whaling do a lot to clarify the situation. I hope you v.dll not 
mind the fact that I have sent a copy of your letter to Bennett at 
the Golorial Office for Ills information.

G.IL Blliot :isq. ,
Chr. Salvesen & Co. Ltd. , 
29 Bernard Street,
Leitii, Scotland

When I paid ny first visit to Leith Harbour in South- 
Georgia in November 1964, Lynch vezy kindly gave me a copy of your 
interesting note on the First 50 Years of Salvesens* operations in 
South Georgia. I found it a most informative document and loaned 
it to various people but the last borrower would appear never to have 
re tinned it to me as I cannot find it in ny papers here. If by any 
chance you have a spare copy I should be very glad to have one. As 
you will recollect it was a roneoed paper of about four pages and 
it included some interesting notes on the history of other companies 
as well as your own.

ivflA
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Ji O

/

Bennett Esq*, C*M*G*> 
Colonial Office 
g—r i« ar i» ismsi

I also enclose a copy of ivy reply to Elliot in wliich
I mention, that I have taken the liberty of sending you a copy*

13
I thought that you ; night like to have the enclosed 

copy of* a letter dated 27th October which I received by the last 
mail fim C.H* Elliot of Salvesens* It gives a vezy interesting 
outline of the position as seen from Salvesens* point of vior?.

L/s NOTember> 1965

7 )

KJ? -
' It



^Bing telegram.

Prom: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

To:

SOUTH GEORGIA.SAVING.

1 Your Savingram S.G. No. 12 of the 20th October, 19&5•
International Whaling Commission Resolution about Land. Stations.
May I please have

GOVERNOR

The Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
24th November, 1965.

D/4/64
FST. 54/57/013

f, I. ref:
0. 0. ref:

May I please have a copy of the Acting Commissioner’s statement 
referred to" in the last paragraph of Mr. Tame’s letter.

hl.

Date:
AT 21



CONFIDENCEIN

MEMO
C.S. No.

651 St November
19

From:—
To

The Honourab 1 e,THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER,

SOUTH GEORGIA.

1WHALING QUOTA.

2.

conference of the International

5.

This he would

6.

/A

3.
Whaling Commission.

) co 

x7

I

&G. Ho.

Knudsen then discussed the 1965
He expressed amazement that the British 

representative had agreed to the proposed quota for South Georgia. 
When asked why, he gave reasons which were practically identical 
with those set out in paragraphs 5,6,8,12, of my report dated 
27/7/65 ( forwarded to H.E. through the Colonial Office, additional 
copy attached).

Union Whaling enjoy all the advantages set out in paragraph 8 
of the attached report and , in addition , have a local market for 
all their bone and meat meal production.

Having to wait a day in Durban for the arrival of the 
"Kashima Maru”, I arranged through Ellerman & Bucknail to visit 
Mr. Knudsen, Managing Director of the Union Whaling Co.Ltd., 
Durban.

Mr. Knaidsen was technical adviser to the South African 
representative to the International Commission Conference 1965*

Up to the 9th September whale catch, 
production 100,000 barrels whale oil.

Q-3DECM5

He expressed the concern that should the Commission recommend 
further reductions in the pelagic quota, then the pelagic industry 
would bring pressure to bear on the Commission for a proportionate 
reduction in the quotas allocated to land stations, 
definitely oppose.

Knudsen told me that the present season (May to October 1965) 
would in all probability be the best season in the Company’s forty 
years of whaling. Up to the 9th September whale catch, 3000 whales,

The Colonial Secretary, 
Stanley’•..............

U. Union Whaling was quite happy to accept a quota based on the 
average catch for the years l963/6l]/65» ( This was in fact a South 
African recommendation to the conference) Knudsen stated that 1963 
and 196U were two very good years for Union Whaling, and as already 
stated he expected 1965 to be the best season of all.
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the latest9

(two Stations) 1963. BWU.414.3 2462.SOUTH AFRICA Sperm.

;;

if this/

CATCH 
Union. 
Saldanha.

7.
in South Africa.
Whaling Ltd., Saldanha Bay.

FIN.
346

56
402

BRYDE..
2

50
52

SPERM.
1771

691
2462

TOTAL
2530
1523
4053

BLUE.
5
2
7

HUMPBACK.
37

3
40

SEI.
369
721

1090

BWU 579.8
BWU 547.2
BW 81 0.9
BWU 401.6

SOUTH GEORGIA (two Stations) 1958/59
.... 1959/60
• • • • 1 960/61

(one station ) 1961/62

At the present time there are two land stations operating 
Union Whaling Co.Ltd., Durban, and Saldanha

It is of interest to study the catch 
reports from these two stations for the season 1963 
catch statistics available.

9. I would respectfully recommend that the South Georgia 
quota should be reconsidered in the light of the foregoing 
and in relation to the Islands potential catch, and not tied 
to the results from Japanese operations. It should be consid
ered on the basis of two companies operating with full catcher 
force for the full season of six months. On that basis I would 
recommend a quota of 500 BWU. With that quota we should be 
able to attract whaling companies to South Georgia, particularly

8. On the grounds that South Georgia hoped to provide for 
two land stations the following figures are of interest. Agreed 
that quotas are intended for conservation of stocks, but there 
is a quota limit below which it is uneconomic for companies to 
operate. In this connection it will be noted that South Georgia 
prosperity is dependent on the Baleen catch, unlike South Africa, 
where the large Sperm catch goes a long way towards maintaining 
economic stability.

Sperm 122
Sperm 71
Sperm 134
Sperm



3.

if this quoja is held, static pending action by other 
land, stations, thereby enhancing its value if pelagic 
quotas are further reduced.

This should go a long way towards making South 
Georgia self supporting and thereby considerably reduce 
requirements under grant-in-aid.

Administrative Officer 
South Georgia.



2Jru July, 1965.

(4)

-1-

His Excellency The Gevei'flor, 
Falkland Island®.
Mies. Ware, 
Colonial Office.

Furthest! ore, the South Georgia quota was the actual
South Georgia catch for the 1964/65 season as Bade by Japanese companies 
operating at Leith Harbour Gryvviken.

(1) Mr. Graham stated he was aware that Norway had put on the agenda 
a proposal for applying a quota to South Georgia and had inforaed the 
Colonial Office to thia effect by letter on the IGth Juuc.

(3)
policy

/

(2) The proposal put forward by Koinyay and supported by Russia 
specifically dealt with South Georgia as a Dependency of the Falkland 
Islands, but as a result of an objection by the Argentine representative 
who declared ho could not participate in a discussion on this territory 
as n&aed in the Norwegian proposal, the British x*eprefientaive (Mis GrahaiO 
agreed to a revised propose?: ^hlch read, #with regard to the catch of 
Ant art la Baleen whale* from laad Stations situated south of 40 degrees 
latitude as well an in, other areas ef the Southern Hemisphere.

Mr. Graham stated that in keeping with the British Goverxont's 
on conservation of whale stocks ho hod supported the x’-asolution.

a i/va<a

^'^Cc . 1

At a Inter rflftc*^s3Jon rdth Mias. Ware on the 15th July, it was 
agreed that in view of the fs.at she was still await lug a repox-t from the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, I should confer with Mr.J. Graham 
ef the Ministry who hea attended as British representative at the 
International Whaling Cow.* Mien mooting. The fellowing is a report of 
the discussions with Mr. Gx'aham which took place ou the 16th July.

7
(Tv.c_cJ

(g> X pointed out t© Mr. Grabars that the suggested quota would 
virtually end the possibility of British whaling in South Georgia. At boot, 
it could create a situation where, of the two remining British companies 
at South Georgia, only one could hope to operate provided that one was given 
the full quern. The suggested quota wa^ roughly that caught by Alblm 
Station In the 1961/62 season when they were the only company operating in 
South Caorgit . Even then, owieg to rat in# coe 1and the low market pi*ice
for oil and by-products they were unable to send an expedition to South 
Georgia the following year.

During the coarse of discuosioxis at the Colonial Office ou the
12th July, I learned for the first time t*?-’.t at the rseting of the 
International Whaling Co mission held tn Loudon at th© end of Juns, it 
was proposed to apply a quota to South Georgia Land Stations similar to 
that imposed on Pelagic expeditions. Slisc. Ware was unable to give details 
as a Colonial Office representative was not present at the Commission. Xn 
fact, she was net aware that it was proposed to fix a quota for South Georgia 
until the meeting was actually in progress.

Mr. Graham said that the suggested quota was in line with the 
reduction which had taken place in Pelagic quotas in the past and proposed 
for the 19G5/G5 season.

ft /
Q , AL [>1-^

' r ZvX

fa



The other Company

Aii fact, they were only able to operate

-2t

(6) 
i.e

To take last season's catch would give a very misleading figure.
Ono Japanese Company operated for only two months, 
operated for months hut for three months of that time their catcher force 
consisted of only two catchers and two boats used esclisivoly for towing.

(9) I aksed Mr. Graham whether he thought the contries operating Pelagic
expeditions who supported the resolution on South Georgia land stations would 
be prepared to agree not to operate in the traditional whaling grounds of 
South Georgia. He thought this would border on extending fishing Units 
with territorial rights and would create international complications, besides 
being difficult to enforce. I pointed out that Peru enjoys this sane 
priviledge at the present time.

(8) It was explained to Mr. Grahaca that land stations at South Georgia
are entirely different to any otner land stations in the Southern Hemisphere. 
All other land stations have the benefit of operating from commercial 
harbours where oil companies have storage tanks from which oil can be bought 
as required. Food stores and equipment can be purchased from local sources 
as required and there is a labour market from which personnel cju. be hired 
or fired as circumstances demand. Thus companies arc in a position to 
commence operations without a large capital outlay and if operations prove 
uneconomic at any time operations can be terminated without having large 
stocks of d.1, food and equipment left on hand, labour dismissed without the 
obligation io pay a full season’s wages.

Ib

(10) I suggested that instead of a quota of Blue Whale Units, South 
Geoi'gia catch be restricted by a reduction in the number of catchers licensed , 
by the Falkland Island Government.

The South African proposal included in the Commission resolution, 
J that the average catch over the last three seasons 1963, 1964, 19G5 

should be the quota for land Stations outside the Antartic’. Should this 
proposal be applied to South Georgia then the average should be taken over 
1959, 1960, 1961. These were the last seasons when South Georgia Stations 
were fully operational for six months using the usual island catcher force 
on two stations, I.c■' th and Grytviken.

Mr. Graham replied that Pelagic expeditions had exactly tho same 
difficulties. To which I remarked that Pelagic expeditions could scour the 
whole Southern Ocean in search of whales, including what ~ay be termed South 
Georgia’s traditional whaling grounds, i.e. up to 300 miles radius from 
South Georgia; whereas the island stations could not move South Georgia, and 
were restricted to an operational radius as already stated. Here I may say 
that it has been reported by island catchers ovei’ the past two seasons that 
Pelagic fleets have fished well within this radius, intercepting the stream 
of whales normallycaught by ships operating from South Georgia stations.

Companies operating at South Georgia need to buy all food and 
equipment required for six months, guarantee laboui' a six months’ season, 
buy oil and charter tankers to deliver a six supply to South Georgia
at the start of the season when there is no whale oil available for ietum 
freight. Provide transport vessels capable of carrying approximately 300 
men per station. Sail their catchers from U.K. Norway, or Japan. This 
involves a large outlay of money far above that required by other land 
stations.

(7) It was stressed that the Japanese companies had lower operating 
costs, particularly in labour, and even with this advantage both companies 
claimed to have operated at a loss.
at South Georgia in conjunction with their Pelagic expeditions to provide a 
most essential raw material, i.e. whale meat, vitally necessary to both 
companies in order to keep their many affiliated companies operating ia the 
manufacture of canned goods.



X

(15)

-3-

(12) I aksed if the Japanese had supported the resolution end understood 
from Mr* Graham that Japan had made no objection to the resolution as it was 
evident Norway and Russia were propared to raise the question of whether or 
not the South Georgia quota should be deducted from Japan’s percentage of 
the commissions Pelagic quota.

Asked if he thought that the quotas for land stations in the 
Southern Hemisphere would be extended to the Northern Hemisphere, Mr.Graham 
replied that this could come in the near future.

(11) We discussed the financial implication of the resolution in so 
fax* as it affects South Georgia revenue, which is wholly dependent on the 
Whaling and Sealing industries. The quota restrictions would mean that 
South Georgia be grant aided by the British Treasury and should not this 
fact be taker, into consideration. Mr. Graham was of the opinion that 
conservation of whale stocks is now a matter of interest to Government 
Ministries othex* than the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, due to 
the publicity this subject has received and also due to political 
aspect. As a result he felt sv.r the British Government would rather the 
Treasury had to grant aid South Georgia than depart from the policy of 
conservation which the British Government has upheld tn relation to Pelagic 
whaling and which they could not now rescind for South Georgia on ths grounds 
of financial expediency.

I remarked to Hr. Graham that it appeared South Georgia was really 
suffering from an attack directed at Japan by Norway and Russia and that no 
consideration had been given to South ‘Georgia and British companies still 
owning landstations there. Mr. Graham replied that Elliott of Salverscns 
waa at the meeting as technical adviser and raised no objection. I pointed 
out that Elliott has declared to have no further interest in South Georgia 
Whaling and has leased his station to the Japanese up to 1967 season. 
Therefore he has not the same incentive to raise object*ens as has Ryan 
of Albion Star, who ws.s not invited to the meeting, and who has frequently 
stated that if the Japanese do not operate his station, he will do so himself.

(13) The original 'Resolution by Norway was specifically directed at 
South Georgia but the final resolution was redrafted to read, ’as well as 
other areas of the Southern Hemisphere*. Many of the land stations in the 
other areas are situated *** countries whose Governments are not party to 
the International Commission and although invited to participate it is most 
unlikely that they w5.ll reduce their catch during the 1965/66 season. Mr. 
Gx’aham stated that the British Government is continuing their support of tho 
policy of conservation and thought it advisable to show a lend with South 
Georgia rather than make South Georgia’s acceptance conditional on the 
acceptance of other countries.

(14) Mr. Grahams final remark was to the affect that he hoped I wolld 
not feel that he had ’sold South Georgia down the drain’, and I can only 
conclude that this thought had occurred to him, and to my mind, seemc ’ to 
summarize the proceedings.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
I ’7CUW'’STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERNOR OF THE FAUOZND 

ISZZNDS BE URGENTLY CABLED AND ADVISED TO PUT FORWARD THE COUNTER 
PROPOSAL THAT:-

Falkland Island Government has always controlled the number of 
c^Rhors and in this way followed a policy of conservation of thoir 
own accord. Mr. Graham thought that in the present situation the fixing 
of a quota of Blue Whale Units was a more positive support to the policy 
of conservation than limiting tho catcl..:r force.
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action by Werway.

D. J. Colestan, 
Administrative Office, 
South Georgia.

"The Falkland Island Government having Jurisdlcti©* 
over the ONLY land station operating South of 
latitude 40 degrees South situated in the Falkland 
Isldud Dependency of South Georgia, agreed to 
voluntarily Halt the 1963/66 South Georgia catch 
to 430 Slue Whale Units jive further consideration 
to a quota for the 1966/67 season in relation to th© 
voluntary action (if any) token by other land stations 
in the Southern Hemisphere and further recotuaondations 
made by the Commission, but: that they ^should bo adviaod 
in ample time of any proposals intended to bo submitted 
to the CosBisEloa for their next meeting•”

(16) In ny opinion the foregoing should meet all the requirements 
of the present situation. It should recover the political initiative 
of the Falkland Selod Govorcacut which appears to have been handed over 
to the Argentine representative at th© Commission meeting, it should 
ensure closer consultation it; future between the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries and the Falkland Island Government* On questions affecting 
South Georgia Whaling. It will show good faith in supporting the policy 
©f conservation for land stations and a lead to all other countries with 
land stations to adopt a .similar policy. It should make clear the right 
of the Falkland Island Govorncamt to dispute decisions nado by countries 
engaged in Folagic Whaling (particularly Norway, who lias benefited from 
Sou'.* Georgia VZhaling over ths past 50 years), to single out South Georgia 
land stations: for special quota restrictions as tabled in th© original

It will show wiIllness to consider any proposals conoei-ning 
South Georgia and other Southern Hemisphere land stations intended for 
discussion at the 18th oecting of the Commission.
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10th December, L

The Administrative Officer,To:
Colonial Secretary, SOUTH GEORGIA.

i

Whaling Policy

TB.

V
COLONIAL SECRECY..

The attached letter from Kr* Elliot to the Governor dated 
27th October, 1965 is for your personal information.



Colonial Officecopy
N ovember, 1%5Our Ref. FST 54/57/013

Your Ref. d/4/64

at present would seem

Sgd. A.St.J. Sugg.
M.B.E. ,

4. I have asked the Ministry of Agriculture to let me have
their latest assessment of tie situation and will send this to you when 
I get it.

(J

closes down completely, 
for the past few years, it should be possible 
the administration. In fact, in the event of 
present staff could presumably be cut down to 
token administration.

Sir Cosmo Haskard, K.C.M.G., 
Government House, 
Port Stanley

2. On page 2 of this guide, under the section "The economic
and fiscal significance of the industry”, you say that nearly all 
revenue depends on there being a shore-based whaling industry but 
that the main expenditure is not especially affected by tin whaling 
operations. I should have thought that the present administrative 
organisation was designed mainly to deal with the whaling industry 
at the level it had reached some years ago, and if this industry

or carries on at the same level as it has done 
to reduce the cost of 
operations ceasing, the 
little more than a

d/o
Thank you for your letter of the 18th October 

addressed to Bennett with which you sent ^“ ‘further guide to whaling. 
This is most helpful.

3. The information that I have here
to indicate that the whale population has been so drastically reduced 
in recent years that even last year* s quotas were too high to allow 
stocks to increase to any real extent. Fairly clearly a reduction in 
existing quotas and seme effective control for a very long period 
would be necessary if the-ideal of a maximum sustained yield is to be 
achieved. It is also reasonably clear that unless some control over 
pelagic fleets is exercised whaling will very quickly become uneconomic 
and will cease. You are no doubt well, aware of all this. Your 
letter also to Bennett of the 13th November enclosing Elliot’s 
interesting letter on the subject, showed that he hopes that the 
industry vail be able to continue and we hope that it will.

5. In the circumstances it is considered that you might
care to give some thought now to the means by which economies in the 
administration of the Dependencies can be brought about in 1966/67 and 
succeeding years assuming that whaling operations carry on at about 
the level of this year* s quota. I feel sure that the decrease in the 
whaling industry and the consequent fall in revenue will mean that 
some reduction in expenditure will be called for.
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54/57/013

yZ'/<
COLONIAL OFFICE

GREAT SMITH STREET, LONDON S.W.I 

Telephone: ABBey 1266, ext.

I refer to my letter of the
30th November about the whaling industry.
I have now received a letter and some reports 
on the subject from the Ministry of Agriculture 
Fisheries and Food copies of which I attach.

K.C.M.G.,M.B.E.,

(A. St. J. Sugg)

There would seem, unfortunately, 
little doubt that the prospects for the 
whaling industry are not at all bright. 
Clearly we cannot hope for any increase on 
this years quota for South Georgia for some 
years and it might well soon become uneconomic 
to carry on whaling at all.

SIR COSMO HASKARD, 
GOVERNMENT HOUSE, 
PORT STANLEY, 
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

1965.Our reference: FST 

Your reference:

4/o December,
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2nd December, 196,5.

Dear Sugg,

I hope this information will be of some use to you.

Thank you for your letter about whaling in the Antarctic which 
I received on 18th November.

Mr. A. St. J. Sugg, 
Colonial Office,

Great Smith Street, 
London S.vV.1 •

Yours sincerely,

(J.S.VG HENSHAW)

MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD 

Whitehall Place, London S.W.i 
Telegrams: Agrififood London Telex 
Telephone: YRkfalgar 7711, ext.

Please address any reply to
THE SECRETARY
and quote:
Your reference: FST . 54/57/01 3

The precise effect of all this on South Georgia depends in 
some degree on the outcome of the consideration which is to be 
given to the control of catches by land stations, but whatever 
happens it seems pretty clear that it would be unrealistic to 
expect anything but greater reductions in the catch, whether as 
a result of agreed limitations, or through shortage of whales if 
no agreement is reached. As to literature, the enclosed papers 
circulated for the Whaling Commission’s Special Meeting in May, 1965, 
bear on the actual and prospective state of the Antarctic stocks.

-(jit

Unfortunately, I have to confirm the pessimistic view that 
you have already taken concerning the prospects for whaling from 
South Georgia. Taking the Antarctic catch as a whole it seems as 
certain as anything can be that there can be no increase for many 
years to come and that there is bound to be a decline even from 
the present level in the next few years, whatever happens. What 
happens in the next few years depends on whether or not the 
whaling countries can agree on a sufficiently severe restriction 
of the catch to give the stocks a chance to recover, if they fail 
to do this catches will fall to vanishing point as a result of the 
exhaustion of the whale stocks in a very few years; and even if 
they are not exterminated recovery to a degree that would sustain 
a reasonable amount of whaling will not take place within the 
foreseeable future. This possibility can only be averted by really 
drastic restrictions in the catch sufficient to bring it down at 
least to a half its present level and possibly even lessln the 
next two seasons.



IWC/SM/13
INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION

Report of the Committee of Four Scientists

This Committee was charged, by the Commission with (a) reviewing1.

the statistical analysis of the reports before the Committee relating to
Item 3 of the Commission1s agenda, (b) evaluating the effect on the
stocks and catches of several schemes of regulation including those proposed
by members of the Commission, (c) giving some measure of the limits
of error involved in the Committee’s analysis.

(a) Since the F.A.O. report IWC/SM/3 was prepared by a working2.

group of three scientists two of whom were members of the Committee of
Four and since it followed along the lines and methods of the studies in
19^3 and 1964 by the Committee of Four it is readily apparent that we could
not expect at this time and with the short time at our disposal, to add
anything to the basic statistical analysis♦

3. We wish to make it clear, however, that the Committee of Four has

no hesitation in reaffirming that it is in unanimous agreement that the
estimates of stock sizes and sustainable yields given in SM/3 and
its addenda and supplement, are the best presently available. The events
of 1963/64 and 1964/65 have served to confirm strongly the correctness of
the assessments made in the Committees*’ reports as to fin whales as

In 1963 itpublished in the 14th and 15th reports of the Commission,

was not possible to make any assessment of the situation as to sei whales.

It is obvious, as the F.A.O. report makes clear, that the present estimates

of sei whale stocks and sustainable catches are much less firm that the

same estimates for the fin whales. More specific comments on the limits
of error will be given later.

1

.SPECIAL MEETING
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(1)

(2)
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The proposals before us are?11 .

1964/65 effort.

U)i

2
i

(a)
(b)
(c)

4,000 and 3?500 thousand B.W.U. for the next 3 years5 
Quota of 4,000, 3,000 and 2,000 thousand B.W.U. for the next 3 years. 
Effort for 1965/66 and the following years is reduced to 50$ of the 

As noted we have interpreted this as implying 
approximately a catch of 3,000 B.W.U.
Quotas of 3,000 and 2,000 B.W.U. for the next two years.
For consistency in the tables we have assumed a quota of 2,000 
B.W.U. in the third year also.

Qnota of 4,500,

very considerably,
8.
of catchers,

9.
This should mean that the effort is halved, but this objective will not be 
achieved if the fishing powers of each expedition is increased e.g. by increasing 
the numbers of catchers.
10. If the 1964/65 effort were to be exerted in 1965/66 the expected catch 
(supplement to IWC/SM/3,) would be 7,000 fin whales and 15,000 sei whales, a 
total of 6,000 B.W.U. The expected catch with half the effort is therefore 
3,000 B.W.U. and this proposal is considered from this point of view.

Effects of the Four Proposals

4* (b) In evaluating the effect of the several schemes of regulations 
proposed it is necessary for us to pay attention to two additional factors 

the recruitments currently being added to the stocks which come 
from the larger parent stocks of some years ago.
the probable division of the catch between the two major species 
remaining i.e. fin and sei whales.

Because the current recruitments are slightly larger than the sustainable 
yields of stocks of the present size the immediate effects of any regulation 
are slightly different from the long term effects. In evaluating the effects 
of quotas or other regulations we begin by assuming that the catches of fins 
and sei in future years will bear the same relationship to stock size as was 
the case in 1964/65-

There are two kinds of regulatory schemes proposed
(1) by U.S.S.R. aimed at limiting the effort in 1965/66 to not 

more than 50 per cent of that in 1964/65*
(2) by U.S.S.R, Japan, Norway and U.S.A, setting specific 

Blue Whales Unit quotas for one or more years.
Direct restriction of effort.

A direct restriction of effort has some advantages over a catch quota 
because a level of effort of about one 
with the present efficiency, about 5 expeditions 
will take around the sustainable yield

third of the 1964/65 level (i.e.
, or 6,000 catcher days)

, whatever the abundance of the stock.
In contrast a specific catch quota may, if the stock is large, mean that less 
than the sustainable yield is taken, but if the stock is small, the same quota 
may be considerably larger than the sustainable yield.

However the catching power of individual expeditions and to a lesser extent 
so that it is difficult to assess precisely the 

effects of restrictions of members of numbers of expeditions or catchers.
The Russian proposal is that the number of expeditions should be halved.
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12. The tables below are computed on the basis that the ratio of seis to 
fins in 1965/66 will be 2 to 1 and thereafter 1,500 "to 1,000. This is the 
implication of the declining ratio of sei to fin stocks. Table 1 shows the 
expected catches and the required effort for the J years according to the 
several proposals.



Table 1a

1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

Seis : SeisFins. Seis’000

(a) 10,800 5,300Quotas 7,0004.5, 4.0, 3.5
I

(b) 9,600 j 4,0004.0, 3.0, 2.0 Quotas I2,700 j 4,000

(c) 50$ Effort 3,600 6,0007,200 : 4,000

(a) 3.0, 2.0, 2.0 Quotas 7,200 2,70" 4,000

1

Table 1b

percentage of 19°4/5 effort)

I 1966/7 1967/8
t

67 5875
67 50 33

I (c) 5050 50
• (a) 50 33 33

13. Table 2 shows the state of the stocks and the relationship of actual catch to
sustainable catch at the end. of this 3 year period.

4

‘I
I

I
(a)

l(b)

Effort needed, for catch indicated in Table 1a (as

.8,000
I ;
'6,000 '
i '
■ 6,000
I
'4,000

; 1965/6

II
Fins j

4,600 !

I Fins j

' 5,400
I
[ 4,800
!

j 3,600 >

a .

4,000 i

2,700 i
1 I

EXPECTED CATCHES IN 1965/66, 66/67, 67/68
Proposed Regulation Quotas !



Table 2

Effect of the Several Proposals on Fin v/hale Stock
(which is estimated, to be 34,000 at the beginning of the

Proposal

» 4?5OO, 4,000 3,500 Quotas 34-3 4,100 500 above
2,000 Quotas 36.2 1,600 below4,300

» 5C$ Effort J6.2 4,300 300 below
2,000 Quotas | 38.7 4,600 1,900 below

Table 3

Effect of the Several Proposals on the stocks of Sei
Whales (estimated, to be 42,000 at the beginning of the

Proposal
/thousands)

(a) 4,500, 5,000 in excess27.23,500 Quota4,.000,
(b) 4,000, H ft1,5002,5003,000, 33.42,000 Quota
(c) 50/ Effort 34.8 2,600 3,400 II II

(d) 3,000, 2,000 37-8 2,800 1!1,200 tt2,000 Quota

I

i 5

Size of the Sei 
Stock after 
1967/68 Season

Sustainable i 
catch 1967/68

Susrainable 
catch after 
1967/68

Relationship of 
1967/68 catch to 

sustainable catch

Relationship of 
actual catch to 
sustainable catch 

1967/68

Size of Stock 
after 1967/68 
Season (thousands)

I

2,000

3,000,

2,000,

! •

1965/66 season)

1965/66 season)

» 4,000,

id) 3,000,
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In summary the situation appeals to be that three of these proposals bring 
the fin whale catch by 1967/68 to below the level of the sustainable yield but 
this is only at the expense of the sei whale stock. Only the second and fourth 
of these proposals would not necessitate further reduction after 1967/68 and even 
this only by some adjustment of the sei/fin ratio in the catch. If the first 
of these proposals were adopted a further reduction of the B.W.U. quota (from 
3,5^0 to about 29400) in 1968/69, would be necessary to bring the actual catch 
below the level of sustainable yields. Furthermore this first proposal leaves 
the stocks in 1968/69 in a very unfavourable position in regard to their 
potential for rebuilding back to the levels of maximum sustainable yield.

In computing table -J . we have taken into account the temporary bonus 
accruing during this period as recruitment comes from higher stocks of some 
years earlier. Thus the net change is smaller than would otherwise appear 
to be the case.
15



• 16. In these tables it has been assumed, that the relative preferences for

sei and. fin whales which was shown in 19&A/&5 has been continued.. This
preference which led. to a fishing mortality rate for sei whales about
twice that for fin whales, was manifested, mainly in the selection of the
areas in which whaling was concentrated.. It is possible that if, as
a result of the regulatory system adopted., sei whales decreased in
abundance relative to fin whales, then this preference might diminish
although it seems unlikely that it would be reversed leading to the
selection of fin whales, as occurred in earlier years. If it did
diminish then the quantities of fin whales taken would be rather
greater and those of sei whales rather less than those used in our estimates,
and the final stock levels in 1960/61 would be lower and higher respectively
than those shown in our tables.
17. It is possible that some course of action could be followed which
would lead to a reduction or stabilization of the fin whale catch at a
level lower than would occur if the fleets continued to take either species
only within the constraints set by the B.W.U. quota and the stock and the
economic conditions. If such action were taken it would help to ensure
the restoration of the resource of greater potential economic value, the
fin whale at the cost of increased risk to the less potentially valuable
sei whale resource ( 20 to 1 in favour of fin whales) in terms of blue
whale units. Further analysis would be necessary to determine what the
effect would be of any such courses which might be suggested.

7

/
\



Limits of error in estimates
18.

?

21 .

time

the taking in a single season

8

\
i \

Having said this we can only reiterate that we believe the estimates in 
the series of reports available to the Commission are the best available at this 

Further, the Committee remains confident that the estimates with respect 
to fin-whales are for all practical purposes correct.
22. Taking into account the actual effort and its distribution with respect 
to the various species the predictions made by the Committee as to fin-whale 
catches and total catches in terms of blue whale units have been correct to within 
10$. Furthermore we believe that the estimate of the sustainable catch of fin 
whales has the same degree of accuracy.
23o With respect to the sei whale the situation is, as we have said, rather 
different. We believe nevertheless that the estimates given in SM/3 are of the 
correct order of magnitude, and that it is appropriate to take action on the 
basis of the most likely values, rather than to delay regulatory action on grounds 
of uncertainty which inevitably implies, in effect acting as if these figures 
wore under estimates. This would bo unwise since it is possible that they are 
in fact over estimates. In any case it should be remembered that when the stock 
is below the level for maximum sustainable yield, 
of a catch much higher than the sustainable yield will delay by several years 
the eventual recovery of the stock.

The estimates of stock size and sustainable yields and predictions of catches 
are based on consideration of several kinds of data of varying reliability, and 
take account of qualitative as well as quantitative evidence which gives a guide 
to the orders of magnitude and the likely limits of uncertainty.
19* Further detailed analyses of data as recommended in the Committee’s earlier 
reports,could certainly narrow these limits further, but how much further we are 
unprepared to say at this time.
20. The estimates given have been, and inevitably will continue to be, made on 
evidence that is incomplete in several ways. An important factor in the 
predictions of catches and the state of the stocks under certain proposed regimes 
of regulations, is that the conditions of exploitation are not fully specified, 
and a range of assumptions has therefore to be made as to the way the fleets will 
actually operate under a given regime5 current examples arc the specification 
of a B.W.U. quota without regulation of the catch of individual species, and the 
specification of the number of expeditions without indication of the number of 
catchers, the number of days they will work or the extent to which the more 
efficient expeditions will be those continuing to operate. If to this is added 
the uncertainty in making predictions for a particular season, of weather conditions 
and other causes of fluctuation, it will bo appreciated that the Committee is not 
in a position to cite objectively determined values for the degree of uncertainty 
in its calculations.



The following tables should be substituted for those on page 5

Table 2

Effect of the Several Proposals on Fin Whale Stock

(1) (3) U)(2)
r

Proposal

(a) 500 above5,500 quotas 33.7 4.1

(b) 1,800 below4-52,000 quotas 37-5

(c) 50$ effort 500 below4-537.4

(d) 4.8 2,100 below2,000 quotas 40.0

Table 3

Effect of the Several Proposals on Sei Whale Stock

(4)(1) (2) (3)

Proposal

as show:

(a) 5 thousand above2 thousand4,500, 4,000, 27.23,500 quotas

(b) I! 111-22-3 thousand3,000, 2,000 quotas 33.4

(c) 50$ effort 33-8 !» n2-3 thousand 3-4

(d) 37.8 n 112,000 quotas 3 thousand 1

iwc/sm/i 3
Addendum 1

of IWC/SM/135-

Sustainable j Relationship of 
catch after 
1967/68

actual catch in 
1967/68 to the 
sustainable catch 
as shown in 
column (3)

3,000, 2,000,

4,000,

3,000,

4,500, 4,000,

i Size of Stock
| at the beginning
. of the 1968/69
J season (thousands)

3,000, 2,000,

4,000,

estimated to be JL^OOO at the beginning of the 1965/66 season.

estimated to be 44,000 at the beginning of the 1965/66 season.

actual catch in 
1967/68 to the 

(thousands) sustainable catch as shown in oolurnn (3)

: Sustainable j Relationship of 
catch after 
1967/68

Size of Stock 
at the beginning j 
of the 1968/69 j 
season (thousands) (thousands)



Report of the Committee of Four Scientists

2 and 3 ‘the
Report of the Committee of Four Scientists (lWC/SM/13).

FIN 'THALES

1965/66 34 thousandStock size at the beginning of this season1 .
(lWC/SM/3 Page 8)-

(l2d of 1962 stock)1966 6 thousandNet recruitment2«
1965/66Catches3-

(Sei/Fin ratio 2s1) H

!1

Stock size at the beginning of 1966/67 season under4.
various proposals

1!

H

11

1966/67 Stock size at the beginning of this season as in 4 above1 .

for the four regimes
(12$ of 1963 stock)1967Net recruitment2. 5 thousand

1966/67Catches3-

(Sei/Fin ratio 1»5?1) II

fl2.7
Stock size at the beginning of 1967/68 season under4-
various purposals

I!

fl

If

1967/68 in 4 aboveStock size at the beginning of this season as1.
for the four regions

1964 stock)(12$ of1968Net recruitment thousand2. 4

1967/68Catches3.

f!

If

1

2.7
4.0

2.7

4.0
4.0

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)

(a)
(b)
(c)

Vd)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)

iwc/SM/13
Addendum 2

4.8
3.6
3,6

5.3 thousand
II

(a) 34*6 thousand
(b) J5-2
(c) 36.4
(a) 36.4

4o6 thousand
M

5.4 thousand
I!

1bs

(a) 34.3 thousand
(b) 36.2
(c) 37-4
(a) 38.7

Explanation of Calculations for Tables 1a,



Stock size at the beginning of the 1968/69 season under4.
the various proposals.

n

Comments on this table
(a) The stock sizes given in line 4 are obtained from the

stock sizes of the previous year by adding the net
recruitment and subtracting the catch.

(b) The net recruitments have been rounded to the nearest
thousand since to carry these to hundreds would be to
imply greater accuracy than the data merit. The stock
size data also should be rounded to thousands but we
have retained the additional figure to avoid cumulative
errors in the successive steps and to make the calculations
easier to follow. It should be emphasized that we do not
wish to imply the stock sizes are accurate to the final
figure. are given exactly and hence if catches areQuotas
equal to quotas and are distributed between species in the
indicated ratio catch figures are exact.

(c) The quotas referred to under (a) (b) and (d) are for

2.0 thousand
Regime (c) refers to 50$ of the 1964/65 effort which for 1965/66
implies a catch of about 3,000 B.W.U. /flWC/SM/13 Page 5 last line_}7.

There might be some slight reduction of catches in 1966/67 and 1967/68
but for simplicity we have assumed a 3?000 B.W.U. catch throughout.

i/fin ratio implies that one blue whale unit would

be made up of 2.4 sei whales and 1.2 fin whales on the9

For a 1.5*1 sei fin ratio the correspondingaverage.

equivalence would be 1 B.W.U.

fin whale on the average.

2

i

3.5 thousand
2.0 thousand

37.5
37.4
40.0

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

4.0,
3.0,
2.0,

33.7 -thousand.
I!

= 2.0 sei whales plus 1.3

the three seasons (a) 4-5?
(b) 4-0,
(d) 3-0,

(d) A 2s1 se
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SEI ’/THALES

1965/66 44 thousandStock size at the "beginning of this season1.

(lWC/SM/3 and supplement).

Net recruitment 1966 3 thousand2.
1965/66 10.8 thousandCatchesJ.

9-6 !!
ft

It

Stock size at the "beginning of the 1966/67 season under4.
various proposals

it

11

1966/67 as in 4 above1 .

3 thousand2. Net recruitment

1966/67 8.0 thousandCatches3»
6.0 it

6.0 11

t!4.0

4^

it

it

1967/68 as in 4 above1.

3 thousandNet recruitment2.
Catches 1967/683*

n
it4.0

4.

it

it

3

7.2
7.2

4.0
6.0

33-4
33.8
37-8

34-4
36.8
38.8

(а)
(б)
(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(0)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(o)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(o)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

37-4
39-8
39-8

Stock sizes at the beginning of 1968/69
27-2 thousand

it

36.2 thousand
n

Stock sizes at the beginning of 1967/68
31*2 thousand

n

7.0 thousand
tt



The tables above show the methods of calculation of Tables 1a and the
The estimated sustainable catches insecond column of Tables 2 and J.

column 3 of Table 2 for fin whales
This is the difference between theannual net recruitment rate is 0.12.

recruitment rate and the annual mortality rate (r-M). For Table 3

(sei whales) the corresponding rate is estimated to be 0.08 at this time
though it is again reiterated that this figure is subject to revision when

more detailed studies have been completed.
Differences between regimes

The tables given in the report compare the results of different regimes in
and the

Interest was also expressed as to howsustainable yields from these stocks.
these regimes compared in terms of the time required for the stocks to recover

The actual timeto the optimum level giving the maximum sustainable yields.
are taken.taken will depend on what catches 9

and if that is the case duringRecovery is quickest if these catches are zero,
the first few years of recovery the difference in time between the most

to two years.
the difference in catch is 20 to 40 thousand whales (compared with a difference
in catch in the next 3 seasons of just over 6 thousand whales). If the initial

then the time differences

will be correspondingly longer, and the difference in total catch also larger.
For sei whales the difference in time for 3?000 catches will be about

This will cause a difference4 to 5 years, and longer if some catches are taken.
in catch of about 12-15 thousand sei whales.

The Committee is not competent to estimate the relative value of
and 20-40 thousand whales in

though they would draw attention to the increasing world demand for
food and the presumed associated rise in its relative price especially animal

The Committee would also draw attention to the fact that the totalprotein.

effort required to take the 6 thousand will be about the same as that required
to take the 20-40 thousand.

4

As the maximum sustainable yield is about 20 thousand fin whales,

because some small catches are taken,recovery is slower,

terms of catches taken,

6 thousand fin whales in the next three seasons,

are calculated on the basis that the

the future,

restrictive regime (d), and the least restrictive (a) is for fin whales one

the stock sizes at the beginning of each season,

less than the sustainable yield,
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WERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION

SPEC LIL MEETING - MAY, 1965

by
Fisheries Division, FAO

1. Introduction

of the 16th Meeting of the International Whaling CommissionAt the close

arrangements had been finalized for continuing assessment of the
Antarctic whale stocks, following the completion of the assignment of the
Commission’s Special Committee of Three (later Four) Scientists. The Commission
had proposed that FAO might undertake this work in co-operation with the
Commission’s Scientific Committee, and FAO had agreed to this proposal in principle.
At the same time, however, in view of the failure by the Commission at its 1964
meeting to achieve agreement on measures to be taken to bring the whaling
regulations into line with the scientific findings(in accordance with its
declared intention in I960, at the time of establishing the Committee of Three),
FAO expressed the wish not to be associated with a policy which could imply^
ultimately, the effective destruction of the whale resources.

There was nevertheless clearly an urgent need for an appraisal of the
consequences of continued intensive pelagic whaling in the hope that at some
future date it would prove possible for the interested countries to agree on

measures of conservation and rational exploitation of the whale stocks.
Accordingly FAO, by an exchange of letters in September 1964, arranged to

co-operate with the Bureau of International Whaling Statistics in appraising

the statistical data for the 1964/65 and following seasons. .The BIWS thus kindly

meeting of the Commission for the express purpose of enabling delegations ”to

a group

1.

agreed to make available advance data for this purpose.

Meanwhile, it had been decided to convene, early in May 1963, a special

REPORT ON THE EFFECTS ON THE WHALE STOCKS 
OF PELAGIC OPERzXTIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC DURING THE 1964/65 SEASON/ AND ON THE "PRESENT STATUS OF THOSE STOCKS

(Secretary's
of scientists specialized in marine stock assessment to make a special

in June 1964 no

reconsider the Antarctic catch position in relation to the scientic evidence” 

circular letter of 4 February 1965). FAO therefore arranged for



to the BIWS on 1 April, and covering details of catches and whaling effort up to

also IWC 16/20).
The present report is being made available to the IWC for consideration at

IUCN., the Fauna Preservation Society and to the former
members of the Committee of Four, who had all asked to be kept informed of the
results of this work.

2.

the total catch was 6,849 BWU Adding to this total estimates of the catch of

8,448 BTO. In the 1964/65 season only 15

the 1964/65 catch

2.

■'V'lanalysis of data kindly

Mr. J.A

Analysis of the 1964/65 catches
Data were available for the total catch in BW up to 27 March 1965 (except

the end of February 1965, and the catches by countries, in Blue' Whale Units 
(BTO), until the end of March, almost the close of the

its special session, and also to other interested bodies and persons, and 
specifically to the

provided by the BIWS. This group consisted of
Gulland (U.K., former member of the Committee of Four), Mr. S.J. Holt

(FAO, also formerly

(a Dutch scientist

Commission by its Committee of Four in 1964 (IWC Doc. 16/10 and see

a member of the Committee of Four) and Mr. L.K. Boerema

The group did not attempt any re-appraisal of data for the previous seasons, 
but only brought up-to-date the analyses and conclusions presented to the

who had- recently joined the FAO staff as Stock Assessment 
Specialist in the Biology Branch of Fisheries Division). The 'group met in Pome 

from 5 to 8 April 1965 and prepared this report on the basis of data available

season. In order to make

for catches of two expeditions for the week 21 March-27 March). By that time

valid comparisons with the previous seasons, it was necessary for some purposes 
to estimate the species catches in March 1965, and for other purposes to compare 
with the earlier statistics for the months December-February only; the group was 
satisfied that this would introduce no important error into the assessments.

which operated in both seasons
was only 87% of that taken in 1963/64 by the same expeditions,

the two missing expeditions for the week 21/3-27/3, and of all expeditions for 
the period from 28 March to the end of the season (190.3 BWU in 1963/64), gives 

an estimate of 7,065 BTO for the total pelagic catch in the 1964/65 season. The 

comparable figure for 1963/64 was 

expeditions operated, compared with 16 in the previous season, the former Dutch 

expedition having ceased operations. The total catches of the 15 expeditions 
were: 1963/4 -8,104BTO; 1964/5 -7,065BTO. Thus,



4
in spite of the fact that the weather conditions for the Norwegian expedition —
and presumably therefore also at least for the Japanese expeditions working

It will be noted that the estimated catch in blue whale units was in fact
less than the values of 8,000-8,500 proposed

in pelagic whaling, at the time of the Commission’s 1964 meeting, and would still
have been less even if all 16 expeditions had opcr .ted. This confirms the

quota at that level ’’could not be considered either as a restraint or as a

Detailed information of catch by species, and of effort in catcher days,
were available only up to the end of February (except

for data of the species caught by Norwegian expeditions up to the end of March).
The most striking feature of these data was the very great increase of

sei whales in the catch, as shown in Table 1:
Table 1

Monthly catches cf Fin and Sei Whales

Sei Whales

1964/651963/64

552 1,0012,4522,732

7,2143,2042,351J anuary

7,6901,328 2,451

6,2076,131 15,905Total

February

Fin Whales
^\S e ason

Month 7f ''

December

opinion expressed then by the representative of the Committee of Four that a

conservation measure in any sense”.

as a quota by the countries engaged

during the 1964/65 season,

I 4,338

j 4,164

ill, 234

close by - was exceptionally good during the 1964/65 season.

i
1963/64 1964/65



Using reasonable estimates of the species composition of the
the rest of the

the whole The
seasons were:
Table 2

Species Fin tio; Sei/FinSei

Season

1960/1 27,299 0.164,280

1961/2 26,364 4,716 0.18

1962/3 18,636 5,482 0.29

1963/4 13,353 8,256 0.60

1964/5 (D,J,F.) 6,131 15,905 2.59

1964/5 (7,000) (20,000) (2.86) (estimated)

The very great increase in both the absolute and relative numbers of sei

Though a relative increase in sei whales is to be expected as theyears ago.

fin whale stock declines, it is most'unlikely that there has been any considerable
increase in the absolute abundance of sei whales, - certainly not to the extent
that the catches have increased. The increased catches arc surely due to increased
attention being paid to sei whales, both by a bigger proportion of sei whales

which are sighted, being pursued and caught, and also by the expeditions
(This change inconcentrating more in areas where sei whales are abundant.

practice may be due both to the decline in fin whales and the greater attractive-

of the sei whale, with its relatively greater meat content, at a time whenness
the value of vzhale meat and of other products, especially of meat extract, make

The change in geographical distribution is shown in Tables 3 and 4 overleaf,

which give the percentage distribution of the total catcher days in each of the

last three seasons (only December to February for 1964/65) "by Areas and Series

There were no such marked changes in the other areas,

which therefore did not call for sub-division.

J4-

catches during ' 

the total catches of each of these two species during 

season were estimated as 7,000 fin whales and 20,000 sei whales.

corresponding catches in recent

5

i R

whales in the 1964/65 catch is an acceleration of a trend which began a few

Because there was a

season,

(latitudinal zones). marked change within Area II, this has 
been divided for the purpose of this analysis into Sub-Area II W (30-60°W) and 

Sub-Area II E (0-30 W).

up an increasing part of the value of the catch).



iTable J
Percentage Distribution of Catcher Days in each Season by Area

/ill Areas
Season

1962/3 13.1 5.614.0 41.7 12.4 2.7 10.5 100
1963/4 28.812.4 9.6 16.232.5 0.5 100

16.544.4 9.9 0.614.4 14.2 100

I
tn

Scries D A B C Ml Series

1962/3 22.3 45.3 32.3 0.1 100

1963/4 62.422.7 14.9 100
40.8 8.950.3 100

only)
(

Jf

»i 1 I i

Sub-Area HE 0-3o°w Area III 
0-70. °E

Area V 
130°E- 
170 °w

Sub-Area II W 
30-60°W

Area TV 
70-130°E

1964/5: 
(Dec. 
Jan.
and Feb. 
only)

Area VI 
170° - 
120°W

Area I 
120° - 
60°W

1964/5:
(Dec. 
Jan.
and Feb.
only) i

Season 60-70°s40-50°S 50-60°S 70-80°S

 , , I "1 ■> ■—-*■——   ..

Table 4 
Percentage Distribution oi* Catcher Days by Series



and that there has
a continued shift northwards from Series B and C into Series D. In the

unit effort of fin and sei
whales given, and they show that the’ statistical divisions, especiallyare

the direction to be expected if‘there were a greater emphasis on catching sei
whales•

The total catch of blue whales-was only 11 individuals, all taken by USSR
expeditions in February, The group did not have available data for the
Antarctic catches of sperm whales, so no account could be taken of possible

changes in these which could have some influence on interpretations of changes
in the catches per catcher day’s work- of the baleen species.
Catches per unit effort

Table 5

Catches and effort for the period Dec.-Feb. in 1963/4-and 1964/3

CatchSeason
Fin BWSeiu

1963/4 14,867 0.76 0.42 0.45

1964/5 12,804 0.48 1.24 0.45
?

This table shows that there has been a decline in the number of catcher

days work by about 14/5, which is greater than can be accounted for by the with
in fact, both the USSR and Japan, though operatingdrawal of one expedition.

the same number of expeditions, used fewer catchers. As the catchers withdrawn

likely to have been the less efficient ones, the average efficiency of theare
catchers may have increased by more than the very small increase in average
tonnage (from 709 to 715 gross tons, i.e. about 1%)

6.

Effort data were only available up to. the end^of February; these data 
and the figures for the corresponding peribd cjf 196p/4 are given in Table 5.

the north-western part of Area II, where whaling has increased, are those where 

sei whales are most abundant; that is, the change in distribution has been in

Effort
(Catcher days)

Catch per catcher day
Fin ’ Sei

11,234 I
6,131 j

I

These tables show that in the 1964/3 season whaling increased very much 

m theAvestern part of Area II, and decreased in Area III, 
been

• BW

6,207 ' ! 6,681

15,815 I 5,712

appendix tables* the details- of effort and catches per

* including blue whales



No detailed

reason their effective effort should have been high.
The catch per catcher days work in BWU shows virtually no change, although

any increase in the average efficiency of the catchers, as well as the slight
increase in their average size. From the report of the Committee of Four, the
catch of fin v/hales, by the same effort as in 1963/64, was expected to decline
from 14 to 12 thousand, i.e. by 14??, whereas in fact the catch per unit effort
declined by 37/2- On the other hand, although it is unlikely that the stock of
sei whales increased, the catch per unit effort of that species increased nearly
three times.

This discrepancy between the observed and expected changes in catch per t
catcher day is presumably due to the increased concentration of effort on sei whales

Particularly for sei whales there are large differences between

divisions (group of statistical squares within each area and series), and these

differences are reasonably consistent from season to season; thus the catch per
effort of sei whales generally increases from south to north, and is greatest in
the western part of Area II. The best measure of the abundance of the stocks is
obtained as the average of the catch per unit effort in each division. Because

catching did not occur in every division in each year, an improved estimate of

the change in stock between 1963/4 and 1964/5 is obtained by averaging the catch

per catcher day in those divisions in which catching occurred in both seasons (narked
with an asterisk in the Appendix tables).

Table 6 oompares the indices of stock abundance for 1963/4 (based on the
the period December-February),

the average of the catch per effort in each division.

7.
4

whole season’s operations), and for 1964/5 (for

(see

Table 6
Indices of stock abundance of fin and sei whales

•Total
Total
Fin’

O.T8~
o.49_ 
0.72

catch
efl ..rt

Sei”

o74"o
1.24 •
3-1

Sei 
“oTTS" 
0.71 
2.1

Average catch 
per unit effort

Fin

■ 0.49
0.79

l%3/4 (whole season) 
1964/5 (Deo.-Feb.) .
Ratio 1964/5: 1963/4

i____________ . . ■ ___________

as estimated first by the ratio of total catch to total effort, and secondly by

a slight decrease might become apparent if allowance could have been made for

nV uu bailed corrections can be made for the effect of -weather, but it is 
known that the Norwegian expeditions, at least, enjoyed good weather, and for this

To examine this problem, the catch per catcher day was calculated by Areas and Series 
Appendix).
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catch: total effort. The divisions used are very
large and clearly it is

as well as a greater tendency to chase and catch any

In the report of the Committee of Four (iWC 16/10), it was predicted that,
in 1963/4, the 1964/5 catch could be 12,000. On the

basis of the Committee of Four calculations, had it been known what whaling
effort would be exerted in 1964/65, the fin whale catch would have been predicted
as about 10,500. The actual pelagic catch - just over 7,000 - was thus much less

This
discrepancy can be satisfactorily accounted for by the argument given on page 7.

data from the 1964/5 season do not provide substantially any additional information

on the state of the fin whale stocks, other than confirming that these stocks are

now greatly depleted, and also that they continue to be over-exploited as the

catch was much more than the estimated sustainable yield of the present stock.

(IWC 16/10, p.2), so that taking into account the probable catch of around

(The decrease in the stock is less than the excess in catch over thewhales.
sustainable yield of 4,000 whales which can be taken from a steady stock of

the
The sustainable yield from a steady stock of this size is about 4,000 fin

whales.

of
temporary

8, .

Fin whales

If these factors were also token into account, it is likely that 
discrepancy between the observed and expected changes of catch per unit effort 
of both sei and fin whales could be full, accounted for.

7,500 fin whales taken in the whole Antarctic season (pelagic plus South Georgia), 

the estimate of the stock at the beginning of the 1965/6 season is 34,000-35,000

much closer to the expected change in stock than is the 
change in the ratio of total

34,000-35,000 whales, because the stock is benefiting from the recruitment from 
rather higher parent stock of I960).

with the same effort as

sei whales seen.

The improved estimates still show a bigger decrease for fin whales than 
expected, and

It should, however, be emphasized that the continued taking of catches 
will not permit the stock to increase at all (apart from thethis magnitude

benefit of a, very few thousand whales recruiting from the larger

an increase for sei whales, but the change in average catch per 
catcher day by division is

than expected, even allowing for the reduced number of catcher days.

The estimated stock at the beginning of the 1964/5 season was 35,000-36,000

The change in distribution of the whaling operations means, however, that the

very probable that some redistribution of effort j^ithin.
divisions also occurred,
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Sei whales

effort of sei whales to give estimates of stock abundance because the catchers

data presented much, the same difficulty as vzas met in earlier years in relation
to fin whales when blue whales were still sufficiently abundant to be the species
mainly sought. In 1964/5; however, in certain statistical squares, especially

by numbers), and the expeditions concerned were certainly concentrating mainly
on sei whales. Outside the predominantly sei whale areas the expeditions may
have been concentrating more on fin whales than on sei Whales, but presumably
catchers would now not ignore any sei whales seen. This new feature of

concentration on sei whales, while, as noted above, introducing a difficulty

situation in which better estimates of sei whale, stock size can be obtained. If

sei whales are not much more or less easy to detect, and,once detected, to catch
and kill, as are fin -whales, then the relation of catch per unit effort to stock

In the period December 1964-abundance will be the same for both species.

Table 6, columns 1 and 2). The average stock of
fin whales in this period was

3^,000 - 3,000 (half the catch during the period) = 31;000

concentrated .in the areas .where seis -were more abundant. A better measure of
abundance is-.probably therefore that based on the average catch per unit in
each division (Table 6, columns 3 and 4)/ The corresponding estimate of the

stock of sei whales is then

those in the western part of the South Atlantic where the greatest amount of 
catching vzas done, sei vzhales made up the greater part of the catch (up to 95%

= 46,800

9. ,

0«49 and 1.24 respectively (see
February 1.9&5 the average catch per catcher day of fin whales and sei whales were

If the stock is to be enabled tb increase so

into the interpretation of the fin whale catches per unit effort data, creates a

■■ •Up- to the 1963/4 season, it- was not possible to use the catches per unit

were not concentrating mainly on that species; in fact' interpretation of these

parent stock of earlier years).

as to provide more, substantial sustainable yields.in the future, the catches in 
the immediate future must, be less than-the sustainable, yield.

31,000 x

Therefore an estimate of the average stock of sei whales during the same period is 
31,000 . x = 78,400

However, the catch per. unit effort of sei whales was high because catching was



On the other hand, it is possible that some gunners
may still pursue sei whales less intensively than fin whales. These two factors
would affect the estimates in opposite directions, that 47,000 may be takenso
as the best estimate at present available. Adding to this figure half the
catch during the period gives an estimate of the stock at the beginning of the
1964/5 season as 55,000 sei whales. In this connection, it should be noted that
the Committee of Four (iWC 16/10, p.2) gave probable limits of the stock of sei

whales, based on rather different arguments and with fewer data, as between
20,000 and 70,000. This latest estimate, it must be emphasized, cannot be
considered to have the same order of accuracy as the estimates of fin whale
stock; nevertheless, the group considered it to be sufficiently reliable to
justify an attempt to ascertain the sustainable yield of the sei whale stock

and to take account of its dynamics in considering the .consequences of alternative
regulation policies. In this connection it will be recalled that the members of
the Committee of Four were in

fin whale stock in their estimate of the possible benefits of three different
proposals before the Commission at its 1964 meeting (iWC 16/20).
Sustainable yield of sei whales

Although no .direct estimates of the present, or maximum, sustainable
yields of sei whales can yet be made some useful, indirect estimates can be

obtained by analogy with .the blue and fin whale stocks.

Between

then and the beginning of the 1964/5 season the total cumulative catch was just

under JO,000 sei whales. A reasonable estimate of the sei whale population at

its maximum in the winter of 1957 is therefore 55,000 + JO,000 - (allowance

for net recruitment during the seven years, say 5,000) ^ 80,000 whales. Using

this value a Schaefer diagram of sustainable yield against population size can

be drawn, corresponding to those given for fin and blue whales in the Committee
Assuming a

to above were

is obtained.
10.

symmetrical curve, and taking
at lev/ population levels as r-M = 0.15 (the values used in the figures referred 

0.1 for blue whale and 0.12 for fin whale), the curve of Figure 1

a position to consider the reaction only of the

an optimistic value of the net recruitment rate

effort within divisions.

Even this estimate does not involve due allowance for any concentration of

Before the 1957/8 season, catches of sei whales were negligible.

of Three report (iWC 14th Annual Report, Figures J, 4, 5 and 6).
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sustainable yields. In any case, it would be sounder, in the light of the
information now available, to follow such a guide than to continue to proceed

the assumption that whaling has not had a substantial effect on the sei whaleon

stock and that therefore in future years the catch per unit effort of sei whales
will. not decline. Corroborative evidence that whaling has, on the contrary,
in fact been having an important effect on the stock is the steady decline of

On Figure 1 the probable stock sizes at the beginning and end of the 1964/5
season are shown. It appears that before the season, the abundance of sei
whales was greater than that giving the maximum sustainable yield, but that by
the end of the season the stock had been reduced to about, or a little below,
the level giving the maximum sustainable yield. The maximum yield is quite
small, surely not more than 4,000 whales, more likely of the order of 5,000
whales, possibly even considerably less than this, and in any case much less than
the 1964/5 catch. Indeed it is likely that another two seasons with catches of

in 1964/5 - even bearing in mind that recruitment might
stay quite high for 2 or 3 years - would reduce the stock to negligible
proportions. That is, the exploitation of sei whales appears to be following
the same unhappy trend as did that of blue and then fin whales, though at a

The rate of depletion is faster because the pelagicgreatly increased rate.

whaling effort - even though reduced somewhat in the last season - is now much

greater in total than it was at the times of most rapid depletion of the other
species, and furthermore is concentrated with great intensity on the relative

smaller areas of abundance of the sei whale.
Further examination of the effects of different quotas5.
In this section of the report, the term ‘sustainable yield’ from a stock

of a given number of whales is the yield that could be taken, year after year,

from a steady stock of legal sized whales of that number, leaving the numbers

The sustainable yield of fin whales at the presentin the stock unchanged.
order of stock size has, following the procedure adopted by the Committee of Four,

12.

a useful guide to the present state of the sei whale stocks, and the likely

the sa,me magnitude as

Clearly, conclusions drawn from this figure will be less reliable than 

those made for fin and blue whales, but the group believed that it does, provide

the mean lengths of sei whales in catches of the past five seasons.



"been calculated

most

yields by more than a few hundred whales in either direction. If at any time
the stock has been recently reduced, then the total stock of whales of all sizes

will include an exceptionally large proportion of undersized whales, which will
recruit to the fishable stock in the next three or four years, because these
small whales are the offspring of the larger numbers of mature whales in earlier

If a catch, equal to the sustainable yield, is taken from such a stock,years•

then the total stock of whales will be unchanged, but there will be proporti ona.lTy
fewer small whales, and the stock of whales of legal size will actually increase.
This fact should be kept in mind in view of some apparent inconsistencies
between the excess of catch over sustainable yield, and the change in stock.

Thus the catch of fin whales in the 1964/65 season was some 3,000 in excess of
the sustainable yield, but the stock of legal sized vzhales was estimated to

have decreased by only about 1,000 vzhales; however, the number of young, under
sized whales decreased by about 2,000.

Here an attempt is made briefly to appraise certain alternative policies
of regulation of Antarctic pelagic whaling. The alternative policies which

£and at the time

of writing there are no specific proposals before the IWC
The only policies which can be considered as meeting the objectivenational body.

of recovery and rational exploitation of the resources
within a specified time to catches of each species not exceeding sustainable

yields and the stocks increasing towards the levels at least as high as those
In this situation it seemed useful to regiving maximum sustainable yields.

examine those policies which were considered by the IWC at its 1964 meeting and

vzhich offered some measure of restraint and conservation.

Firstly, it may be said that the only policy vzhich would imply an

immediate step towards conservation in the 1965/66 season is one that would

fin vzhale catch did not exceed the present sustainable yield of

13.

as further data become available, but it is 
unlikely that such revision vzill alter the estimates of the sustainable

a) the
about 4,000 whales = 2,000 BWU,

as 0.12 times the stock at the beginning of the season concerned.
This value may have to be revised

or any other inter-

are those which lead

could theoretically be considered are, of course, innumerable,

ensure that:



<

and

^ith respect to element b) there will be, in the coming year, a recruit

ment which is greater than the present stock will produce, as it is coming
from the larger stock of earlier years. Now that the sei whale stock has been
rather drastically reduced, the recruitment of future years will be corres
pondingly reduced. Thus the catch of sei whales in 1965/66, which will leave
the stock of legal sized whales virtually unchanged, is something rather more
than the value of about 3,000-4,000 (=500-650 BwU), which is estimated as the

sustainable yield in the steady state condition of a stock of the present size

recommended by the Committee of Four.

We can say then that only if the total catch in 1965/66 -were less than
2,500 BWU, would it be ensured that both fin and sei whale stocks were not

(if it were in fact possible to take, say, 6,000 sei whalesfurther depleted.
in 1965/66 - but only in that season - without further depletion of that stock,

then the corresponding value of total catch would become 3,000 BWU).

It is important to remember that this result would only be achieved if the

total BWU were composed of fin and sei whales in the ratio of about 1:1.
For

the predictions made at the Commission’s 1964 meeting of the consequences of
range of assumptions had to be made as to the way

and extent to which this ratio would change in favour of sei whales; the
situations considered were the ratios 1:1 and 2:1, compared with an actual

ratio in the 1963/64 catches of 1.7li as we have seen the ratio inIn fact,
1964/65 moved even more in favour of sei, to about 1:2.6 to 2.8. This ratio

of fin/sei in the catches has been, up to now, changing in favour of sei for

two reasons: because the fin whale stock has been decreasing faster than the
sei whale stock, and because increasing attention has been paid to sei whales.

In the past season the sei whale stock almost certainly decreased considerably

Also, whaling was concentrated quite intensivelymore than the fin whale stock.

14.

c) capture of blue whales was prohibited.

determined by a

(which is, it seems, near the optimum level); how much more could only be

1) the sei whale catch did not exceed its present sustainable yield,

detailed analysis of all available data for sei whale as

various alternative policies, a

At this point something more must be said about the fin/sei ratio.



the relative concentration on sei whales
For both these

expected, to change again. To maintain it would require a further redistribution
of whaling effort towards sei whales to a greater degree than appears possible#

The group expects, therefore, that, if catchers are left in the 1965/66 season
to choose freely fin or sei whales, the ratio will return to a value of between
1:1 and 1:2. The actual expected value will depend on whether or not a BWU
limit is set for the forthcomingseason. If one is set, and at such a level
that the expeditions can achieve their parts of the national quotas before the
end of the season (that is, if the quota is in fact a restraining one), then

since the BWU favours the sei whale the ratio is likely to be nearer 1:2.
Without restraint, the ratio is likely to approach 1:1 as the sei whale stock
stabilizes or is further reduced.

The effort required to obtain the 2,500 BWU constituted by the sustainable
yields of fin and sei whales cannot be estimated precisely, but it is certainly
rather less than half the 1964/65 effort.

may examine the consequences
of unlimited pelagic whaling in the 1965/66 The predictions depend,seas on.

on the whaling effort which it is assumed would, in fact, beof course,

and also on the relative concentration of that effort on fin or seiexerted,

whales.

the same as in 1964/65, and that the distribution of effort is also the same.

The catch of fin whales in 1964/65 was such that the stock present at the

The 1964/65 sei whale catch

for the still

15.

expected catch of
about 20,000, i.e. of the order of 14,000 giving

on the sei whales (or at least in areas where sei whales were most abundant), 

and with the decreasing sei whale stock, 

may decrease.

so that the expected pelagic catch of fin whales in

a fin/sei total of 5,700 BTO.

Before considering alternative policies, we

beginning of the 1965/66 season will be about 5% less than at the beginning

First, we assume that the total effort in 1965/66 will be effectively

of the 1964/65 season,
1965/66 would be about 95% of 7,000, i.e. 6,650.

reduced the stock by rather more than one-third, and, making some allowance 
rather high recruitment expected for the next one or two years, the 

sei whales would be about two-thirds of the 1964/65 catch of

reasons the fin/sei ratio in the catches may be



If the total effort in 1965/66 is less than in 1964/65 , but its distribution
more or less the If

greater concentration on
fin whales, as a result of the reduction in abundance of sei, then the fin
whale catch could be rather

The group then considered
IWC/16/20) aimed at ensuring that by the third year less than the sustainable
yield would be taken. This policy involves the setting of a progressive series

the third and thereafter catches of less than

catches with a greater proportion of sei whales than the ratios of 1 fin to
1 sei and 2 fin to 1 sei used last year. These calculations are given in

Table 7, below.

Table 7

1:3
 

1:1
 

Season Fin

1965/66 4,800 9,6006,000 6,000 4.,OC04,000 12,000

1966/67 3,6003,000 4,500 7,200 3,0004,500 9>000

1967/68 4,8002,000 6,0002,4003,000 3,000 2,000

32,900 36,90035,300

3,900 4,200 4,400

For fin whales the conclusions are substantially the same, except that the
stock and sustainable yield in the fourth year (1968/9) is rather less than has

been predicted last year for the 1:1 fin/sei ratio due to the slightly smaller
initial stock and the declining recruitment; for the 1:2 fin/sei ration the

fourth year stock is about the same; for the 1:3 ratio it is rather larger.

16.

Ratio

Stock 
sustainable
yield

At open
ing of 
1968/69

__ Fin

Fin: Sei
Quota
(BWU)

1:2
Catch _

Sei
Catch

UUM ■ — — ■■ ■! I M 1    — — —!■

Fin Sei_

or equal to the sustainable yield

Catch
Sei

Recalculations of the Consequences of Policy A of Document IWC/16/20, if 
applied as from 1965/66, and with revised fin: sei ratios

a specific proposal (policy A in document

of total quotas: 4,000 BWU in the first season, 3,000 in the second, 2,000 in

more than 7,000 (but not more than 95% of 10,500 
10,000) and the sei whale catch correspondingly less than the above values.

same, these estimates will be reduced proportionately, 
the distribution of effort reverts towards rather

of each species. The relevant table of document IWC/16/20 has been re-calculated, 
firstly to take account of the slightly smaller stock of fin whales which will 
be present at the start of the 1965/66 season, and also to cover patterns of



The important fact is that in the third, year less than the sustainable yield

would be taken, and the stock would be allowed to recover slowly.

concluded that this policy

would leave the stock not much changed, and possibly permit it to increase

. under a regime of 2,000 BWU annually after the third year.
stated before the stock had been greatly reduced by the very large 1964/65

catches, and took into account annual catches of at most 6,000 sei whales,

decreasing to J,000 in the third year. With the present reduced stock the

large sei catches implied by the 1:3 ratio - and possibly also by the 1:2 ratio -
would further reduce the stock, possibly by the third year to a level at which
the stated catches could not be taken or cculd only be taken with a greatly

-increased effort. Certainly, if the proportion of sei whales were allowed to

remain around the high value of 1964/65, policy A would not lead to less than
the sustainable yield of sei whales being taken, even in the third year.

The effort required to reach the quotas implied by Policy A has not been
calculated, since there would .again be some redistribution between fin and sei
whales, but qualitatively the conclusion, at least so far as the effort required
to reach the fin quota is concerned, would be the same - almost half of the
1964/65 effort would be required, in 1965/66, and progressively less in each

following year.
: This policy could be modified to ensure that less than the sustainable

yield of sei whales as well as of fin whales is taken by the third year, perhaps

series of smaller BWU quotas, and/or by-restricting, the catch of

Another possibility to consider would be to permitsei whales by other means.

the deliberate over-exploitation of the less important sei whale for a limited

the
The best time to have put a policy of the latter kind into, effect would,

was

dozen expeditions.

17.

however, have
still large (probably above the optimum level giving the maximum sustainable

by setting a

yield); in fact large enough to provide the greater part of the catches of a

For sei whales, in document IWC/16/20 it was

However, this was

period, during which the catching of fin whales would be greatly restricted to 
permit a more rapid recovery of the stock of that species. During: this period 

industry would need to be rationalized at the necessary lower level.

been the 1964/65 season, or earlier, when the stock of sei whales



fa

finally, it should be reiterated that, as stated by the Committee of Four,

the only rational policies are those that provide, in one way or another,
for limitation of the catches of each species separately rather than,
well as, the limitation by BWU. In the present situation this might be
achieved by an appropriate adjustment of open seasons for fin whales or sei
whales or both.

18.

or as



APPENDIX
Table A

Percentage distribution of catching effort by division

T
lArea II W TotalII E IIII IV VIV

Season Series

0o8 18.7D IcO 1.8 22.3

A 20.85.7 ; 12.4 4.4 1.90.1 45.3
1962/63

6.4 0.8B 6.22.2 2.6 8.65.5 32-3

C 0.1 0.1

Total 13.1 14.0 5.612.4 2.7 10.5 100.0

D 0.62.7 13.2 1.9 4.3 22.7

27.6A 9.3 3.6 62.417.3 4.5 0.1
1963/64

0.6B 0.4 2.0 4.1 7.4 0.4 14.9

Total 28.8 32.5 9.612.4 16.2 0.5 100.0

D 20.4 40.84.2 2.2 10.7 3.2 0.1

6.6A 24.0 12.3 2.0 4.9 0.5 50.3

6.1 8.9B 1.1 1.7

Total 16.5 0.614.244.4 9.9 14.4 100.0

1964/65

19.

I 41.7
I
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Table B

Area TotalII W II E III IV V VI I
Series

Total 0,961,08 0,62 0,560.73 0.58 0.830,51

Total 0,560.54 0,07 0.23 0.34 0.34 0.24

0.36 0.68Total 0,74 0.92 0.72 0.31 0.35

0.64 0.4-0Total 0.43 0<.30 0.14

0.28 0.89 0.490,650.46Total 0.77 0.-37

1.240.830,202.01 0.59

Divisions fished in both 1963/64 and 1964/65**

Average of the catch per day in these divisions

1963/64 1964/65

20.

0,73

.49

.74
Fin
Sei

Fin 0.62
Sei 0.36

D
A 
B
0

D
A
B

0.10
0.74
0.82

0.55
0.39
0.66

0.35*
0.55*

0.06
0,08
0.02

0.25*
0.44* 
0.00

0.29*
0.70*

0.79
1.14
0,62

0,29 
0,05 
0,00

0.48*
0.19*
0.04*

0.45* 
0.05* 
0,08*

0.34*
0.48*
0.46* 

0.28*
0.38*
0.36*

0.35
0.00

1.27*
0.76*
0.66*

0.11*
0.46*
0.24*

0.26
0.57

0.05
0.58

0.52
0.60

1.09* 
0.14

2.20 
0.69*

0.50 
0.55*

0.75 
1.02 
0.61 
0.35

0.30 
0.12 
0.37 
0.00

0.45
0.83
0.39

0.50
0.38
O.36

1.62
1.07
0.45

0.38
0.61
0.29

D
A
B

0.76*
0.62*
0,33

1.16*
0.92*
0.67

0,16
0.40*
0,97*
0.60*

0.37*
0.99*
0.34*

0,72*
0.05*
0,05*

0.26
0,79
0,60

0.41-
0.12
0.24

0,52
0-35

Fin 
1962/63

Sei 
1962/63

Fin 
1963/64

Sei 
1963/64

D
A
B

1.08*
0.68*
0.13

0.09*
0.38*
0.34*

0,91* 
0.35* 
0.01*

D
A
B

D
A 
B
C

1.55
1.12
0,12

2.42*
1,67*

0.44
0.32

Fin 
1961/65 
(Dec, 
and Feb . 
only)

I Total 
1

0,83*
0.59*

0.54

Sei 
1964/65 
(Dec. Jan. 
and Feb. 
only)

0.45* -
0.51* - 0,05*
0,63* - 0.38
0.55 - 0.30

Species 
and 

Season

Catch per catcher day by season, species and division 
(uncorrected for tonnage)
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Fisheries Division} FAO
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As a
incidental species, as

The

-- - ’ , It should still be possible, however,
conservation policy which would nevertheless permit

of pelagic whaling.

rw'C/SM/3
Addendum

The group then examined the consequences of some rational exploitation 
policies such as would conserve the fin-whale stock, permitting it to begin to 

and at the same time maintain the sei-whale stock at something like 
If the total catch in 1965/66 were kept to not more 

than2,500 BWU, consisting of not more than 4,000 fin and 3,000 sei, the stock

REPORT OF THE EFFECTS OK WHALE STOCKS OF PELx.GIC OPERATIONS
AND ON 'THE PRESECT STATUS OFTHOSE ST0CKS

The findings are reported of a Working Group consisting of L.K. Boerema, 
J.xx. Gulland and S.J. Holt, which met in Rome from 5th to 8th Apr51 1965. An 
analysis was made of provisional data for the Antarctic catch of baleen whales 
in the 1964/65 season, kindly made available by the Bureau of International 
Whaling Statistics under an agreement between the Bureau and FAO.

One policy of the type proposed during the 16th Meeting of the IWC - 
namely a series of diminishing quotas in three successive years, the quota of 
the first year being higher but that of the third year lower than the sustain
able yield in that year, and thereafter being maintained at the level of the 
third year or below - could, if applied as from the 1965/66 season, still be 
regarded as a conservation policy, although to be sure that the stocks were 
not further reduced the series of quotas would have to be somewhat lower than 
the values of 4,000, 3,000 and 2,000 BWU proposed at the 16th Meeting. The 
consequences of applying such a policy now would not, however, be so beneficial 
as they would have"been if the policy had been applied in 1964/65. This is 
because the recruitment of fin-shales is now less, and also because the sei
whale stock was drastically reduced by the large 1964/65 catches. This latter 
factor means that the opportunity to permit the fin-whale stock to begin to 

vet at the same time to sustain the industry while it is rationalizing 
If nt a lower level of operation by easily taking a rather large sei-whale 

Soh has now been substantially lost. It should, still be possible, however, 
catoh, na & conservation policy which would nevertheless permit
continuation of pelagic whaling.

was about 13% less than in the previous season, and
> was about 17% less. Only 11 blue whales were caught.

The whaling effort 
the total catch in BWU’s 
The catch per catcher day for fin-shales declined more than had been predicted 
and that of sei-whales increased as a consequence of an important change in 
the distribution of effort oy the expeditions to areas in which sei—whales are 
most abundant and also by their tending to give more attention to that species 
generally. When allowance was made for this change the 1964/65 data supported 
the assessments made in past years by the Special Committee of Four Scientists 
of the International Whaling Commission.

The sustainable yield of fin-whales is now about 4,000 whales, 
result of the fact that sei-whales in 1964/65 were a sought, rather than an 
incidental species, it was possible to obtain an estimate of their numbers ; 
at the beginning and at the end of the season. The large 1964/65 catch 
probably reduced the initial stock of about 55,000 by about one—third, and 
the present level is of the order of one half of the unexploited level, 
sustainable yield at the present stock level is probably about 3,000-3,500 whales 
and this stock level is also probably near to that 'which "would give the 
maximum sustainable yield.

recover, 
its present level.

of neither species would be further reduced.
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Supplement to Document IWC/SK?/?

WHALING COMMISSIONINTERNATIONAL

MAY 1965SPECIAL MEETING +

the d a t es f o r the
Dy the

Bureau of International Whaling Statistics.

the report as
and includes the ensuing

essential amendments of the report. the

the main report.

It will De seen that consideration of the full season's data does

contained in the Report.

consisting of 19 blue whales (all taken by one USSR expedition in February

and March),

full 1964/65

to the page number of the same table in

This supplement contains all the relevant tables of

Since the above report was written and distributed,
Antarctic Season have been made available to us

REPORT ON THE EFFECTS ON TH - WHALE STOCKS OF
PELAGIC OPERATIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC DURING

TH, 1964/65 SEASON, AND ON TILL PRESENT STATUS
OF THOSE STOCKS - DY FISHERIES DIVISION - FAO

the text of

7305 fin whales and 19.845 sei whales.

not in any way alter in substance the descriptions and conclusions

amended to incorporate the full ±964/65 data,

tables in this supplement refer
For ease of reference,

The total pelagic catch in the 1964/65 season amounted to 6980 B.W.U.
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Table I
Monthly catches of Fin and Sei Whales

Sei Whales
1963/641963/64 1964/65

December 2,732 1,0012,452 552
3,204January 4,338 2,351 7,214

4,164 IFebruary 1,328 7,6 902,451

M arch 1,0862,482 1, 867 3 , 869
April 137 ■ 88 182 161

Total 13,853 7,305 8,256 19,845

Table 2

Species Fin Sei Ratio : Sei/Fin
Season

1960/1 27,299 4,280 0.16 )
1961/2 26,364 4,716 0.18
1962/3 18,636 0.295,482

8,256 0.6013,8531963/4
7,305 19,845 2.721964/5

1

II

Season
Month

Fin Whales ------- t---------
1964/6 5
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Area IIISub-Area II Area IVSub-Area II W B All AreasI
3C-6O°L 0-70°BW W WSeason

14 .0 5.6 10.513.1 12 .4 2 .7 IOC1962/3 41.7
0.528.8 32 .5 9.6 16.2 1001963/4 12 .4

41.7 . 18.C 9.8 13 .0 17 .0 0.51-964/3 ICO.k

Seriesi

to Series E B All SeriesCA
i

7C-8C°33 casor S

22.31962/3 45.3 32.3 10C0.1
1963/4 22.7 62 .4 10014.9
1964/5 68.3 52 .2 1009.5

Table 3
Percertage distribution of catcher days in each season by Area

Table 4
Percentage distribution of catcher days by

Area V 
l‘30°E 
170°W

Area VI 
170° 
120°

area 
120° 
60°

40-tC°S

7C-130°3

60-70°3

c r-

50-60°

0-30°
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and 1964/5

Season BWU*

1963/4 0.40 0.410.6820.407 13.853 8.256 8.448
0.401964/5 0.42 1.137.305 19.84517.521

* including blue whale 5

I

Fin SeiFin Sei

0.360.68 0.40 0.621963/4
C .720.42 1.13 0.431964/5
2 .00.690.62 2.8Ratio 1964/5:1963/4

J

The slightly higher catch of fin whales thanFin whales .Page 7.
the estimatesestimated in the main

the 196 5/ 66 sea-of
son .

the data forthe inclusion ofPage 8 . As
the calculations for the sei whalethe modifications of table 6and

stock now become :
the 1964/65 season 34,000 - 3,650stock of fin whales inAver age

= 30, 350 . The estimate ofseason) the(half the catch during the

average
30, 350 x

the average catch per catcher day obtained by dividingif based on

1

Effort 
(catcher days)

6.980__ I

Table 5
Catches and effort in 1963/4,

Table 6
Indices of stock abundance of fin and sei whales

Total Catch
Total Sffort

sustainable yield of fin whales in

Average catch 
p er uni t effort

Catch per catcher day
Fin Sei BWU-

total landing by local number of

report did not materially alter

stock of sei whales therefore is : 
1’13 = 82,000
0.42

the full season

Catch
Fin Sei

catcher days.

the stock and

a consequence of



*
1

- 5 -
The better estimate based

51,000
0.43

Taking into account the possible effects of concentration of effort

within divisions, and of some catchers still pursuing sei whales less

intensively than fin whales the best estimate of the average sei whale

stock in the 1964/65 season is roughly 50,000 whales. Adding to this

figure half the catch during the season gives an estimate of the stock
at the beginning of the *19624/65 season as 60,000 sei whales.

Page 9 The estimate of the sei whale stock in the winter of 1957 now

becomes 60,000 + 30,000 - about 5,000 85,000. The estimate of the
maximum sustainable yield remains as not more than 4,000 whales and
more likely of the order of 3,000 whales.

On the assumption that the total effort in 1965/66 will bePage 13.

in 1964/65, and that the distribution of effort

will also be the same, the estimate of the fin whale catches in 1965/66

The 1964/65 sei whale catch

reduced the stock according to the above revised estimates by about one

third and making some allowance for the still rather high recruitment

the expected catch of sei whales in 1966/67 would be somewhat more than

two-thirds of the 1964/65 catch, i.e. of the order of 15,000, giving

a fin + sei total of about 6,000 B.V7.U.

5

in each division (table 6 revised, columns 3 and 4) now is 
0.72

on the average catch per catcher day

30,350 x

now becomes 95/ of 7,300 i.e. 7,000 whales.

effectively the same as


